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ingbhe

been laboring hard to create a healthy, vig-
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the payment.

The courts
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newspapers and periodicals
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for,
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yok

such they happen to serve,—for how can
Satan cast out Satan® There ‘will be full
scope ‘in

such

a climate

the treatment, but not enotigh to conceal
from any man, woman or child in the com-

as this for all-the munity

positive hindrance to the progress of the
gospel, and a stain and stigma on the holy

could

religion we profess.
This month it was my privilege to visit
the

Santal

Scotland,

Mission

of the

Free

church of

situated on the Chord Line of the

East India Railway, about 200 miles north
of Calcutta.
Rev. A: Templeton, MM. D.,

began

operations there less than two years

selfishness and spurious-

ago.
three

A little bungalow has been built,
small schools opened, a dispensary

as

Ebenezer,

begin

to

take

pedestrians

the

money

fast

without

number, con-

The

nature

of the interest, however, was by no

means

ignoble,

established, and preaching in the villages
begun. The situation is-not so central and
convenient

not

enough, even while the balloon was lying
flat on thie ground undergoing the repairs
which the first failure had necessitated.
Every avenue leading to the vicinity of this
vain exhibition was choked with overloaded cars and vehicles of every description,
besides

The dense crowd surrounding at

the headquarters

ty of the aeronauts testified by

of the Indian Home Mission, ofs which 1
wrote you nearly four years ago.
That
stands in a circle of scores of Santal yil-

their half-

dollars and their eager curiosity, to the fas-

ginning at mastering the difficult language

citation with which everything relating to
an enterprise of so much daring and possible importance was invested.
Thus the public generously condoned the
pretense of public spirit which was regard-

of the Santals, and is zealously pushing

ed as too thin to be practically

Dr.

work.

Templeton

Success

has

made a fair be-

to him

and

on

to every

who tries to help these poor peo-

a

pretense.

ing over those sigratures, ‘* Bessie Beech,”
«¢ Pastor,”

of the

Pilgrim,” ** Vesta,” and others,

kind, friends who have come to our

aid in our time of trouble.

A nom de plume

is not so easily made out at a distance of
1,600 miles, after one has been away almost
nine years. So,as I can not have the privilege of thanking our friends individually, let
me

say

here that all your words have been

like ‘‘ cold water to a thirsty soul,” We
pray God, to richly reward you for,all yon
have done to awaken an interest in; the for-

i eign missionary work; and some’ future
day, if God will, we'll search you out, and
- thank you face to face.
Besides ‘what the dear Star and Union
brought ns, were precious letters from the
friends of long ago, assuring us that the
Mission is not: forgotten at home.
One
package of ‘ overland” brought cheering
words

from

Maine, N.

Wis. and Minn,

H.,

N.Y., Mich.,

We saw these messengers

of love from a far country and heartily
‘¢ thanked God and took courage.”' And
but an hour ago the post-boy brought us
such a’ tender, loving epistle from one across
the sea, whose ‘mother-heart had felt with
us

the

how

pangs

to send

of bereavement,

and

knew

us comfort and cheer!

God

bless her with the light of his countenance,
and the help of hil strong arm, even unto
the end.
hy
But what can be more cheering than to
know that our prayers are being answered,”
and young men and women are offering
themselves for the service in India! The
good news from Hillsdale College, just re-

chafing, it is hard to imagine how the press-

Lord

bless, dips

* who are to come ; make them like Barnehas,

good

men, full of the Holy

faith,

in

reality invekting a dollar

that through

their labors much peo-

And as

intoxicating drinks and drugs are a heavy
and blighting curse to this pagan land, we

hope

our Board will see to it thaf eandi-

The flames

made that
despatches

and discoveries.

Hence the thing had a bad

odor in

among

advance

the knowing

flames burst forth the engineer was selling
liquor from the bar. The gentleman on
whom the engineer waited, said to him,
“Do you run this machine, and the other,
too?”
The engineer replied, he did just

then; when the

geatleman

remarked

that

is more

correct,

however,

place

which

imputes_ the failure to the combination of
ignorance, willfulness and avarice which
controlled the construction. and manage-

ment of the monster balloon.

Some

the

humbug

memorable

illustrations

with

of

events and scenes at an hour's

say

that the balloon might have been suecessfully inflated under shelter from the wind,
if the cardinal object of the managers had
not been to make money by its exhibition,
It is also claimed that the exhibition” of the
balloon partially inflated must have damag-

events have been caricatured, have

daily

mortification

erously

heralded

been

a

to those who had genthe

originated

in the

engine’

the

scenes

and

incidents of

the

Wawasset disaster were being narrated, we
found ourselves in the midstof a revolution.
The world seemed to be turned upside
down.
The rain fell in such torrents, not

for a day or two, but for ten days, that we
expected to be washed away, with other
rubbish, to the sea. Down the ravines
great rivers were
and lumber, fruits

rushing, carrying logs
and vegetables, and in

off that there is no spot where one can safe-

Graphic managers, you will have: observed,

gence of all sighs of sympathy and respect
is one of the most remarkable things about

It is, in fact, signiticant and in-

structive.
1
Our ‘¢ schools of journalism” are among
the by-words of the day. Especially unpopulsr #mong regular and sound newspapers is that school of illegitimate sensat

ra

id.

A

a

eran

and

enthusiast,

Professor

Wise, and

agers

away

to

fill

leadership of two artists of superior talent,
this Band will doubtless become even more
universally known than before. The Marine Band was organized about the year
1820, and it is interesting to read its history

form its humble beginning uttifnow, when
it has a national reputation and world-wide
The open

air

concerts,

which

are

harmonies rendered by this Band.
. There

have

been

three

excursions,

in

which some twenty-two hundred poor children have participated. It has been a pleasure to us toattend these

gatherings,

the

waifs

“little unwashed”

could sniff the- fresh

play see-saw,

air,

of the

city

gather flowers,

roll on the grass,

butterflies, and eat,

where

drink,

chase

and

be

for at least one day in the year.

the

merry

The

Ma-

rine Band has accompanied each excursion,

and oh, what attitudes and expressions these
little roughs have displayed while trying to
swallow the

music!

We

wonder

few Christian men and women

that

so

encourage,

to these bright days, and their thoughts. go

anxiously out of the

window,

the sky, and when

to see it)" we told

the little

them

people

more

rushed

about

God’s

promise” and how, lest. we should
doubt
God’s word, he again assured us of his
faithfulness.
.
Mixed schools are one day energetioally

discussed

and

loudly

applauded

by

one

clique ; the next,an opponent demolishes the:

towering argument. The reports of the
Board of Health go rambling through the

juestion of disposing of Night

ees for the Legislature opens

LER

exclaiming,

“0 mamma, the flood is coming ; I know it
is; where can God’s rainbow be!” A day or
two later, through the gleaming rain
drops, we saw the rainbow shining against

lively.

Since

CURRIES LEY

Western

Ge CA

i RESET,

own sordid interest with a recklessness of
the lives of these brave men of whom they
have served themselves, which ought

to be

in the catastrophe;

though

it is the

of

Washington

candidates

city

and

Georgetown,
as seaports,
is attracting
attention. - The
subject
of
the
projected ship
canal,
from
the
easlern

branch of the Potomac river to Chesapeake

marked as shockingly hgartless and eriminal. T have taken no notice of the very
common belief that there was no accident

bay, was recently reviewed in a letter from

Admiral Porter.
His views were given as
those of a seaman, and not as an engineer.
He suggests that, before a ship canal could

most

common belief I have met with, . I disregard . the characteristic - brutality of . the
manners which broke out along with contempt of express and implied obligations,
in the quarrel with the gallant old man,
But the happily frustrated intention to send
these men off tu perish, almost inevitably,
on the ocean, in a machine hurriedito com-

he made available for vessels of any size,
the comprehensive improvements recommended by the late Board of commissioners,

appointed by

Correspondence.

————
FRIENDS’ YEARLY MEETING IN IOWA.
This Y. M., lately held in Oskaloosa, Iowa, was one of the most interesting oceca-

sions I have lately attended. Enoch Hoag,
the Indian agent, is a remarkably effective
speaker. Many of the younger ministers
have nothing of the old

tone, but pray and

speak with earnestness and to the point.
Something good and new in their exercises
appears at their morning prayer meetings,
at which the leader requests them to be
short and to the point, and when old fogies
began {to spin out long yarns, they were
called to order.
Other sects joined in, and
we never knew more interesting meetings.
Some Quakers actually responded, Amen.
The meeling lasted over two Sabbaths,

extra trains being run during that time.
Some do not wear the plain Quaker garb.
Reports came from Freedmen’s Mission and
Indian schools.

They

have two colleges in

in this country,

letters
them.
One
among
and he

two in Europe, and

had

from all, and delegates from most of
Ea
2d
Quaker minister has been f{raveling
the mountains of North Carolina,
said that many of the people never

Congress

to examine

those

Adiiral

Porter can see no reason

Washington should not send a line of steam-~
ers to

and who alone were entitled by

hope the “Rip Van Winkle” stupor that has
existed so long will soon piss away, A

experience

to advise, presents itself to my mind as a
crime deserving of all execration, and of

magnitude and aggravation inconceivable.

Europe

ship canal,

as

thirty

wel]

amiles

as’ Baltimore,

world.

Quakers

and

Baptists

was with them, who is visiting all American
Y. M's.
He is 71 years of age, and not
much is left of him but the old Quaker tone

and whine.
ties to have

A plan was made for all sociegeneral meetings, to invite in

all sects. This is something new. When
our good Elder John Colby would attempt

to speak in their meetings, it was, ‘¢ thee
sit down.” English and Irish Friends number 13,000; this ¥.:M. with Kansas, 10,000;
in all of the states, 60,000.

Those agéncies

ie
n

It is a great and glorious

thirty

bi

The

daily

bread”;

or,

as

‘‘Give us for the
SE

itis in the

day

our

daly

hB ( ©

Literary Notes.
A

profits of the

fi p——

late

William

H. Seward’s

“ Travels Around the World,” bave netted to
his heirs, during the first six months, the satisfactory sum of over $41.000.—Sir Henry Holland, the distinguished English traveler, whose
gossipy book of personal anecdotes attracted much
attention some two years ago, has just left London for a visit to the great Russian Fair of NijniNovgorod.
He is now over 85 years of age, but
bears his years very easily. Among his trips
are eight voyages to the United States and Canada, one in Jamaica, four visits to the East, three
to Algeria, two to Russia, several to Sweden and
Norway, and numberless tours over the continent.
The profession of the inveterate "traveler
is that of a physician, yet he says he never lost a
patient by his wanderings.—* Through
the
Air,” a book by Prof. Wise of Graphic Balloon
notoriety, is shortly to be published by the ToDay Publishing Co. It narrates the adventures
of forty years struggles in attempting to solve the
vexed problem of aeronautic traveling,.——*Morals and Manners,” an old time book of hits on
personal behavior for children, has just been
brought out in a new edition by the Putnams.
The book sells well, over 20,000 copies having
been disposed of.—* Bianca Capello” is the
title of a five-act tragedy shortly to he published
by Hurd & Houghton.
The author, Mrs. Elizabeth C. Kinney, was for many years a resident

of Florence, Italy, and

work, worthy

evect a guide-poston the highway of time,

path that ends in heaven.

g
£

%:
2

the scenes of the drama

are laid in that city.—*‘ Practical Chemistry”.
is the title of one of the latest of the scientific
publications of the Putnams.
Itis one of the
best of the series, and gives many’ most practical
and useful hints for the performance of experiments.——Gen. N. P. Banks, one of the steadily
popular lecturers, will come before the public
this winter with the following array of topics,
“ Will it Endure?’
an essay on the perils endangering
the American
Republic; * Public
Opinion ;” * Burlingame ;” * Dryden, the Father
of Buglish Poetry” and * Scandinavia.”——Mr.

T.

S.

Arthur's last

book

is

entitled

‘¢ Cast

ditions by Mr. Henry L.Hinton.——Lord Houghton, in his interesting # Monographs,” writes as
follows of Sydney Smith’s conversational gifts:
‘“ He would allow, what indeed he could not
prevent, the brilliant monologue of Mr. Macaulay, and was content to avenge hirself with
the pleasantry,
* That he not ouly overflowed
with learning, but stood in the slop?
He ¥ ielded to the philosophy and erudition of such men
as Dean Millman and Mr. Grote, with an occasional

deprecatory comment,

but

|

he admitted no

competition or encounter in his own field. On
this point he was strangely unjust.
When some
enterprising entertainer brought him and Mr.
Theodore Hook together, the failure was complete; Mr. sydney Smith could see nothing but
buffoonery in the gay, dramatic faculty and wonderful

extempore

invention

of

the

novelist, just

as he either could or would uot see

any merit in

those masterpieces of comic verse, the: works of
one of his own fellow-administrators of the ca-

thedral of St. Paul’s, the * Ingoldsby Legends.” ”
—* The WICKED WOODS of TOBERELVIL,” by
Mis¢s Mulholland, is the ominous title of un ominous tale. The story narrates the curse; only to
be removed by murder, which hung over the
miserly owners of Tobereevil.
The book is not
without interest, and bas many sensational situations, but the prevailing tone is of the melancholy and tragic order.~——Hurd & Houghton
will publish in the fall Mrs. Clements “Painters,

Engravers,

Sculptors,

Architects

.and

their

Works.”—=Robert Carter & Bros. wiil publish
in the early autumn, * Blending Light-; or, The
Relations of Natural Science, Arch®ology and
History to the Bible,” by the Rev. William Frgser, LL. D.; ¢ Synoptical Lectures on‘the Books

of Holy Scripture,” by the Rev. Doiald Fraser;
“ Ben’s Boyhood,” by C. E. Bowen; * The
Church in the House,” a series of Lectures on
the Acts of the Apostlesyhy the Rev. William
Arnot; The Posthumous Sermons
of the late
Rev. James Hamilton; ** Songs of Lhe Soul,” edited by the Rev.Samuel I.Prime, D. D.; ‘‘Leaves
from the Tree of Life,” by the Rev, Dr. Newton;
¢“ Kyle’s Notes on John,” vol. 3; ‘“ The Little

Camp,” by the author of ** Wide, Wide World ;”
and a new volume by the Rev. J .Oswald Dykes,
D. D.—Matthew
Arnold’s book on * Higher
Schools and Universities in Germany” will be
published by the Osgoods.——Some important
books just published or soon to be, in England,
are, ‘‘ The Friendship of Books,” by the late

Rév. Frederick D. Maurice ; * Comparative Pols
ities,” by E. A. Freeman, D. C. L.; * Personal
Recollections from Early Life to Old Age,” by
Mary Somerville ; ¢ England and Russia in the
Easc;” by Sir Henry Rawlivson; ‘ Principles of

Greek Etymology,” by Prof. Curtius;

“The Mi-

nor Works of George Grote,” and *“ An Art
Tour in the Northern Capitals of Europe,” by J,
B. Atkinson; * The Principles of Science,” by
W. Stanley Jevons; ‘‘ Contributions
to Solar

Physics,” by J. Norman Lockyer; ** A Dictionary of Christian Antiquities and Biography,from
the,/Times.of the Apostles to

the Age of Charle- —

magne,” by various authors, and edited by Prof,
8. Cheetham; “ The Student’s Manual of Ecclesiastical History,” by Philip Smith,

ete.

of a long life of care and toil, to be able to

length,

.

+e

we

would | that shall direct and turn the feet of but one
the deep bewildered, sinful traveler into the narrow

in

open direct communication with
waters of the Chesapeake bay, about

> Yor.

7

the

why

protests of those whose lives were at stake,

\

save

have ever been strong in N. C., and why
have these spots been neglected ?
A messenger from Dublin Y. M,, Ireland,

in Kansas and Nebraska are making Quakharbors, must be carried out in detail.
er settlements on the frontiers, and we re“Washington is the natural center of a
joice to see the new life in them.
large amount of inland commerce,” and if
W. B. HAMBLEN.

pletion in the cheapest way, despite the

our

Adrift.”
It is ask
delineating scenes in the
low life of au Am¢rican city,~—Mr. Charédos
Fultow’s society nove’, “A'Brown Stone Front,”
bas been brought out iia new edition, with ad-

this state. Much’ businesp was done. Some
we have become residents of the. District of
of the delegates Ampeg, but the buildColumbia, we anxiously watch the nominaing on “purpose for the Y. M. is two stories
tions to this important body. In the first
high, ‘100 by 55 feet, but preaching-stands
District in the County, the colored people
were required out of doors on Sabbath. This
are throwing men and money, brains and
bodies, into the contest. They are determin- bodycorresponds with eight other Y. M’s

our

who use one

talent well, will often find that God increas-

Nabob's

backward daily to tke sweet Meccas that
will cheat their pilgrimage of many gloomy
Lours.
= ~%BESSIE BEECH. +4,

The futare

of this enterprise have pursued their

is often the best way ‘to our being allowed
the use of great things. Those

day

carted

in some

dur-

and noblest men should be
for office.
We shall see.

from everything in the composition and
management of the balloon, that the man-

and therefore will never serve him’at’ all.
They also overlook a plain Bible truth,
namely, that to be faithful in little things

down several feet and

up some corner that

return-

jectors. The present pitiable but unpitied
position of these rather too sharp managers, the colored votes stand 7 to 4. Of the two
affords a fine lesson on the value of char- white residents mentioned for nominees,
ed and weakened it. |
acter which is revealed only in emergencies, we find one is a minister, the other an ediNotwithstanding the severe disappointhad known that a person called Jesus ever
So far I have been making a reflection of
ment which the parties interested must be common feeling and conversation. To this, tor. We shall eagerly wait to know who is came into the world, the spirit had never
to
represent
the
people
in
this
part
of
the
supposed to suffer from the failure, it is I think a word more serious needs.to be
told them, and were like heathen, knowquite remarkable how unanimously merci- added, It is apparent from the history of District. This being the center, the nation- ing nothing of Christianity.
Free schools
less public opinion isin the case. All the their dealings with the honest-hearted vet- al luminary atound which revolve the lesser must go in connection with the gospel to
political
lights,
we
think
that
the
very
best
sympathy is given to the daring aeronauts
who were to have risked their lives with an
apparatus so signally condemned; while
even thy are advised fo be geageful for
their fortunate escape, and to put no further
trust in “advertising bubbles.
For the

waiting for some great thing tog do, will
probably never find “The occasion they[seek,

ing at night find the highway or avenue cut

morning over a passablé'route, and

ing the night, in our meadow, and oir sidehill cabbages, tomatoes and corn had returned the compliment
and sailed down into
neighbor B's estate. The little folks peered

neighbor A’s melon patch had lodged,

‘

es the well-used talent. If we would be
strong for any service to which’ God] may
call us, 1ét us not overlook the means which
he generally uses in giving strength. The
grace of to-day will not do for to-morrow.
The strength of to-day will not do for tomorrow. .The petition which our Lord has
put into our lips is this: “Give us day by

sixty yards the road was divided length- by their subscriptions and presence, these
wise, leaving a high bank on either side. gala days for the poor. Thousands, whose
Farms seemed to haye changed places, for lives are a monotonous drudgery, may turn

ed to elect their candidate. They are divided
among themselves, which gives the white
residents abetter prospect of winning where

promises-of the pro-

his

an established feature here, give all classes
dn opportunity to listen to the enchanting

troublesome

notice, proved to be no part of the real
programme for the new daily.
The rude
and hasty hand sketches, in which current

of

fame.

having

Soil, is treated to a speech

of

sole

the fire
room.

has ransacked foreign countries to settle the

other

real sun-pictures

the

he had better let him run one institution.
The next moment the flames burst forth,

columns of oir dailies, and Dr. Verdi, who

ones,

for

ous call for an investigation to determine if Works who blessed the city with such a boon.
The introd
of Mr. Louis Schueider,
possible where the blame rested. The facts
obtained have been meager; but few as as director of the Marine Band, took place
they are, they prove criminal carelessness early this month. Professor S. Petrola is
on the officers of the boat. When
the the new leader, and under the direction and

pictorial papers

A

*

inventor of sensations and had
paper a proverb for spurious

There is-one spot where “Rip Van Winkle” never gets a place

89

They who are willing to serve God by doing little things svell, may serve him always and everywhere ; but they who stand

es- | margin,
spread so rapidly and were so suffocating, teem is a trifle too low. The first street m bread.”
aid or escape seemed beyond the reach of the city that remains six months without
being raised up or cut’ down ought to be
the panic-stricken victims,
It is not strange that, after the first thrill put on record, —or better,perhaps, the name |
of terror was over, there was a simultane- of the Hon. Member of the Board of Public
ror attended this fearful scene!

reading

Ghost and of the affair.

ple may be added unto the Lord.

she

crossing the Atlantic can he sustained by
any kvown material of sufficient lightness
for the purpose. That is one way of reading the lesson. Perhaps the more usual

church is wide-awake, praying and looking ‘those who have succeeded only in deserving
for them, with the cash in hand to send success. In the present instance the abThe

150. passengers,

from Dr. Cox,
to which the disappointing management of who condems the methods as old and imthe Graphic itself also contributed greatly. practicable, which' Dr. Verdi has visited old
The improvement in phioto- lithography, countries to obtain.
which we all hailed, in its promise to reThe fall campaign of Republican nomin-

ure of the great store of gas required for

there is mot only no wordof Sympathy in
the press of the city, but in its stead this
|morning’s papers raise one loud, long, universal jeer, much of which has been audible, from the tens of thousands of those
who have seen and heard of the collapse,
irrespective of the deserts of those engagceived, is the best yet. Dr. Bacheler’s let- ed in the operation. But there is a dispoter, written there, is most encouraging. sition on the other and better side of us, to
There will be no lack of candidates, if the sympathize with misfortune, and to respect
them over the sea.

now at mid-day, with

should be burned two hundred yards from
shore and nearly 100 perish. Oh,what hor-

drowned, and people barely ‘escaped with
their lives.
The valley roads presented
a strange,
appearance.
Sometimes
for

not

bravery and prospective danger of Messrs.
Wise and Donaldsot, as to coin money by

Unless a combination of
balloons can be formed in
will obviate their mutual

carried one ‘thou-

ers

thousands of dollars per day, out of the
has. been obliged to leave India for a season, Speculation, a strong though latent feeling
owing to impaired health. ~H& sailed for of disgust began to prepare the public
his home in Norway about”a month ago, mind to take more satisfaction in the calam| and may not return until next year.
ity than would have been afforded by the
As a literary item to close with, I may success of the enterprise, and to give voice,
Missionary Correspondence,
speak of the biography of John Thomas, at the decisive moment, to its latent senti—
te
the first medical missionary to India, just meut, in the word I have found literally on
MIDNAPORE, July 28, 1873.
printed at the Baptist Mission Press, Cal- everybody's lips—hombug. All this feeling
Thank God for the riging tide of missioncutta.
The author-is Rev. C. B. Lewis, was intensified to the extreme of contempt
ary zeal in our home churches! The movements of the Central Associatién and the missionary of the English Baptist Society, by the farcical return of the tickets and the
and the book 157one that well repays a care- characteristic retention of the money receivcall for a Woman’ s Board
of Missions,
ful pernsal,
J. L. P,
ed for witnessing an ascension, not of gas
cheei us exceedingly. - We feel like saying
ee.
*r0 ee
—_—
but of aeronauts.
It might be a good sell
to every pastor and lay brother in the deNew Y ork Cor respondence.
from the inside point of view, but it was a
nomination, as Paul said to his yoke-fellow,
bad sell in the public view.
«¢ Help those women.” Starting such an
;
NEw YORK, Sept. 13, 1873.
Among
newspaper men, the on dit is
enterprise is easy compared with sustain.
The problem of balloon travel—if such that the scheme was one of Croly’s, who,
ing it, and making it a sure success through
the years to come.
We shall look eagerly it can be called, after the experience of as a managing editor of the World, had
yesterday—appears farther than ever from earned.a reputation as a most unscrupulous
for the news from the N. H, Y. M. Oar
being solved.
moderate sized
some way that

before, this Steamer had

But as the tactics and progress of the exhibition developed the fact that the managwere

Little by Little.

sand poor children of the District on the first ly walk or stand. On Seventh street, and
of a series of excursions, instituted by Hon. around the city Post Office and about the
Arthur Shepherd, and, by the aid of benev-|§ apitol grounds, the excavations are cerolent ladies and gentlemen, so sucdessfully tainly frightful. How those buildings can be
carried out.
We mention this first excur- so entirely undermined and stand so long
sion in connection with the Wawasset be- on props, it would take an engineer to excause it seems impossible that one thousand plain. The old Park, fronting the Capitol,
persons, besides a cargo of ‘provisions, is being cut down to the depth of eight or
should have been safely carried so far, and nive feet, One may drive to the city in the

many parts of the District houses were
swept away, bridges carried “off: animals

even in their own advertisement, but on
the contrary were so adroitly using the

miles south of Amuapoligy and would thus;
in connection with the ship canal to be constructed from Baltimore across the peninsulato Delawaré¢ bay, give Washington com.munication with the ocean.

startling tidings reached the city it sent a foot... The streets in the city are so conthrill of terror to its very limits. Ten days stantly torn up, scooped up, and carried

‘While

all times the ringin which were exhibited
the apparatus for the personal use and safe-

name of Mr. Skrefsrud of the T. H. Mission to the Santals. I ani Sorry to say he

hearty thanks to all who are helping us
through the press.
How we've been divin-

=

pure

BAOKWARD AND FORWARD GLANCES,
You have already chronicled the burning
of the Wawasset,a Steamer belonging to the
Potomac Ferry-boat Company. When the

N urban

&

’

the

tinually going and returning.

ple. Strange to say, he is their only missionary to the Santals, and has not even a
wife to cheer and help him!
‘Some of your readers will recognize the

Through many a thorny path he leads
Mj tired feet;
Through many a path of tears I go,
Bul it is sweet
To kuow that he is close to me,
My God, my Guide.
He leadeth me, and so T walk
Quite satisfied.
ES
ght i
——

WASHINGTON, D, C., SEPT. 13.

youthful

‘physical nerve and soundness and strength ness of the professed devotion to science (!)
our brethren can bring from the bracing put forth as the motive for the enterprise,
air of New England or the rolling prairies It was taken for just what it was—a mamof the West; so it is hardly necessary to moth advertising dodge.
.
poison the blood and muddle the brain with
In spite of this, however, it was wonderalcohol or tobacco.
Let us have sound ful to see how the public rushed with their
bodies and clean consciences for this fron- hali-dollars to defray the expenses of our
tier service. Let all our .wissionaries be enterprising journalists. The balloon was
examples
of self-denial and devotion, if a ‘ big thing.”
It wasa nine day's wonwe would lift these people to a higher der. Ten thousand people a day went in
plane of life. Sadly disastrous have been to see it, and tens of thousands, drawn by
the lives of careless men, who, though they the mystic gregarious instinct which always
came to India to teach the heathen how to breeds crowds from crowds, spent their
bear the cross, still ved as if there was hours ip lounging aimlessly around the
no cross to bear. And there are hundreds enclosure, while the first named multitude
of nominal Christiangin this land to-day, were struggling at the ticket offices as if
whose *“ free und easy style of living” is the entrance were for their lives.
Men

other man

And follow him.

the

of my blessed Master, I huinbly im- mous as a 600,000-foot balloon, did the Herplore thosé who hope to join the Mission to ald and Graphic expeditions resemble each
leave these darling devils in America, if ,other in management.
There was skill in

his

To close my weary, aching eyes,

and

name

tion.

God leadeth me.
"Tis sweat to keep my hand in his,
While all is dim;
;

of science,

orous temperance sentiment in this poor,
besotted, rotten society, and there is hardly sations are pecuniarily bold and liberal, but
anything surer to tear down all that, by the imitation was cheap, parsimonious and
God's blessing, has heen built up here, than ‘greedy of immediate gain. Only in prefashionable tippling and sphoking. In the tension and puffery, as” hollow and enor-

lages, and was a capital choice for a 'staThe clouds hang heavy round my way;
I can not see;
“But through the darkness, I believe

name

manager's of the Gr aphic have been fain to
follow—with a difference. The Herald sen-

Ifa person orders its | aper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or
the publisher may continue to send it until pay I
made, and collect the
whole.amount, whether the paper is ‘taken from the, .a
o Tice or not.
3.

Special Correspondence.

tionalism in which the Herald takes the
lead with charlatan advertising enterprises

1873.
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dates for India are temperance men i" the
backbone, having no fellowship with light
wines and cigars. Your missionaries have

=

Rev. James B. Miles, D. D., of the American
Peace Society, sailed for Europe, with his family,

Wednesduy

of last week.

He goes to pro-

mote the cause of international arbitration,
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little thinking that he was so soon to be the | is being thrust upon us by so-called Union
first fruit of the ministry springing from that | societies and associations, =»

|

Sabbath School Lesson.—Sept. 28.
AND

NOTES

REVIEW

BY

PROF,

J,

A,

HOWE,

|
|

QUESTIONS,

but equally

others wo thither late,
ready. —J.F.

room

Literature.
direction

the stable

lock

Better

for himself.

before the horse is stolen.

.

J. S. DINSMORE.

Faith.

It is’ beginning yg be questioned | snell-hound into the foaming,

be

blessed?

they, they
to the public; because,
different’
the
which
pon
doctrines
tench
sects are not agreed, and, hence, we must
have books and papers that will not con=
say

raging

wa-

embrace escape had been impossible.
As with dilated eye and suspended breath
I watched that sublime handiwork of Na-

The kind of praying forbidden by Christ?
The |
The reason of this? What is to |
kind enjoined?
. be avoided in secret prayer?
The first three pe- |
features.
titions of the Lord's prayer relate to what?”
The ! tain the ohjectionable
Tq meet existing wants, it
remaining petitions? What is necessary in order |
to be heard in our prayers for forgiveness? What

ture’s God, a friend by

my side

remarked,

1 will’ not indulge

1

As the work in our

Sunday

ing the International

Series,

ed,

is expected

to

| Christian

to trust the friends of a

is infinite,—how

is

it easy

16 have

As a student

during these three years, he was eminently
punctual to his student duties, faithful and
reliable in the religious meetings of the
school, a young man of marked integrity
and uprightness of character, winning the
confidence and love of all.

After leaving college, he taught for some
three months a select school in

neighborhood.
ing in

his

father’s

He then engaged in preach-

Philadelphia, N. Y.,

was

ordained,

and became pastor of the church there. But
in the following

month

of October,

when

a year of his service was complete, he was
taken sick, and returned to his father’s
* house,

where,

to _the

day

of his death in

watched over

May last, he was assiduously

and cared for by his parents, sisters,and the

wife of his youth.

Mis Ereuien

Fetes: ex-

pressed during this long peri
arose from
the thought of giving up the work upon
which he had

set his heart, and to which he

had consecrated his life. He would say :
«+1 have just got ready to do something,and
it seems as though I must.”
Here come
in with rich instruction ‘and unspeakable
consolation ‘the

words

when forbidden to build

of God

an

to David,

house

for his

name: “‘Forasmuch as it was in thine heart
to build an house for my

name, thou

well in that it was in thine heart.”

did’st

Ile con-

tinued to receive his friends ‘with cheerful
ness, seemed hopeful,
and rode out nearly ev-

“The funeral services were conducted

by

the Rev. R. Parks, who, under God, was
instrumental in his Iconyersion, who bap-

daughter to mourn

yet they did comparatively

little

blast

good,

should,

therefore, be a matter

est importance to every

of

sires to be useful, to secure first the approval

of God,

and

then

success midy be

ex-

pected.
The Bible furnished numerous

examples

of usefulness.

David, the

Abraham, Moses,

Take it on trust a little while,
Soon shalt thou read the mystery right,
In the full sunshine of his smile.”

PrLriv.

yoy

the Church.

yo

take; it"was only ‘ the climax of John’s
Where the people:
are;
or cap, most
thought as taught by his eountry.”. .New conyeniently assemble,
Failing to adopt
1 prefer the testimony of Jesus and John: to this principle, church builders have too
that of any other man. He says ‘again, often. made unfortunate mistakes. The
John was at liberty to utter advice to the village and the surrounding country dechurches, just as Solomon ‘published his sire
a place of worship. <A few influential
wisdom, True, but is there no difference persons, in a district some miles away, are
between giving counsel and recordinga very positive it should be located a little
“¢omymand ?
pover Jearned that Solomon’s out of town. It would, in their estimation,
maxims ‘claimed authority higher than the be just for the villagers, etjoying so many

teaching which would not only place thie | den-bearers become

disheartened as they

and | can not fail to see the shadows

that, gather

and gave the right hand of fel- Dante's poetry, but which also stamps it| over the fulure prospeets of the society.
“tized him,

proved a blessing to

“before he was stricken by disease,

as be;

erature?

"1 think

not,

and I also

is best for the moral ‘development
youth,

that

evangelical
=4

think

it | small,

of our | agitate

denominations

brought

Jay it low.

{ Era.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL A POWER,
this head Dr. Rufus W.

| 8. 8. Times #4
|

A people's

| cerning

Clark

the

religion is the chief fact con-

them.

This

| tious, creates

molds

their

institu-

their domestic, social, politi-

cal character, besides shaping their

| destiny.

Under

writes to

Now,

what

must

eternal

be the power

| .exerted by hundreds of thousands of Chris-

I have redeémed | tian teachers, the most intelligent, conscientious,devoted and zealous members of
thee; 1 have called th@ by thy name ; thou
art mine,” At the tyfilight hour, on the our churches, every Sabbath presenting,
Sabbath, when the
thoughts of the pupils | illustrating, enforcing the great truths of
would turn to the‘home- circles, their teach- | the Bible to nearly eight millions of chilnot,

f@r

suggested

her room and repédat the hymns thay

away;Katie took up her hymn-book to se- | and salvation of the pupil ? Making every
Now, is it not the duty of every person, {lect a bymn.
All séemed invested with | deduction for unfaithtulbess on the part of
especially every child of God, to labor for new beauty ; but ope was chosen and learn- a portion of the teachers, and the want-of
apparent success with many of the pupils,
the common good?
Yes; but many exed; one whose lites were the true index

you would not sit down and fold your hands
and say, “I can not do any thing.” It
would be your endeavor to do the best you
could, even it you failed to accomplish the
desired object. So you should do in spirit
ual things.
So
aa
™¥
Bat most persons can be useful to

siderable extent.

a con-

to corroborate this assertion.
was a man who possessed

Jarlan Page
nothing more

than common abilities and education ; poor
as it regards the things of this life; but he
did more, perhaps, to promote the happiness of mankind than many professed ministers of the gospel.His persevering zeal
and untiring labors for the conversion of
souls are worthy of imitation. Upon his

“I know

converted to God

through

my

own

and personal instrumentality.”

that I
direct
2

It is said of a Litchfield Deacon, who has
moved three or four successive times to as
many different states, and left in each place
a church and settled minister as,the fruits

there

;

Another,

room

“An old writer mentions the case of a pious

his neighbors’ and

in

conversing

with

acquaintances in their

shops or fields, had been

the

instrument of

an

amount of good

ac-

** Grace,

looked very pleasant

"tis

a

charming

Another, *¢ My anget name.”
When Katie's turn came,

she repeated,

¢ Oh could I speak the matchless worth,”
Her

ficulty

voice jrambled, and it was with dif-

that

she couid

Christ

sound.”

finish, so new

and

their

Saviour.

A

love

for

the

"titudes of children are reached and converted to God, to whom the Sabbath school has
brought the only religious advantages they

woudrous was this love to her. That evening a [note was left on her table from one
who Ha often urged her to be a Christian.
It ran thus:

we

as

Bible is produced that without their instrumentality never would have existed. Mul-

ever enjoyed.

Out of millions, multitudes

ate brought into the church who, in various
yrofessions and
avocationg, serve - their
Master with signal earnestness and success.

sat in the twilight to-night, re-

peating those beautiful hymns, I glanced
over the little circle to see who from the

heart could say,

PrOMPTNESS.

Every teacher knows how

vexatious and trying it is to have scholars
come in late, atter the exercises have be-

gun, disturbing the class and causing the
teacher to repeat what has been said ; much
| more does a tardy teacher vex and disturb
the superintendent and all the school, beand she only was left out who repeated
sides setting the class a bad example, which
those lines, for 1 believe she yet says she is reaches not only their Sunday school habits,
not one of God's children.”
There were
but all their habits, The tardy Sabbath
other words in- the note—warm, loving school teacher is by her example making
words—but they were not the words the tardy “men and women.
Promptness is a
poor girl needed. She did need to have mark of fitness everywhere, in everything.
+

I'd sing the precious blood he spiit,
My ransom from the dreadful guilt
Of sin and wrath divine,

some

one

throw

her arm around her, and

say, ** Katie, dear, I am so glad for you!
Don’t let anything discourage you ; but keep
close to Jesus.”
‘
The next day svergthing seemed to go
wrong:
The lesson in chemistry could
not be mastered, consequently failure in
the

recitation

of it,

so

that the principal

requested her to recite it alone, the coming

day.

When

she returned to

her room, she

spoke hasty, unkind words to ther roomof his own prayers and labors, that, at the mate, without reason. In the eveping the
principal requested those who bad recently
age of eighty, he walks four miles every
week Loattend a Sabbath school, and al- pecome Ehristians.to a meeting in her
room. Katie felt that she had no reason
ready reaps a rich reward for his fidelity i= to call herself such. She gave up all hope,
seeing around him thirteen children and and it ‘was years before she resolved that,
fifty grand children, nearly all of whom are comd what might, she would serve the
Lord.
prosperous and pious.
Sunday school teachers who are diligent
‘The late Rev. J. G. Pike, of England; in,
in sowing the sced are not always equally
his “Guide for Young Disciples,” says: watchful ‘of its springing
up.
Sometimes
man, who, by his zeal

yet. remains

complished that we can not estimate, Moras she entered, with the bappy faces of the | al principles are planted in the breasts of
dozen girls ranged around. One repeated tens of thousands who may never come out
from the world and publicly acknowiedge
the hymn, “I am
weary of simning.”
Miss B—"s

“ As

A few facts will be given

Where much is given, much will

quired,

be re-

If you are rich, doubtless it will be

your duty to-bestow much of your goods
upon the poor, to support the gospel, to aid
the various benevolent enterprises of the
day. If you are blessed with talents, you
can do much for the advancementof the
cause of Christ and the suecesstul triumph

with falsehood ? - Do we need an extended | Learning wisdom from the folly of oth~
lowship at, his foriitition. SAE, congrega- circulation
of Christian principles, provided you make
of this class of unsectarian lit- | ers, some
other society,
comparatively

_ tion filled the'ehurch; manifesting the ten:
derest sympathy with the occasion.
1 spoke of him in the Star a few weeks

is

up to their dyty in this matter, so that they
wil] place
the current expenses of the
| school next to the pastor's salary, and pro-

a look, a question, the answer, ths different tone of voice in repeuting a verse from

the Bible, will show a change of feelings.
Surely Jesus will not be unmindful of the
word spoken in seasop to such an. one, for

The successful business man is the one who

meets bis paper on time or before time.
The safe engineer is the one on time, The
prize student is the one ready when called

for.

In music all depends upon

prompt-

ness; you feel the diseond
of two or three
voices who drag or lag behind. So any.where,

the

provoking ones to men and the

trying ones to God
souls who

are’ those: behindhand

are always

a

little late.

Be

prompt, in season, on time.
i.

WHAT TO Atm AT.
The Rev. George
A. Peltz contributes to the Baptist Teacher
some excellent suggestions in. regard to
the *“ prieiples of teaching,” of which this
isone:
Seek a clear conception of just what, as
a teacher, you are called upon to do. You
are to secure the lodgment of truth in the
minds of your pupils. Of course you are
to seek its influence upon their hearts and
lives, but merely as teachers, the first state-

ment

is adequate.

their

minds

To

lodge "truth

fies be brought

thus,

into a recep-

converting thirty or forty persons,”
Many it will be like as cup of cold water toa tive state. To this end attention must be
aroused, error must be dislodged, and truth,
more examples of a similiar nature might thirsty soul.—Christian at Work.
with no admixture’of érror, must be imBR
be presented; but these are sufficient to
parted, and so imparted that it shall be reshow what individuals, in the common
You must teach the truth and
‘ MAakiNG” A Facurry, Itis very com- tuined.
walks of'life, may do through the blessing mon for young people in our Bible classes nothing but, the truth, and go faras is necof God.
to feel that they can not, become teachers, essary to preclude erroneous understandfer to remain scholars Tong after ing, you. must tell the’ whole truth. Hold
If you wish to be useful and promote the They
this true aim of the teacher- ever before
glory of God, you must of course make sac- they should be actively at work teaching you, and it will contribute much to clearothers. When sixteen years of age, I was
rifices; and great ones, too, You. must also invited by the superintendent of our school “hess.
i
A
conveniences, to go half a mile or more
expect to bear the reproaches and calumnies to take a class of little girls. Now I had
to meet those who come from the neigh:
of a gainsaying world. But what are all a constitational dread of children, and not
PERSONAL. You are not simply the teachborhoods beyond;
and especially, since
the least faith in my powers to interest er of a-whole class, butthé-particular teachthese
things
compared
with
the
interest
of
| the lot may he obtained very cheap, or as
If I had beén asked to take a class er of each particular scholar in the class.
religion and the conversion of souls ? What them.
of misses of my own age, or of ladies of Give ‘each their portion. ‘The mother rob| a gift to the society.
The scenery, morewill they mutter you in the eternal state, almost. any age, I should have felt surer of in does not give all the crumbs to one or
| over, is attractive, and the argument prewhen all the scenes of time shall have clos- my abilitles, But little girls! How could two, but gives. each some in turn. Many
| vails.
The vote is- carried, but not withed forever? Nothing at all, Then go for- I ever let myself down to their level? ¥ teachers throw out the truth in. lumps, and
| out some opposition.
can, pick out anything, very
ward with an unyielding spirit,relying upon was sixteen! I pleaded as an excuse that if the scholars
| The church is built,
But'the changes of
+
the arm of God, and engage with heart and I -bad no faculty to interest children. well, but gerérally they do not.
Well,” said a good lady, advising me in
| the : seasons bring stormy weather and
Abstractions will do forthe lecture room.
hand in that cause which is worthy dbove the matter, ‘“ niake a faculty ! make a fac- In the Sunday school class we meed particmuddy and suow-blocked roads, The vilall other cqyses,—the cause of Christ.
ulty I” 1 took’ thei class, and’ my coming ulars and, applications. Do not be afraid
lagers ave but partially supplied with
down was refreshing to me, and 1 was told

fifty years inthis country, without poison- | congregation dwindles in numbers
and
ing the mind of the young by a class of | interest. + The: minigter and financial bur‘with Homer, Virgil

teacher should be regular and

of her feelings.

of God,

" «rif Benin the weary spirit free,
Thy God hath said ’tis good for thee
To walk by faith and not by sight;

on aleve]

Every

punctual in his attendance at the school, attentive to all rules and regulations, heeding
the calls of the bell, and thus doing his
part in maintaining that order which is indispensable to a well-regulated school.
Noisy schools: ave not the fault of the superintendent, but ot the teachers who fail
to secure order in their classes, Teachers
should not allow the superintendent to carry alone ‘the expenses of the school, but

cuse themselves by saying, that their talents and influence are so limited they can
do nothing.
This is an erroneous conclusien.
If you had secular business on hand,
would you make such a vain excuse? “Al
though you might feel your incompetency,

by the favor

his

Bible

ars,

should see toyit that the church

the rough

discour-

the

of

such men as Baxter, Wesley; «Whitefield,
Martyn, Brainerd, and Colby, who have,

and for these scenes of trial do we need
strong, unflinching faith,—a faith that will
never waver though the wrecks of shattered hopes may be scattered all around.

written

more

.As

lived.

In modern times, we have the example

man life is full of dark and sad experiences;

writer; but Jobn claims to have

or

is

thousands.

were useful in the day in which they

and judged the nations in righteousness;
where he saw the righteous crowned with
glory and honor,
and the wicked=“€ast
away, and the smoke of their torment rising up forever and ever. We learn also

it must be a mis-

it

othing

that they should meet in { dren and youth, the teaching often accomliked. panied with fervent prayer, and with a
afternoon of the first Sabbath wore | heartfelt interest in the spiritual welfare

others

sat on the throne

says,

scorch

exercises.

aging to a superintendent than the continned absence of teachers from this important
meeting. Teachers can help the superintendent by frequently visiting their schol-

had

many

that more than one hundred souls have been

Swing

its

er

and

those ways are always right.
Mysteries now may envelop us, but eternity’s clear light will dispel them all. Hu-

But Mr.

home study he should regularly attend the
teachers’ meeting, and when there, he
should be Fillings take an active
part in

* Fear

the apostles,

have-dene ; but I think I have had evidence

to Build

does. - Each teacher owes it to the superintendent, as well as to his class, to fully
prepare himself to teach the lesson every
Sabbath.” To do this, in addition to careful

|

the tender
the greatest

if wor-

saying,

prophets,

that

‘Where

sun

who,

perintendent much more than faujt-finding

i

see

16-m20,

4 p—

that officer,

thy of his place, will endeavor to harmonize all grievances.
Encouraging words
and grateful commendations help the su.

Little Ones.

| siderable religions interest, and one and
another had found the ** pearl of great
| price.”
, who
| Among the pupils wys Katie G
| had hitherto resisted all entreaties to become a Christian.
But at last she cherish|} ed a seeret hope that she had been ‘* born
again.”
Her heart was {ull of rapture, for
| it seemed as if she ¢o§ld hear her Saviour

high-

individual who de-

ceals that other land,

iL

cisms directly to

:

be- | a lesson from this?

the

vision.” Here we are told where John obtained the power to paint Heaven: with its
walls of jasper; we are told where he

adg.to man the plagues written in this book,
shoyld man add anything to the prophecy.
Yes, we only have to remember that these
things are but the climax of John’s thought,
taught by his country, But what says
Christ? “1, Jesus, have sent my angels to
testify unto you these things.” Rev, 22:

it, but should make all complaints or criti-

It was the winter term at the Young La- |
cause they were engaged in a wrong cause, |
There was con- |
—a cause which God did not approbate.
It | dies’ Seminary in C—.

it is all of God's grace, and nothing

shall

the

The

May not these who have | vile for it as liberally as they do for the
‘Alexander and Bonaparte performed much; || been in the Master's service for years learn | other , expenses of the church.—Christian

death-bed he bore this testimony:

God

their loss,

oy

con-

that

from

S$. §. Suggestions.

lost. | care, lest

measuré

away

E. R. LITTLEFIELD.

|

SUPERINTENDENT.

perintenden earnest and frequent prayers,
No teacher should allow himself to disparage, or find fault with the superintendent,
in conversation with his class or outside of

a profession of relig-

|

that

saying,

Shoreham, made

Christ’s

veil so thin yet so impenetrable,

for

passed

AND

ent in_his efforts to benefit the school,
Teacheis should, therefore, offer for the su-

ion in 1824, was baptized by Rev. Enoch
Rose, and united: with the F. W. Baptist
He soon com“church of New Shorcham.
menced preaching,
and was ordained by a
‘council of ministers from Newport, R. I.,
among whom were Rev. James A. McKenzie
and Rev, Me. Burdick. He struggled hard
through life, having to labor for his and his
family’s support.
Yet he witnessed some
refreshing revivals, and many precious souls
were converted and added to the church
under his labor, Ie‘leaves a wife and one

BARRETT.

their usefulness is in a great

TEACHERS

Rose.

The gardener watches for
visite for men to be governed by Ae principles of Christianity ; for if they are/ not, | blade, and then fosters it with

aired child im
ination and a burning soul. Now, have | teams, The side-walks do not extend into
repose. He sleeps well. And the morning
not had enough of infidelity in the last | the country, and the consequence is, the
"we
£hall find this our young friend refreshed
life.

New

|

to our vision, could we but lift the veil, the

authority

R. Rose

+

selection of a superintendent usually devolves wpou the teaches in the school. It
is “their: first duly to obtain the best man.
Having secured a good superintendent, it
is also ‘their duty te keep him, How to do
this this article proposes to show. Each
teacher should feel that upon him rests the
responsibility of sustaining the superintend-

pain and suffering to-his reward, March 24,
1873, aged 72 years and some months, * He
was born in 1801, of Christian. paventsy in

and prejudices, and
greatest good,—like

and by his own genius, he, Homer-like and
Dante-like, easts his favorite realm into a

learned of the Lamh that

Elijah

——

our hearts,
I passed, to-day, a beautiful monument
erected by mourning friends to the memory
of an only daughter. For forty years that

should

R.

have.

spent

ly
@ Or

‘Rev.

In order to be eminently useful, it-isyeq-

faith in his loving care.

we

E.

‘

Usefulness,

well.”

when sorrow’s dark billosvs threaten to overwhelm us, we lose sight of his guiding
hand, and doubt and dismay too often fill

ery day till just a week before he died; but it what God directed; and John has not yet
been impeached.
appears he had anticipated and-prepared for
Again he says, ‘* In the interpretation
the worst. A few days before his death, he
of
this book, there is no other methed ‘than
told his mother that all his funeral arrangements had been made and committed to to separate it from actual history, ‘and frony
writing together with the designation of the definite propheey, and draw A near realizaname of the person, he wished tp preach at tion of Christian’ truth from the help given
his funeral,and would be found at the house us by John’s gifted imagination.” Here ‘the
S. School scholar. is told not to receive
.of a neighbor after his decease.
And so with the quietness and trust of «a John’s writings as history, not as prophéey'|
its mother’s arms, he sank to even; it is only the fruit ofa gifted image
and renewed for a higher and better

Rev.

or in the donations of

HIBBARD

it was

Rutland, ©.

where they can do the most ood.
A. I. MovLTON.

BY sSLAH

life, and see that

CEI

will secure all the benefits you would
as a scholar and more.—8. S. Times.

ion with God and in doing good.”

If necessary, the greater sacrifice

difficult

doeth all things

facts

Iu building

their Master, going about doing “Zood, and

be devoted, on the last Sabbath of Sept., to touch of imagination.”
Now it seems to me that Mr. Swing's
a review of the lessons of the last three
| imagination is wrong, or the record is
months, no Notes appear in the Star the
daughter had been a mother’s constant com“The record, in its introduction, as
wrong.
present week. Instead of these, there will | well as all through, claims higher authority
panion. Every room in her childhood’s home
Rev. 1:1,— was redolent of her presence. The paintbe found some interesting and valuable mat- than
imagination.
John's
which God ings that adorned the walls, the products
Christ
Jesus
of
ter in the last two columns on this page, “* The revelation
unto his of her own skillful hand, the books, the
show
to
(Christ)
him
unto
gave
which teachers and Pupils may fittingly look
things which must shortly come musical instrument, all, all breathed of her,
servants
over.
A
to pass; and he (Christ) sent and signi- the loving daughter,the cheerful companion,
| fied it by his angel unto his servant John.” the constant friend. Is it a marvel that the
Rev. West G. Willis.
ows Mr. Swing tells his readers that it is mother’s eyes are heavy with unshed tears ?
.
RC
#Hll a mistake; that Christ did not reveal Is it strange that she can desery no silver
John's lining to the dense cloud lowering so darkEver since the brief words that came to | anything to John; it wasiy-only
us a few months ago, announcing the death .¢ gifted imagination.” Thé record" says, ly around her ? Do we wonder that in the
of the subject of this netice, it has been our | it is the *¢ revelation of Jesus Christ,” and bitterness’ of her grief she exclaims, ‘Is
desire and purpose to pay a deserved tribute he (Christ) * signified it unto his servant there any sorrow like unto my sorrow
of appreciagion and esteem to one so soon John.” Now which shall we believe ?
But there is light even behiyd this boding
and so sadly struck down at the very openAgain. If John recorded this revelation,
cloud.
The same loving Father who for
ing of his work, but the facts of his later as he says he did, there can be no imagi- many a year scattered the beams of peace
life have but recently reached us.
nation about it; but«ifhe did not see what
and joy over that now lonely household,
Of his earlier life, even now we know but he recorded, then the whole story is a fab- still watches over them.
iittle.
That little, however, is enough.
Tt rication, unworthy of the and unworthy of
I saw a father whose only sen, around
comes from a member of the family, and is | a place in the Book of God.
whom his fondest hopes clustered, had been
a testimony to what we knew to be a gen-|
The author next seeks to illustrate by snatched away by the ruthless destroyer. In
|
erous and noble nature:
“From childhood reference to Homer, Lucretius, Virgil and
the very prime of manhood, when hope was
he was so kind and affectionate, that we | Dante. And he claims for the Apocalypse the brightest and Jife most beautiful, the sumearly learned to look upon him as a source same authorty which he claims for the poe- mons came. Do we wonder that the father’s
from which we should derive a great deal try of Homer, Virgil, Dante, &e. He says, heart is heavy,
that his form is bowed
of happiness.” Sometime after experiencing John imagined, then wrote; but John says with grief, that the trust, once so implicit,is
religion, though his yorldly prospects were he was commanded what to write and what almost shaken beneath this crushing blow ?
more
than ordinarily proniising, as his rot to write. Now, is such language cal- Is it strange, as he contrasts the past with
parents had ample possessions for him to culated to beget and nourish confidence in the present, and thinks of the sad, lonely
inherit, yet he felt. that he must turn from the word of God ? I think not.
future stretching out before him, that he
them, and fit himself for the higher service
But perhaps we are mistaken in our in- can not feel it is the same kind hand guidof his Master.
:
:
spiration of the writer of the article; per- ing his footsteps as when he was led in
In the fall of 1868, he joined the Theolog- haps he did not intend to throw distrust peaceful and joyous paths ?
ical school at New Hampton, and entered upon the
But so it is, sorrow as well as joy has its
sacred
record. But again he
upon a full course of study, graduating in says: * The Apocalypse is the climax of beneficent misson ; and though the ways of
_ the summer of 1871 from the Theological John’s thought.
are ofteu dark and inscrutable
Taught by his country Providence

department of Bates College.

of a situation

and local preferences
practically aim at the

But when the tempest bursts upon our heads,

gloxified by the fervid

doctrine

wisdom

have

remembrance.

should be made to accomplish this purpose.
And the society that aims at this object can
not ‘fail of commending itself to the people, nor securing their co-operation.
How
very important that men of means, and in
other particulars capable of. wide influence,
should lift themselves above all narrow

When our path lies beside the still waters
and through the green pastureg,then indeed

| Zee The interpretation of the Apocalypse.”
The vision of St. John
| The Authorsays:
us- | seems
common
the
than
nothing else

Schools,

whose

to always feel, “He

| for July, published by Adams, Blackmer,

Lares

easy

in

sketchs you

have dene good, to

in usefulness. While bidding a final adieu
to earth, will you think that you did too
much for the Redeémer who bled4and ‘died
for you ? Surely net, You would be reddy
to adopt the language of Dr. Donne, while
on his death-bed : **I repent of all. my life,
but that part of it which I spent in commun-

.

childhood,
the Friend whose love is unbound-

“| Lyon,& Co., there appears an article headed :

Lessons.

how

sort

number.

few brief years ; but the Friend whose watehful care has protected us from our very

| tion only a single case as an illustration.
| In *the National Sunday School Teacher

@ ommumications,
S.'S.

natural,

of

recital

whose

skill painted these luminens bows §pirkling
so gloriously around us.” Many times have
these words returned to my mind.
How

complain,’ but will men-

we

| cases of which

in a, ong

scenes,

reflect upon

if you

Wh

You are no ftoser,
young man,
young
woman, because you leave your plade as a
scholar and take that of a teacher,
you
are earnest and faithful as a teacher, you

be diligent and active

When you come to die, it will be a source
of consolation,

filled,

individuals, detertuine so grave a question.
The design of God's house is to carry the
gospel of salvation to the greatest possible

**Ah !” he said, ‘‘that is faith; you believe
in me, you trust me. Would that our faith
were always as strong in Him whose hand
these wonderful

the

price

would plunge yourself there.”

has fashioned

well

Then

before the night of death approaches.

churhes, is not the following. the rule for
general adoption, viz.,—put them where the
people are, or. in central positions where
they will be ?
.
And let this be done “irrespective of partial or minor considerations. Especially
let ‘not a few hundreds of dollars in the

“How easily could I throw you. from this
is claimed,
bank into those seething breakers.
Aren't
you
afraid
;
FT
and
societies
publication
Union
HuMerous
|
is meant by the words * after this manner, pray
“Afraid! T should sooner expect you
companies have "been brought” into existeV?

. Whom does Jesus say will seek, in vain, for ence, and we are told that to sustain a S.
To whom |
admission to his kingdom, and why?
does he liken the doer of his word? <To whom | School, and not give offe se, we must use
the hearer only?
What are we taught by this?
union publications, for they teach no sectaOn what occasion was Jesus charged with |
Hence, we find our scholblasphemy, and why?
How did he meet the | rian doctrines.
charge?
What power does he now possess?
and teachers loaded with books, papers
ars
On what mission did Jesus send his disciples? |
tracts, which contain no ‘sectarigy
Their instructions?
What did he say of those | and
What lesson | views nor Bible instruction.
It is the honsho should reject his messengers?
may we learn from this?
the present
that
many
of
n
From what motive did John send to Jesus? est convictio
present
the
and
His questions to the people | system of instruction,
The reply of Jesus%
highly did Jesus rank him, |
How
shot John?
course of this so-called Union method of
dwhy?
Whom rank higher, and why ?
What is the gracious invitation of Jesus? Who | directing the mind of youth, tends directly
need it? The testimony of those who have ac-| to skepticism and infidelity.
cepted it? Your testimony concerning it?

school

and mercy.

it is so handy for the children. The congregation is large and stimulating “to the
new minister and the leaders, the Dblessing of heaven seems to rest upon their work.
While the old church,—*¢ out in the country,"—drags on a feeble existence, or be-

of

—————

Their views, at that time, of Jesus’ mission? | by good 8. School workers, whether it i] ters, rushing wildly over the precipice into
What may wg-legrn from their example? What | safe to adopt any of the denominational
the abyss below. . A single misstep had
tour did Jesusindke, and what works do?
presented
The number of the beatitudes? The kind of | publications
aré now
which
plunged me into the boiling gulf from whose
poverty called ‘blessed by him?
The kind, of
mournink?
Mention other of the beatitudes? |
How can one who is persecuted for Christ's sake |

Sabbath

This is no fancy

by honest men and women, as to what is|
I stood upon the high bank that oversafe to place in the handsof teachers and | 1p0ks Niagara's wonderful cataract, gazing

scholars.

the

comes extinct.

—

of the

.
; | mind, and many of these are of a skeptical
was Jesus subjected. character” it has created anxious inquiry

How were these temptations presented
Why?
How was Satan met? The way to meet |
to him?
If we fall by it, who is always to
“temptation?
What four disciples left their boats to |
blame?
follow Christ#-"The extent of their sacrifices? |

you out to make

turn

and papers

books

or rented,

ripe and | want the camel in your tent, don’t allow
| him to put his nose through the door; if
;
sy tein you do, he will soon

!

don’t

say to my brethren, if you

1 would

|

May

arrangement, to be gathered on high.

Sunday School
Describe the circumstances which led the wise |
—
a
Aecount for the appearance |
men to Jerusalem.
of the star. How did their arrival affect Herod, |
of
|
full
is
schémes
his
world
how
the
Show
As
do?
he
did
and what
were defeated.
Give an account of Christ's bap- for the instruction
-and
State the reason of it. What does his |
tism.
baptism teach?
To what temptations

present day, which

rangement for giving theological education, | of the literature of the

habit this world, wil! shortly be beyond lelp

town's-people can attend,” with the conveniences of side-walks, &e. With such
a plan the people are well pleased, the
house is completed, the pews readily sold

against a large amount

face

ing among the fist fruits of the present ar- | once set their

——rr’’

QUESTIONS

SE

-

SR

SR”

Em————r—

=

.

i

—

—————

ree

at | the

take

advantage of the situation and

the project of building

very heart of the town,

a house in

‘‘ where all thy

it was to others.

It took the siiffness and

preternatural

out of me wonderfully ;

‘age

and’ to-day I am a firm believer in the art
of “ making a faculty.”
| Some of my little girls are grown now.
Some

are teachers themselves, and when I

meet with thew, they sometimes say, **M
teacher,” in a way that does my heart good.
Latterly I have had a class of young ladies,
and 1 have often felt that if they ave learn-

a proper use of them, But what you do ers, surely I am’ no less one. | We make
must be done soon. Your life will-erelong | hb
SSSSS JR ions, and I am ; often astonished
,
terminate, The giddy throng that now in- EL
IB REHELY Mibject.
of ideas that are expressed :
;

el

i

>

ho

Re go3%

Bf

to be lovingly personal.
Satan and the
¢liugs ‘will seek to scatter and prevent prac-

tieal conclusions. ' Let'the teacher have his
mark, and aii at it and fire at it; not a
mere charge of words, but the living truth.

Have the class nnderstand "that the truth
applies not simply to the world at large, or
the class as a Whole, but) to each member
in ‘particular. In this way direct results
may. be secured, and rarely in any. other.

A kind of indefiniteness, and seeming indif-

[erence to the importance of Christian truth,

that characterize many teachers, work more
harm than seems to be dreamed.of by most

people.

“py

STAR. SEPTEMBER
26, 1873.
RA

MORNING

died;

I saw the west wind loose’his cloudless white,

In flocks, careering through the April sky,

1 could not sing, though joy was at its hight,

For she stood silent by.

I watched the lovely evening fade away,
A mist was lightly drawn across the stars;
She broke my quiet dream—I heard her say,

“ Behold your prison bars!

*~

“ Earth’s gladness shall not satisfy your soul—
This beauty of the world in whieh you live;
The erowning grace that sanctifies the whole,

Taat I alone can give,”

.

I heard, and shrunk away from her, afraid;

But still she held me, and would still abide.
Youth’s bounding Jujscs gluckened and obeyed,

of small account ; but I conclude

With slowly ebbing tide,

you want-

ed a heart’s-ease when you planted-me.

If

“ Look thou beyond the evening sky}? she said, 4 "you had wanted an oak, or a pine, or a vi
‘ Beyond the changing splendors of the day;

I turned and clasped” her close, with sudden
fitength,
>
A
And slowly, sweetly, I became aware
Within my arms God's angel stood at length,
W hite-robed, and calm, and fair.

or a pomegranate, you wouldthave set ol
out.
So I'm bound to be the best litt]
heart's-eéase that ever I can.” We may have
a lowly place in church and Sabbath-school,
but let us fill it with cheerfulness and courage.
Weé hay be tested by misunderstandings.

And now 1 looked beyond the evening star,

It is” strange

* Beyond the changing splendors of the day,
Knowing the pain He sends more precious fur,

blinding

Accept the pain, the weariness, the dread,
Accept, and bid me stay! ¥

*
5

destroy

More beautiful than they.
—Dublin

University

Magazine.

At Your Post,
rr

——

ness

and accuracy.

A little

governits commust be
prompt-

care'essness

A few months ago,the man on

‘<9, P. M. Barometer falling fast.
twenty-two

degrees

Ther-

below.

Ste-

vens seems to be dying.” “12,P. M. Private Stevens is dead. I am alone on the
mountain.
Wind blowing a hurricane.
House creaking fearfully. Instrument working all right.” With his cabin of logs chained

to the rocks to keep the wild winds

from

tossing it off into the air, alone with his
dead comrade, in this caruival of the elements, he must hold himself steadily at

work. Many lives might Bethe forfeit of his

failure. God sometimes statiods
his servants
in such severe testing places. Though heart
and flesh fail, and the whole being cries
out for respite, the post must be held,
In a naval engagement, every one must
be in his place, from the commodore to a
powder monkey. The failure of one endaners the whole.

Just as important

is

it in

d's work, that every one holds to the
duty required of him.
e
church has freshets of prosperity.
The pews are full, the palpit in high

favor,

church finance swinging clear of all impediments, prayer-meeting excellent,

Sabbath-

school jubilant; jndeed, everything quite
millennial. Then come seasons of depression, when the tide seems to set

way.

Pews sniffat pulpits.

of rain

reduee-the

Sabbath

the

other

A few

drops

congregation

to a shadow, and blot out the social meetings. Sunday-school teachers grow negligent, and their classes
meetings become a mere

the

Satan

does

usefulness

them

to

not

There was a pool near the sheep-market
could heal sick people.
it could heal

oftener

of good people, by

each

other's

character.

seize the very

We can
lessons
learn is
sions,
Small

There is a day after to-morrow.

afford to wait. One of the hardest
our infinite Father requires us to
to wait quietly under misapprehentill the clearing up time comes,

matters?

To

be sure,

yet

‘‘nothing

is trival, since the human soul with its shadow makes all things sacred.”

Bishop Beveridge said: “How do you
know but the salvation of ten thousand souls
juay depend

upon

the

conversion

of

one

stances,

may

hinge

the

conversion

of the

children ori AY your care, and the good they
might do by lives of piety. Joseph’s way
to the thine lay through the pit and the
dungean.

We

must know how to be abased,

before it is safe for us to abound! The burdens that ought to rest on other shoulders
may roll upon ours. Shall we rebel under
the

injustice,

and

slide them off, to lie un-

cared for? Rather let us settle squarely
under them, for our best lifting; knowing
that the eye of the Master is upon us. “The
God oi all grace, who hath called you unto
his eternal

glory,

by

Christ

Jesus,

after

that ye have suffered awhile, make you per-

fect, stablish, strengthen, settle you.”—S8S. 8.

Teacher.

:

Word

Hunters.
—

W—

Why is it that some of our preachers lug

quite,—or, as one

It looks like taking
to blow up a mus-

of the poets has it,

“ Ocean to a tempest tossed,

to hold to the |

To waft a feather or to drown a fly.”

send us anew to the fountain

all goes well. "Its so easy to be brave and
gay on parade days, in natty dress, with
merry

music, banuers waving,and

the good

Petersburg during the war, a friend sent
me ** Macaria ” to read. The accomplished surgeon came round whilst I was ex-

ship bounding over the waves, well con- amining the book. Taking it and turning to
voyed. But when the boards ave slippery acertain page he said: “If you will give
with blood, ghastly, grimy faces staring at | a literal translation of that passage, I will
us with their dead eyes, ship a-leak, shot give you a furlough.” Ilere is the passage:
inking her deck, iron clad enemies bearing ¢ Perish the microcosm in the limitless madown upon her, full steam, if there is a cow- crocosm, and sink the feeble, earthly segregate, in the boundless, rushing, choral
ardly heart in us we will find it out.
The deeper our spiritual culture, the stead- aggregation !” Well he knew that I would
ier our spiritual life ; and the more we shall not get the furlough. Really, to this day it
appreciate the motives that ought

to

influ-

ence us as strongly with the thermometer
at ninety in the shade, as in the bracing,
leisurely winter (fine.
We get our best
development in resisting the retrograde
movement of the church, This isno small
compensation. We shall enter upon our eternal existence, not with the character we
are reputed to have here, but with that that

is Say ours. Whatever adds to this capital, positively enriches us. Character is
the result of will and faith. Our will must

from the water, and

reminds

defines
two

me of

as

bushels

what

‘two
of

Shakespeare

grains

Perhaps

chaff.”

so

of wheat,

fortimate

moment,

accident,

or

and

if they

some

fail,

person

who

was in the way, aud hindered them. The
people of Jerusalem believed also that the
good which was in the pool did not come
rom the pool itself, but that it was God’s
gift. His angel stirred it. He put the
healing power into it. This belief, too,
was, on the whole, a right one. They
might have foolish fancies that they saw
the angel going down into the pool ut cerin

our

coun-

try have bad, and may have still.
But
they were not wrong that everything which
is healthful comes from the Giver of all
good; they were not wrong ia saying, “It
must be some power
from
makes any one well who has

him which
been sick;

able to walk who has been fixed to his
and helpless.”
J
You can be sure

that there

bed

is Oné

has the most entire acquaintance

who

with all

vour bodily sufferings, and with all that is
in your hearts, too, with all

the

weakness,

and folly, and sin that is there.

that is what we

shrink

Yes;

from!

We

be glad of a healing pool, glad

but

might

of a kind

physician, or a kind sister, or a kind angel.
But should we like one who knew all that
we were doing, and wishing and thinking,
—all the strange things that are going on
in our hearts; all that ever has gone on in
them since we were born? Should we not
say: Oh, hide me from that look ! Do not
let all the dark desires I have had, and all
the bad words I have spoken, and the acts

1 have committed—do
friend know them;

not let my

dearest

I could net bear

it, he

would
certainly
turn away from me.
Brethren, it is a most natural feeling; it is
one which we all of us have had.
Aud when people have told us how righteous Jesus Christ is, and how hateful all
evil is to him, we have thought that he was
the very last personhbefore whom we should
like to be laid open. But let us remember

well

bid in

there

is

not one grain. A friend of mine tells an
amusing story of a gentleman who, when
his servant asked him how deep he must
plow, replied: «Well, Sam, you go and

In
plow until you hear the antipodes.”
the evening he would ask: “All my cows
‘Yes,
in loco?” And Sam would reply:
Sam
Master.”
sir, all in the, cowpen,

sick; and he can not do that if he does not
know us, our own

have done,

and

all

selves, and.

that

we

all

that

have

we

been.

Be assured, too, that there is such an

one.

You know that there is. Your consciences
speak of him,
When words you have
spoken, and deeds you have done, and

thoughts you have thought years ago, come
out clear and fresh before you, as they often do, that is a proof that there is some one

near you who is acquainted with you, not
only what has happened to you—with what
other people Teve®aid to you or done to
you—but with all that has ever been in
you right or wrong, fair or foul, good or
evil.

1know

it is a thought that

us at first, very much indeed, and
to frighten us;

but

we

must

frightens

face

it ought
it,

be-

cause it is true. We can not shrink from
this Searcher of hearts: We can not get
out of his way.. When we try to forget
him,

he

shows

that,

he

remembers

us.

When we have lost ourselves in all kinds of
nonsense and vanity, he comes to us and
shows us to ourselves and makes us tremble.=Rev. F. D. Maurice.

Learning.

h
C—O
doubtless thought his master a very learned | |
man.
teach a class of boys in Sunday
to
try
1
Now my taste may be very poor, but I school. I hope I have, with the! help of
our inclination may be. Through faith we
like to give my humble opinion. the Great Teacher, taught them something
would
artakers
of
the
Divine
nature,
and
thus
are
attain the excellence that is the-body of all Language is the medium through which
valuable; but if I have taught them even
we look info another’s “mind, and read his half as much as they have taught me, I
right character,
yi
Storms make thoughts ; and it seems to me that Janguage shall be very thankfal.
attles make soldiers,
If
the fickle in is best which best presents the thought.
sweeps
that
tide
The
sailors.
I can recall many a lesson sent home
beautia
see
and
glass
a
through
look
we
greater.
with
rushes
direction,
the wrong
great power to my own heart from
with
force against the feet of the few who stand ful landscape beyond, it is. not the glass questions asked by boyish lips with eager,
which gives us pleasure but the picture.— searching eyes aboy e them.
firm, because they resist it. By holding
themselves to duty, with God's help, they Religious Herald,
John tdught me one Sabbath long ago.
master themselves, and outer circumstances ;
The lesson was about showing love to
and thus, by exercise, they grow in will
Christ by doing something for him. I askEverything to Die For,
and faith.
This discipline is specially needed if any of the class had done auything
to show this love the past week.
ed in this fast time and in this new Amer:
jca.
The tendency is to the sewsatlonal.
No ohe answered yes, Some said no.
A New England friend relates this sug.We-are impatient of élow growin. We gestive incident ;
Others shook the head. John looked down,
pause, his great
a moment's
must make a fortune in a day. We enlist
We recently called on a lady of culture then after
mine, and he
into
be
to
inquiringly
to-morrow
by
looked
eyes
expecting
posprivate,
“as
and refinement who, having just taken
m
teacher
you,
Lack,
Have
*
brigadiers
as
honorably: discharged
gession of a new house with elegant sur- said, looked within. I looked over the week,
1
"ing the stimulus of success, our courage roundings, had suddenly been called to face
was
gives out. It is good for us to be obliged the approach of a fearful disease that seemed the year, over my past lif¢,had anddoneI that
With a ashamed to find how little I
to hold to our work simply for principle’s beyond ‘human ' power to avert.
test of ‘love for Christ.”
sake, and from loyalty to our Master.
husband and winsome daughter, could stand the
loving
was a lesson
In these seasons of depression, we ma
with evidences of wealth And thus Johnny’s question
filled
homie
witha
to
his
teacher.
rted
true-héa
find our greatest usefulness. The hard wor
warm,
by
d
encircle
and, taste,
1 remember another lad who came to
of thé church is not done by the crowds that friends, with everything earthly to make
him
throng about, her in her prosperity. It rests life glad and joyous, we remarked : “You me’ in bis sorrow. I tried to comfort
upon the few: who hold to duty through have everything to live for. Does it not de- with the thought that Chirst was purifying
trying
storm and shine, with the multitude or alone.in préss you to think that all this mustbe giv- him in the furnace of affliction, ;
silver is tried.
as
to the invincibles,
‘The
him
If we will belong
stayed?”
not
is
disease
this
if
up
en
church and Sut Rhaslion, we may hold’ reply, simple, earnest, trathfal, “Why, I Months afterwards I was in the furnace,
reminding
up the hands and stay the courage of pas- have everything to die for?” indicated the and a sympathizing note came hoping
the
tor and superintendent. ' They soon learn | rich, abiding wealth of a soul whose trust is me of comfort I once gave, and
me.
comfort
would
thought
be
can
who
blessed
those
for
game
was
look,
to
she
pews
to what
stayed on God, and showed that
thus many
relied upon in the hard, tugging duys. Our lifted up into a life of wg] and peace It was the word I needed. ” And
tell me, ** taksin
one
times have I as ¢* the boys
and
storms
by
example is helpful to others, As
shaken
be
never
{hat could
has done
ner destroyeth much good, go one, standing tempests. Can any faith or any religion en my own medicine,” and it
firm, faithful among the faithless, may turn save that of the Christian, enable one thus me good.
I have found that a Sunday-school teachupon
the current again in the right direction.
triumph over pain, thus to look
to
usu|
not.
are
people
The steadily shining

hold

us obedient to God,

no

matter

Spain,

teaches.—8.
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During a heavy
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was
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DR.

rice, $1 per Bottle.
erally.

son!

Oh,

learn

that

Be daily practicing

it.

down to ruin,

there -lives

should go and plead for
go to Chest and
the ers
“Lord,

changed

plead
save

Lord,

save

for that man;
me, I perish,”

REAL

perish.,”—

that we call

best

—that make wen ; it is not the pleasantest
things ; it is not the calm experiences of life,
it is life’s rugged experiences,its tempests,its
trials. The discipline of life is-here good
and there evil; here trouble and there joy ;
here rudeness and there smoothness j*one
working with the other, and the alternations of the one and the other, which ne-

cessitate adaptations,

constitute a part of

were the words that
from

again

and

again

fell

decided was
Each time
of a young
were lifted

a weighty
they were
.girl, who
wisttully

one.
uttered, the soft eyes
sat sewing near by,
towards the gentle-

man, till at last he noticed the earnest expression, and asked, ‘What is it, Pussy?
What do you think about it?”
.

“TI should go by papa’s
the crimson creeping into
“And what may papa’s
sie ?” asked her uncle.
“Never to do anything,
or

to

go anywhere,

God's blessing to
saves a world of
sure test.”
:
Dr. Barton was
times scoffed at
pious souls; but

rule,” she replied,
her fair cheek.
rule be, little Besor say

when

we

anything,
can not ask

rest upon us. He says it
trouble, and is always a

a worldly'man, who somethe simple confidence of
no such feeling tempted

im now, and silently kissing

the fair

fore-

head of his niece, he left the room.

Uttered in weakness as it was, Bessie's
lesson of trust proved the ‘word fitly spoken”; and not many months passed before

he too claimed this test as his rule in life's
duties and trials.
When our journey through life seems a
tangled pathway, have we as sure a rule to
guide our weak steps? Not all the wisdom
of philosophy can yield so perfect a test.
Do nothing but what you can ask God's
blessing to rest upon.
What a safeguard
against the wiles of the tempter, be the lure
ever so seductive! What a beacon in the
darkest hour of doubt! To feel that God
will bless our’efforts, is a ‘stronger

staff to

powgrful of earthly helpers.
“Nothing but. what God will

bless.”

uphold
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boy Tifted it on

signs of life; they draw

there-

it well, brethren, he who is to heal us must
be acquainted with all that has made us

of | self ** standing on the adamantine throne
healing. We may flatter ourselves that we | of Jupiter.” Miss Evans is nowhere to
some of our orators. When I was sick in
are very courageous, and full of zal, when
and

of Jerusalem

tain moments, just as people

little child ” Upon your holding steadily
to your work, even under difficult circum-

right, let others do as they may.
Times of depression are the best tests of | I have oftea been remiuded of Dick Dacharacter. They teach us our own iufirm- | ley's stump speech, when he imagined himities,

I have said that the people

was

secutions.

enginery in sail ships.
A force within will | idea, it seems absurd.
hold her in her éourse, in spite of wind or | a magazine of powder
purpose

water.

they often fancy they should have been
quite cured if it had not been for some un-

exhortation needed in petty, pinching, every-day trials,as certainly as amid fiery per-

so many jaw-breaking
words, of ** learned length and thunderin
currents. It is a thousand pities that the | sound "? I have often been pained an
church should take this zigzag course.
It | amused alternately by some of these word
Many
times they
waste their
must be from her tacking against head | hunters.
winds, that are ofien too much for her. | ammunition, for they overshoot tbe game.
When she comes to know the hidings of her | When we consider the tremendous efforts
power, it will be like the putting of steam they sometimes make to bring out a small

rocky

of the

out of our reach.
‘Stand like an anvil,”
was the watchword of the old heroes; an

refluent

a

when

fore all of them thought that they might.
They were just such men as we are, One
tells another of some medicine that has
been serviceable to him. Those that are ill
and long to be well desire. to try whether
it may not serve them also. .And if they
observe that the benefit comes at one. season rather than avother, then they wish to

at hand | into their sermons

ourselves,

only

It was so-one Sabbath-day when Jesus
walking in Jerusalem.

had found good

or adding to it an element that will hurt its
harmony.
Ie may take from us the duty
that is pleasant and possible, and set us at
something that we know we shall fail in.
What then?- Let us do the very best we
can, trusting God to adjust matters that are

who have God's work genuinely

tide; but that geod day has not dawned |
vet. Let us-each hasten it by having, in|

but

thought there was some advantage to be
gained from bathing in this pool. No donbt
they had reasons for thinking so. St. John
speaks as if they had. One and another

plans, dividing our class at the wrong time,

must stand like a rock, against

the

They did not think

times,

pool waiting for the moving

In Sunday-school our associates may misJudge
us, They may pronounce
hoe upon our
motives without properly looking into them.
The wrong person may be in the superintendent’s chair. He may break up our best

thin.
Teacher's
matter of history,

and everything seems tending to general
dissolution. These are the times when they

at all

there wae some stir in it.
They thought
that an angel or messenger of” God caused
it to stirs-- They, therefore, who had anything ailing them lay in crowds about this

and then. The marvel is that
they do not oftener mistake friends for foes.

Mount Washington sent the department the
following messages :
ih

mometer

Sympathy

board.

of Bethesda.

in the city of Jerusalem.
The people of
the city believed that the water of this pool

| soldiers, now

at one important point might strew our
coast with wrecks, and freight the waves
with death.

that

The Pool

———

«A Big Bethel blunder occurs among Christ's

|

.

The weather signal service of our
ment is of the utmost importance to
merce and navigation. Every man
at his post. Each must report with

plete and eternal freedom from sin; complieity with unseen power of evil at an end ;

er may learn moré than he
Times.

the presence of the puge and the holy ; eom- observed by a British frigate, drifting bemunion with Him who shall wipe all tears fore the gale. Every eve and glass was
gurden one morning, aud found everything. from our eyes; at home and at rest | forever on her, and a canvas shelter, on a deck
withered and dying. He asked an oak that with the Lord—was not the remark of our almost level with the sea, suggested the
friend most emphatically true?
=
stood near the gate, what the trouble was.
_idea that there might be life on board. With
On the grandeur and the beauty of that all his faults; no man is more alive to huHe found it was sick of life and determined
sees through the rifted clouds wanity than the rough and hardy mariner,
to die, because it was not tall and beautiful faith which
like the pine. The pine was all out of heart, the glory beyond, which can say amid deep- 30 the order instantly sounds to put the ship
because it could not. bear grapes, like the est darkness, “The morning, cometh ;" that about, and presently a boat pulls off’ with
on instructions to. bear
vine, The vine was going to throw its life fzith which with ‘things seen and 1
down
upon
the
away because it could not stand erect, and ral,” most beautiful and attractive, can raise wreck. Away after that drifting hulk go
have as fine fruitas the pomegranate ; and one up into a full appreciation of the *‘things these gallant men through the swell of a
soon, throughout
the garden. Coming to that are unséen and eternal;” that faith roaring Sea; they reach it; they shout;
a heait's-ease, he found its bright little face which bridges over the dark river, enabling and now a strange object rolls out of that
the believer to tread with firm footstep apd canvas. screen against the lee shrond of a
lifted, as full of cheeriness as ever. ‘Well,
heart’s-ease, I'm glad to find one brave lit- alone the way that leads to the unknoWn| broken mast. Hauled into a boat, it proves
tle flower in this general discouragement land ;-that faith which will lead one encircled to ‘be the trunk ofa man, bent head and
and dying. You don’t seem one bit disheart- by richest earthly gifts, to say,” *‘I have ev- knees together, so dried and shriveled as to
ened.”
“No, your Majesty. I know I'm evything to die for I"—Advance.bg hardly felt within the ample clothes,

ro

she laid her touch divine}
speech and careless laughter
melancholy
eyes on mine,
notbe denied,

useful,

We must learn to do the little the Muster
has set us at; as enthusiastically as ifit were
the grandest work ever entrusted to mortals.
A story is told of a king: who went into his

Sorrow.

from

the dear ones linked by the holiest of earthly
ties ! All things to die for! Reunion with
friends who long since left us; pain and suffering-only memories of a former past ; coiv-

Ee

it is plain enough who are the more

rv—rr————

death, tLus to contemplate separation

re

This
ally brilliant, in their achievements.
may be a trial and discouragement to them.
Their meteoric co-workers may entirely
| eclipse them when they do shine forth ; but

Selections.
Upon my lips
And merry
She fixed her
And would

J

pa rund
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24,

that now needs cultivating.
much
easy, acquiescent,
hesitating,

-_

18

complaisant,

0,

designed

for

half-way

hearts.

and fall

religion,

It is bland,

in

and

of apologies for all

and transgressions.
It uses
neither white nor black..
There is too
with a double meaning.
of the dispesition, which says “Good

publication

to a hearveriit the right hand,
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on |
usiness, remittances of money, &c., should be ad- Devil” in the same breath to a
dressed to the Publisher.
left.
Sins are too often called

STAR, SEPTEMBE

New York ; Count Bernstoff, of Berlin; Dr.
Woolsey ; Hon. Robert C. Winthrop.
Every earnest Christian heart may well
go up in thankfulness and prayer in view of
this great gathering of Christ's servants and
friends, and a large hope may be indulged
without credulity or presumption.
May
God abundantly bless the assembly.

We have too
non-committal,

sorts of neglects

el
commumeations

tolerating,

our churches and

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
All

—

THE MORNING

30%

ga

)

“It is
words
much
Lord”

Cotton-Balloon

and “Good
hearer at the

——

Ee

the

down

genturies,

can

we

and

hear it repeated even now without
tears,—*‘O

it with

ing

Would

the

clearly stated it.

of church

life

godliness

and

answer-

threatens our religious orgapizations with a

a

profession

of

general and fatal dry-rot.

O

We

ic newspaper and seemingly appropriately
named, wishing to get their paper talked
about and its circulation increased,
ceived the plan of playing
upon

need to find

comes atall, in the revival and re-enthrone-

Wises confidence, coupling the name of
their paper with that of a balloon which
sensible men must have known could not

ment of that regard for, what

resist

a speedy cure for this tendency and devel
opment.
And it is likely to come, Jif it

sensitive that the blows which other natures

conProf.

is right *and

the

necessary

pressuce,

and

which

was persistently left out of doors to rot

shook them

sacred in God's sight which forbids the holdtill they flung down a whole shower of | ing of any parley even with gilded and
something for crowned transgression.
“it means
And
dirges.
We do not need
such a man’s moral natare to rouse itself as it less of John’s beautiful sympathy with what

against the time of inflation. = From gatemoney and otherwise the publishers got
back the money

which they

knowingly put

does wher: he breaks out, in the presence of is right and true, but we do greatly need to into thé enterprise; they have got their pasubtle and clogked and popular and sweet- Join with it David's "intense hatred of every; per well advertised; they have huambugged
the public and jilted the Professor, and now
flavored iniquitics, with the uncompromis- wrong principle and false-way.
snap their fingers inthe eyes of an iniliging word,—*I hate every-false way.”
nant public.
To hate sim, because it is sin, is proper.
The Evangelical Alliance,
passions, but a virtue |

It is not a vice of the

‘hatred may |

The

of the highest nature.

have vehemence and heat in it, and yet it
Nay, its very
is not thereby proved wrong.
intensity may be the noblest and best thing

of imperfection

are

pecially kind and sympathetic.
It must reioloe
with the #lad
and
ith
the Si

ten.

in their proper order, and hint at the array | “™0€4..

much rubber, too much pulp, too much soft
‘clay in its composition.
Tt lacks toughness
of fiber.
It does not ring when it is struck,

like genuine meta’. Tt warts poirt and edge.
It can neither puncture nor cut.

It becomes

no effectual batrier when the current of
wrong needs to be stayed.It yields too
readily. Pressure bears it away or sweeps
it aside, and the wicked force goes on unchecked as before. The love of good ways
lacks something that is valuable if not vital
when it fails to stand over against the real
hatred of‘every way that is false,
To

be sure, there may

this opposition to

evil.

be

an

A

religion

ex¢ess

shows itself only in hatred, even of

or is supposed to be wrong,

one-sided affair.

of

that

what is

is probably

a

There is likely to be as

much in it that is from ‘human nature as
from divine grace. Love is the fulfilling of
the law, and love must be now

Joice with

the

It must

and then es-

glad and weep with

be pitiful,

courteous;

the smit-| iqsq
long-|

suffering,
charitable, patient, forgiving,
when human infireity calls for thesé
quali-

ties. A nature always stern, exacting” and
full of resistances and aggressions, is a sorry example of the love of Him who endured
the contradiction of sinners against himself.
The old Paritans and Covenanters needed

mellowing.

They were

dwelt too much on God’s

too stern.
sovereignty,

They
and

the fact that he called for human instruments to enforce his claims to loyalty and
submission and duty. There was something
-a little-forbidding even in theif moral hero:
ism.

ism.

Their

grandeur

was cold.

embodied: law instead of love.

before them, one thought of Sinai

for the consideration

of vital topics | ®

of distinguished men who have promised to

as
be

sions on the Present State of Christianity.”
Dr. Krummucher, of Brandenburg ; Signor
Saturday,

in its

Oct.

Various

They| Smith,

Dean

4 —

:

* Christian

Phases™—Rev.

‘of Canterbury;

Union,

R.

Payne

down whose, grass-grown sides rolled the
beatitudes from the lips of the blessed Teach-

Monday, Oct. 6.—**Christianity
and Its
Antagonisms—Infidelity, Rationalism, &ec.”
—Prof. Stanley Leathes and the Rev. J.

the fire for alleged witchcraft, and whipped
inoffensive Quakers at the cart-tail, lack
the graciousness which we ilways long to
see in those who profess to have come from
a teachable attitude near the Master's feet.
They set forth law rather than gospel ; they
seem to belong to the old dispensation in
stead of the new ; they are still hearkening

to Moses when they should be giving eurnTheir

ha-

treds, though perchance haying much that is
show too

little of sympathy and appreciation. That
‘repulsion is apt to be faulty which is not

Baldwin

Brown,

of London;

Prof.

Von

of Rochester; Rev.

Henry

Ward

Rev, Phillips Brooks ; Rév. Dr. Wm: Arnot,

ot Edinburgh ; Dr. Coulin, of Geneva.

Wednesday, Oct. -8—*‘Protestantism

“Von

:

dis-

London
; Count von

Bernstorff;

‘of

It is au element too

Dublin ; Sir Henry Verney, M. P., of London; Dr. Wines and Dr. Muhlenberg, of

needs to be something ‘positive, vigorous,

church, Brooklyn,

sachusetts, to

last May,

with

plunder?

If they

which

office he

was elected

witnessed

by a large

company, in which were the Dean of Canterbury and other promivent clergymen
from Europe, ‘who are present in ‘this country as delegates to . the approaching meeting of the Evangelical! Alliance. Dr. Paddock will bring heart and experience to his
work besides grace and culture, and the af-

Christian service.

restraints,
ditto, and

nervous.
She lets fly a little complaint,
It realiyv means nothing, and would amount | of the church might be expected to show it- of these shrines, and the gross superstition
to nothing if he would use the same for- | selfin much the same way toat it would in | which their whole conduct shows is no very
bearance and gentleness, or even polite- these other affairs; that is, by actively idenness, that should characterize the members | tifying oneself with its concerns; talking
of the same household towards each other.
about it and pushing its claims in all proper
But he lets fly a little retort ine return. The
way go
sensitive heart is pained.
There is a little
Lot us put this lively, energetic, active
whimper, and
then
a great scold, and interest in. the affairs of the church, such as

pretty soon there

is the

most

unchristian

condition of things in that home that could
easily be imagined.
4
But now where should Christian conduct
be exercised, if not at home?
And what is

a religious profession

worth, 'if it suffers

these family jars to be

continually

about

the ears?

at home,

just

To be sure,

as

they

are

rattling

nen

may

liable

to

fail

any+

where.
That isn’t it. A failure and a
transgression are widely different things:
And he evidently transgresses

the

primary

law of Christian conduct who. gives any
cause.of offense or grief, where by reason
of his stronger nature he should cheerfully
bear all harn:less complaints and help the
ecomplainer to a happier mood.
The parable may justly comprise’ the
whole scope of home conduct, for it was

spoken of the relations of husband and wife,
and they are mainly responsible for the
home atmosphere.
It should be needless
to say that the home is the very basis of

all

public - prosperity
and
happiness,
because
it is so palpable; but
still M
seems necessary to be said and to be repeated, because the fact appears to be so
constantly ignored. We wish those ministers, who are too prone to fret and scold at
home; and those deacons, who not only

seldom smile but wvearly always growl
there; und all those laymen, who bear the
Christian name abroad but dishonor if in
the midst of their own families, might feel

the force of the dying woman's
homely
phrase, and begin at once that cheerful, resolute, helpful and hopeful; life that would

| pleasing comment on the Englishmen of the
|age. _ Itis hardly surprisingto read that the
i
"
.
.
Chinese at Shanghai are about undertaking
{one of these tramps.
They evidently find
| great satisfaction in visiting the “Fountain

| of Blood” which they imagine themselves to

we put into those affairs of everyday life in | see flowing from the wall of a decayed temwhich we are especially conctined.
Then ple near the city.
But that citizens of this
might we see beauty in all its ordinances, | country should contemplate such a journey

and find real joy in its service. Sinners
would begin to inquire, as they did once of
Spurgeor’s tabernacle, “What is done in
there that draws such crowds?” Then Chris-

| is really marvelous.
It indicates the pres| ence of more superstition,
and consequent|ly of more gross ignorance, among us than
| we can afford to put up with. Of course

tian service wou!d be performed gladly, and | nothing can really be done about it, but to
God would give us that blessing that awaits let the young Irishmen pilgrimate if they
all true servick.
Let us see that all the ad- | chdose. Still, if they could be brought to see
ded vigor from this summer's rest be
fully used for (vod.

Curevent

faith- | their folly, it might save them some expense
{of money and suffering, and us a good deal
| of chagrin.
uA

Topics.

3

————

| —CuarLEs-BravLAUGH,

~—SKEPTICIsM - AND CHOLERA.
The
Y. Observer has a contributor of whom

editor says, that he regards him
ablest theological writer of the

‘as the
present

of a reputation in America, and will no
doubt endeavor to’use it to his advantage.
age.” This contributor, in a review of the Claiming to be the leader of Republicanism
.
article in = Scribner's,
entitled
‘Modern in England, really having good claims to
Skepticism,” says:
oratory, and heing quite fond of creating a
We feel no contempt for ‘Modern Skep- | sensation and of getting expressions of
ticism,” any more than we do for the chole- | sympathy that he may use for political efra.. Both are great evils; but we have no
it will be surprising if he missmore fear that skepticism will sweep away feet at home,
But
Christianity than that the cholera will-extir- es something like a cordial reception.
pate the human race.
In this nineteenth
century there are probably ten times as
many sincere believers ready to die for

Christ and his” gospel as in any previous
century since he vose from the
dead.
While such self-complacent boasting as that
in. which the writer in Scribner has
indulged, is simply foolish, it nevertheless is to be deprecated.
It is worse than

he is a man of whom

it is best to be on

at home | that some

distinguished

ton, papers sums up his character as follows: *‘The truth is, Bradlaugh is a man
who should receive from us no sympathy or

countenance.
He is the worst type of the
English demagogue, and has been the worst

enemy

ministers join in | phemous parodies, to bring about the reac-

speech, however he may

take it,

contains

a lesson whose very plainness should make
people quick to learn and praciiee-it, There
is a good deal of sourness in life, It shows
itself not only at home but abroad, aud

toleada
which he
sists. No
not desire

man by a hair along the road
wishes to go; but not if he reman is a Darwinian who does
to be one.

, Of course we are not’ expected

to judge

of the writer's theological ability from any-

But

sweetness

will

overcome

it,

The

dorse.

»
Opening.

Fall

extract.

As

be-

with those of Rochefort and Carl Marx, and

not only aim at the destruction of English
institutions but of English civilization.”
And the same paper goes on to say:
International duty, Christian courtesy,
common sense, all teach us that we owe it

who

choose

turn to their accustomed places, and Septembér witnesses the new beginning
of
Christian Work.
!

ian theory, and which, while they are unanswered, merit the choicest thought and

For we

are

geberally

- Grooseberries and Sugar.

to

be

some-

they

re-

It should be a serious question, how much

have a mutual right to expect

golden truth that Solomon had stated centuries before, when he said, “A sof, answer turneth away wrath.” John might
re-marty. He might get a wife with a
tongue and temper, hoth of which might be
|
aroused by slight provecations.. He would
thus rin & risk of leading a ‘miserable "life.
But he' could easily nfanage that nmitier.
[=

people,

of the vigor gained by this summer's rest is
to be put into the service of the fall
and winter, Both minister and. laymen

of ‘each other.

suspected

and

weary in well

better | work

The command
doing

wigh double force.

should

now

operate

Health and strength

have'been drawn from all of nature's sources, and dullness and failure cai “hardly find
exouse.
hi
os
Of course, the churches are generally
anxious {q/|witness revivals and an
crease of real working force. This

infact

should ap once be recognized and acted

up-

on, that only faithful work will bring them.
We need n't add, that God's blessing is. also necessary, for that always crowns sincere

effort.

But it should be rendered

with in-

terest and fervor.

Cold and indifferent Ja

borets can gather

‘no respectable

haryests

in spiritual fields, It must be thé loving
tone, the earnest greeting, often the tearful voice

and

choked:

utierance

that

will

ness is always accompanied by caution

and

best move on many minds.

scientific importance raised by the Darwin-

the widest investigation. They are such as
do not vitally affect Christianity either way,
so far as we can judge, but
nevertheless
they are highly “important; $ "80 strong

as, we have no doubt;
tive against their choice.

to be not

people,

that we

man

owe

it to

no recogni-

But that Darwin's “reasoning -hias fo Sass pvmant tadea few oyys x

only those accept his theories

—

of clergymen

to the English

not the strength of a spider's web,” and that | dictive feeling

loons, for

speedy collapse.

ous

guard. One of the most reliable of the Bos-

of liberal opinions that England hias.
foolish to endeavor to startle the public
He
has
done more by his ribald attacks on
with confident assurances that the plague is
at their doors.
It is much to be lamented | religion, his mock litanies and other blas-

rest

duped because we are heedless and neglect
to put the proper thoughtarpon new fledged
schemes.”

English

as well as genial and sympathetic abroad, | this panic-making, and openly proclaim | i, in favor of conservative opinions and
Certainly the real Christian spirit,—and that that Darwin bas never beén answered. Ho men which the recent elections show to be
needs no answer, any more than the man
means help and sympathy ind courage and who shall assert that two and two. are five now rising in England, than all the argujoy,—should
show itself first of all at home. hundred. Darwin's facts may go for what ments of Mr. Disraeli, Lord _Dorby and
On the whole, John should n't feel that he they are worth ; but his Feasoiing has not Lord Cairns would have done in twenty
It is easy years. His political opinions
has lost his wife in vain. For her last the strength of a spider's web.
are on a par

would, we

count on a

This

N. { Repubbean arrived in New York last Wedthe nesday.
He has managed to get something

to do so, one might hesitate to believe.
There are, it seems to us;questions of great

would surely

¥

der to get their influence, for indifference | perform senseless rite§ and get, as they supA great comrarely wakes up of jts own accord.
And | pose, wonderful blessings.
very likely an effeétive interest in the affairs pany has just set out from London for one

"The most of the churches have resumed
their regular service. After the summer

people

\

N, Y., was

The exercises were very im-

pressive, and were

should soon witness an improvement in
ways and means. It would then be fata)to
such enterprises as embark in cotton-bal-

;

‘Berlin;

tor of Grace

laborers. These can Be occupied in turn
with the Master's work, and thus both city
and country get the benefits of renewed

not hbnest men bé more on | py) 6 4quart.

thing of a crocodile, “John, if you marry
Pr. R. S. Storrs, of Brooklyn.
¥
again, remember that it takes only a cupfull
Thursday, Oct. 9.— **Christignity and of sugar to sweeten a quart of gooseCivil Governmeat.”—Prof. Rainy, of Ed.’
.
}
den
ogld
inburgh ; Dr. John Hall, of New York; ex- berries.”
We do not choose to believe that any base
President Woolsey and President Campbell,
of Rutgers; Rev. D. W. Arthur, of London; notions of economy prompted her utterDr. Carry.
Ay
:
ance. Her thought had taken a higler
Friday, Oct. 10.—“Christian Missjons— flight. In her own way she stated the same
Foreign and Domestic.”—Dr. Angus, of
Haven

this hatred

part of every deep Christian experience is
rea), and practical.

Can

dazzling

Last

confirmed as bishop of the Diocese of Mas-

tween the Christian religion and Darwinism

whe,it seems, she

Tischendorf, of Leipzig; Rev. Hya-

cinthe Loyson ; Prof. Fisher, of New

PADDOCK'S CONSECRATION.

Wednesday, Rev. Dr. B. H. Paddock, Rec-

ment.

their

woman in Connecticut is well worth poudering. She said to her weeping husband

and

Romanism."—Prof. Dorner, of Berlin ; Prof.

——DR,

to give sucha
and it will rarely require more than a cup- | no sensible mind can hesitate which to fn- ourselves,
|.

witness

ineyjtable

what European statesmen are | inclined to
call a respectable peace footing. Time will
=
tell,

Branch yearly

Toy

the

to put the country on

thing that appears in this

The parable lately uttered by the dying

Hon. Peter Parker.
Saturday, Oct. '11,—‘‘Christianity and
Social Evils.”—Rev. W. F. Stevenson, of

And

Explana-

Beecher;

set over against an attraction that turns to Hon,
Geo,H. 'Stuart,”” of Philadelphia;
Bishop de Schweinitz, of Bethlehem; Dr.
all
as the needle turns to the pole.
Andyet it remains true that an essential Bushnell, of Hartford ; Dr. Rufus Anderson ;
the hatred
of false ways:

appear.

to repair

keeps individuals and societies in great fer-

laden

content us. [The stalwart New England Parker, of Londen; Rev. Geo. Fisch, of
; President Porter, of Yale; ex-Presiministers who gave the Salem women to Paris
dent Hopkins, of Williams ; Pres. Anderson,

noble and something that is holy,

how plain the Intention

finally

only

them, but there are also splendid achievements, in their way,and Saratoga and Long

Rev. Dr. | Play.

er. John Calvin, standing to see the flame Oosterzee, Utrecht ; Pres. Dawson, of Montkindle upon Servetus, is not a comely real; President McCosh, of Princeton ; Prof.
Christian figure.
Cromwell, setting his Park, of Andover; Prof. Smith, of Union
soldiers to hew down the honest supporters Theological Semigary s Dr. Hoffman, Court
preacher at Berlin;
Dr. Van Oosterzee, of
. of prelacy, and quoting for his justification
Tolland. .
Samuel's dealing with Agag, is a type of
Tuesday, Oct. 7—*‘Christian Life—Famireligion that does not and will not wholly ly Religion, Rewards,” &c.—Rev. Joseph

Christ.

fluenced by any conventional
The husband is tired; the wile

Standing| Stoughton, of London
; Dr. Hodge,of Prince- | their guard ? Can'they not refuse to apwith its| ton;
Bishop Simpson
; Prof. Monod.
plaud when these great villains march off

flame and trumpet, rather than of the hight

est and loving heed to

may

be

waste of war, and

the day and gives quiet evenings-to wearied

impos-

2 0 8 JOVOLS are COL | make them a constant inspiration
*

made at this hour. It is an authorized programme :
;
Friday, Oct. 3.—+“Reports and Discus-

Matteo Prochet, of Genoa,

NO matter

It may

had uot always on those occasions employIt only needs that this service be earnest
ed that soft and quiet speech that would and hearty to secure the proper results.
have seemed to summon the sunshine in- God never leaves active Christians to starve, fection in which he is held in his Brooklyn
stead of thickening the cloud. Perhaps the nor working churches te dwindle away. parish will doubtless find its parallel in his
most of her unwifely retorts had been abso[Tow his first preachers toiled and besought larger field. Being neither too High nor
lutely wrung out by those sharp sentences; and endured to establish his cause in the too Low to make himself objectionable to eiperhaps shame had afterwards
mingled world! By those same means has it been ther of the two Episcopal wings, be at the
with pain at the thought of it, but pride had advanced, and only by those means can it | same time holds senSible opinion of the
s
exercised a kind of foolish authority to pre- be carried to its trinmph. Observe how place and use ot the Litany, and is by no
vent suitable acknowledgments. . Aud now, Christ chose Lis disciples, every one of them’ means suspected of holding the dogma of
since her enduring and yielding were at dn while he was engaged inltonest work.
No | the ** Real Presence, which could not be
end, and John still remained to indulge his idlers could be trusted to bear the glad tid- | said of his rival in the convention which
provoking habit, she would administer a ings to a dying world. What a significant | elected him. He is called to preside over
quiet rebuke, such as would leave him act for our present instruction. Let us take | large and important interests, his predewondering while she died, and would im- a hint from it, and seek the conversion of | cessors have been faithful and efficient offipress its full force after she was gone.
those who are the most zealous in. worldly | cers; and it is confidently expegted that he
We don’t know why the spirit of her par- pursuits. For certainly the better talent { will lead along in the same Christian line.
able isn't one that could well be studied, we bring in to the chuich the better will it |
—
and that will bear enforcing here. For we be for both the church and the world.
| —=0uToF THE DARK AGES. Oaeisalmost
have an idea, founded on general princiWhat we suppose is most needed is that | inclined to imagine himself living in Europe
ples, that a good many of our professed Christians should take the same kind of in- | five hundred years ago, when reading that,
Christian readers are no gentler than they “terest in the meetings and concerns of the “the Young Men's Catholic Association of
oughtto be, and fail to bear in mind that church that they take as active citizens in | New York is seriously contemplating the
even gooseberries may be rendered agreea- their agricultural, or political, or education- | propriety of a pilgrimage to Lourdes or
ble by a reasonable amount of sweetness, { al, or business meetings of any kind.
The | Paray-le-Monial.” ~~ These are villages in.
And it would not be strange if they oftenest methods and spirit by which success is | France. Old Catholic superstitions make
failed at home.
Thére is where the sharp- achieved in ome direction do not
differ {them the scenes of various miracles and
est provocations are offered, and it is there 4 much from those which win success in the | wonderful supernatural manifestations, and
that a good many are apt to be the least in-' ‘othér.
Men must_be prevailed upon in or- { thither the Catholics of Europe go yearly to

tions are cheap; specious promises cost
nothing, especially with these parties who
put no conscience into their capital ; and the
next sharper finds the same public ready to
be duped again.
It is astonishing and very mortifying that
so large successes have seemed to attend
these miserable schemes. Wall street is fall
of them.
There are notable failures among

participate in the services.
We have here
indeed a large promise,but the performance
is likely to exceed instead of falling short of
it. We publish what is found below,
the best and fullest statement that can

go.

to swindle

a

>

{

3

not

sible condition ; and, worst of all, that John

:

It is just this kind of smartness that is
appear, for the actors are human, their’
views of truth are necessarily partial and cursing trade in nearly all its branches. It
fragmentary, and earthly infirmities still at- is always too mean to be respectable and
It promtach to the wisest and best of them all. But often too respectable to be mean.
ises well. It- knows that people are gullithe meeting is almost sure to assert, with
most grateful tone and impressive empha- ble. It contributes to charitable enterprissis, the virtual unify of the protestant and es, professes liberality, seems to be interevangelical churches,—a unity that needs ested in great and unsettled public quesno organic and outward bounds to prove its tions, whether scientific, political ormoral,
reality’ and value. We look for the best re- even joins the church for effect, or takes alsults to spring from the meeting, and be- most &ny course to get itself into a current
lieve those who attend it in an appreciative that it sees may: be turned,although by base
and sympathetic spirit can hardly fail to means, to its own profit.
It is unfortunate that this cheap public,
have their viewsof the Christian life broadupon
which these smart swindlers mainly
ened, and their hearts expanded with highoperate, should so often get the presence
er hope and warmer zeal.
The meetings will be held in the hall of and the seeming sympathy of really rethe Young Men's Christian Association. spectable parties. Like certain persons who
They will cover the period from Oct. 2d to have written of this Goodsell enterprise,
Oct. 11th, inclusive. Hon. Wm. E Dodge they fail to discern that the balloon is made
will welcome the delegates in an address at of cotton, that it is carefully put out to rot
the opening meeting, which will be quite from the first, and that nothing bua grand
preliminary to the business of the subse- finai collapse could reasonably be expected
quent and regular sessions.
The pro- of it. On the strength of a seeming indorsegramme is not fully compieted, but the fol- ment from even one reliable quarter, a
lowing statement will show. how carefully thousand ordinary people give their money
and their influence, and success is assured,
the commit
of arrangements
2
: have proPOS: Yoast so far as the rime ti

were

that sererity of mind was an almost

But fortunately for the Goodsells, there
The approaching meeting of the Evangeli- | are two publics. One relishes just such a
cal Alliance in New York is awakening a | swindle as this, calls it smart, and proceeds
deep interest in all branches of the Protes- | to imitate it. If is from this public that

The evidences.

second

fect work ; that she had sometimes seemed
forced to use a shyrp tongue, and to believe

tant church in this country; and the num- | the Graphic company will reap the doubtIt is this that
ber, ability and standing of the Christian | ful benefit of their game.
men in Great Britain and Europe, who are patronizes all such shrewd projects as the
gression in the presence of evil, lacks one of intending to be present and participate in balloon enterprise, and from
which the
the elements of a strong moral manhood. the proceedings, shéw how strong a hold profit mainly flows.
But wouldnt it be
He Jacks too one of the elements of a pro- the great objects it aids to secure have upon
well for these sharp individuals to consider
found and valuable experience. He is feeble all anti-Romish Christendom.
: whether they can afford to rely upon this
where he ought to have power.
In the
“It is easy to criticise such a scheme ot public? Patronage can not be very lasting
stern Work that is always in demand, such unity as this meeting gtands for, Tt is not nor very creditable that comes from such a
a soul can bear no worthy and efficient part. hard to show the incompleteness of its work.
source.
It may swell a day’s profits, and
It may be ansiable; it may be sympathetic; The moral buffoon can readily make his lit- possibly by low panderings be retained.
it may illustrate some of the passive virtues; tle joke, and the jealous cynic wil have no
But it can not carry with it any respectait may set forth gentléness; it may possess difficulty in getting off his volley of sarcasm. . bility nor furnish any stable profit to the
ing of meekness; it may keep the cool heart
when fires are raging on all hands; it may
be an example of the quietness that hardly
takes note of prevailing’ strifes. But even,
here it sets forth its defects. It has too

a

bles, and that commercial values

—

sure to projectors.

only

wholly swaying her mind.
But there is a degree of pathos in her remark, nevertheless. It suggests that the
days of her wedded life had not all been
sunshiny ; that toil had sometimes burdened her, and care fretted ber; that patience
had not always succeded in’ doing its per-

about it. He who never knows what it is
to be stirred into intense resistance and ag-

itself in patience; it may explain the mean-

It needs

thought to perceive that she spoke in para-

!

sell brothers, publishers of the daily Graph-

increasing prev-

circles

burlesques

That shows
Absalom, my son, my son!”
that he had a soul full of nerve-chords, so
bear almost without shrinking,

within

scarcely

for thee!

died

had

God-I

alence

Absalom!

son

my

our daily papers, and their

comes

That fearful wail

arrows of justice.

reserve, The spirit is sacrificed to form,
and that rarely saves a soul or strengthens
a church.
.
This autumnal venew ing of church effort
is especially true of the cities,
But it is
quite as characteristic of country parishes.
Many of the members have had agricultural cares upon their hands during the summer. Having toiled from four in the morning, they felt but: little strength left for the
evening prayer meeting that may be a mile
or two away,
But now toil presses with
lighter hand.
The night claims more of

Shakespeare had fallen far short of the best
method of taming a shrew.
This woman

misfortunes.
The guilt of wrong-doing is taken from the.

boughs of the tree, pierced through with the

4, 1873.

Gentle treatment, evev in small proportions,
would overcome the sourest disposition.

Failures.

Fortunately, the question of a prevailing
eastern current in the higher atmospheré has
individual perpetrator and laid off on that not been materially affected by the Graphic
. Hating False Ways.
wry
y
impersonal organism,—eivil society. The balloon failure. Itis a question of great
Its affirmative
settlement
Thee was something vigorous and posi- publican’s prayer and the prodigal's confes- importance,
would
greatly
enrich
scientific
annals
and
This
.’
psalmist
the
of
sion
are
allowed
to
go
out
of
practice,
as
religion
tiye in the
though the one were extravagantly earnest lead on to still more marvelous discoveries.
qualit y comes out every now: and then, even
and the other needlessly humiliating,
Be- The practical benefit of its solution might
his... most
confessions,
amid his tenderest
pathetic complaints, and his devoutést and cause the mistaught or stupid heart only not be readily apparent, but there is evidently too much in it to be used only as the
most. importunate heart-eries to heaven. half hates falseness, it calls it by soft names,
lever of a huge swindle.
They «how that'he was a. man of stalwart and is about ready to hold out to it a hand
What has been the whole animus of this
soul. He had passion as well as tears. He of fellowship.
Graphic business? There are good A
That sentence
could fight as well as sing.
We see some of the fruits of this unhealthy
to believe in the existence of ‘a prevailing
of his, “I hate every false way,” shows his sentimentalism and this feebleness of conHe could be tender enough science in the rings, the thievery,the default easterly wind, above our lower currents,
moral mettle.
when his child lay writhingin pain; for he ing, the stoek-gambling, the double dealing, such as would quickly drive a floating body
went in and lay all night upon the earth, the compromising with truth and honor and to the other continent. Professor Wise is
refusing to eat or sleep. He could voice purity, the petting and pardon accorded to fully convinced of its existence. He offered,
as well as suffer a terrible agony, when his great criminals who have wealth, or person- in proof of his conviction, to risk a balloon
voyage over the ocean, provided the necesrebellious but gifted and attractive son was al attractions, or a high social position. The
The Goodsmitten in the battle and left hanging on the record ofthese things fills the columns of sary capital could be furnished.

-

.

-

te leak] many “cap_

bn,

——FREE FRANCE.
Tuesday of last week
witnessed the complete evacuntion of France
by the Germans.
It would be difficult to
imagine the extreme mortification and pain
which the presence of these troops has caus-

arising

from our relations

with Great Britain during the late war, The
English have a right to manage their own
affairs and to expect from us neutrality in
respect of them,—a neutrality as incompat-

ible with our honoring Bradlaugh as a re-

ciproeal neutrality would be with their honoring the persecuted Tweed and Barnard.
If we receive him as a guest deserving hospitality and attention, wesniist not complain if plain Ealick people consider that
Afherican Republicanism has a natural affinity for socialism and atheism, Any encouragement which he receives here he will
publish abroad, and the above

if unjust, will not be unnatural,

conclusion,

rt
SPR

It is not the babit of the paper from which

we quote {o express opinions hastily or spitefully. The estimate very nearly accords
with that which we have been obliged to
hold of the. man, He rarely misses an opportunity to scoff at and abuse all that,
ed the French, Not content with conquer- Christians hold dear. + His - theories’ are
ing them, and then demanding an indemni- eminently destryctive, and it will ‘be well
ty in the shape of the heaviest sum of money for his American audiences if they receive,
ever levied by conquerors, the German em- his opinions. with discrimination, and be
peror must also hold military possession of careful to accept only what will stand genuthe country till this tax be paid. This has ine tests. He hardly compares in any fav.
at last been accomplished. France tuts orible way with the other Englishman who
to buginess, Unless we are mistaken, she has just reached our country.’ We mean Jo-

means to do more than “ keep the peace.”
A gréat number of batteries has already

been contracted for, small arms are being
purchased in. abundance, and. ammunition

is. being stored in her arsenals in great
Spiritual cold- quantities. Of ‘course the French authorities have

plausible explanations of all this.

seph Arch, the great English philanthropist

and labor-reform farmer, His life is devoted
to a great end, the happier condition of the

great mass of English tenantry, and his rec-

ord shows that if be is semtimes too sanguinehe is also sincere and earnest,

and

these qualities win him great respect.
I

i

OE 0

fo

MORNING

Sabbath

the subject

of Foreign

We

now.

bankers,

trusted

universally

knowns and

Jay Cooke & Co , wént down with a crash,

York, Phila.,

The firm have Houses in New
New
this

That in

Francisco.

and San

Washington

York closed its doors at. noon, and
was followed, later in the day, by the

Houses in the other cities.

At the time of is making his mark upon the young

=

Tuesday, Oct. 7, and closing

aid

of

derangement
yt

that no , general
will be suffered.
THE

It was a grateful

LOST

since, that

thing to a large part of
the

of

crew

-

the direction

Polaris, under

of Buddington, are safe.

They

were picks

ed up by the whaler Ravenseraig, from
They were
Dundee, Scotland, July 20.
found in boats constructed from the remat
gants of the bulwarks of the lost ship,
They
York.
Cape
of
south
miles
20
a point

carried to Dundee by the whaling

were

home
steamer Atctie, and may be expected
at

early

an

day:

Their

story, for

many

over
reasons, will be waited for and pored
in
now
are
They
est.
inter
with unusual
Dundee.
WOMAN

SUFFRAGISTS IN TROUBLE.
\

The national associationvof Spiritualists
"has just elected the notorious Victoria C.
Woodhull President, after a struggle be“tween the opposing wings. Her adherents
would ‘yield nothing to the demands and
protests of those who wanted hel new ism
f

to 'wear the aspect of decency.

ker oppo-

nents ‘seceded, and will set up a rival or-

ganization.

the bolters.,

and greater confi-

parent in the members.

FOUND.

the remainder

longing to the

and pecuniary aid of F. Baptists abroad, for
success. More of hope and courage is ap-

business

the public to learn, as they did a few days

those

The bolting roffbets oredit on

dence felt by those in the village whose support the church needs.
The exercises of ordination were in conwell

and

nection with a pleasant

attended

session of the Farmington Q. M.
... BOWDOIN.

© Vermont Yearly Meeting.

It was our privilegg to attend this Y early
Meeting

ost

Falls last week.

at Enosburg

cordial

A

greeting frém the brethren

Conpresent, mét “us on our arrival. The
ference commenced on Thursday, and the
meeting held

over

until

Sunday

evening.

They make this gathering a regular *¢ field
to
day"for church work, devoting the time

day, P.

M.,

Home

at, which

and

Foreign

Missions, Education, Sabbath schools,

and

subjects, are
Church extension, with other
rs appoint‘write
or
ers
speak
by
presented,

an imod ‘one year before. This makes as conand
e,
ramm
prog
the
in
portant item
ducted this year, it was
meeting
The brethren mean
hoot. 3
[3

a very

work,

and

profitable
have

set

2.30, P. M.;

Meeting,

nual

Anniversary Convention,

by

Sermon

7, P. M.; Anniversary

Rev. J. Mariner,

7.45, P. M.
WEDNESDAY.

Annual

Home Mission Society,

Farmington,

them,

homes

and

Society, 2, P. M.; Anniyersary of

N. H., that places
may

they

be

their arrival.

on

may

piompuy

Those

be assigned

provided

with

inténding to. be

Those not
present Tuesday should state that fact.
Somplying with this very reasonable request, must
for them.
providing
in
delay
any
at
not complain
The route to the meeting will be through Dover;
A. M.,
10.45,
at
Farmington
Trains leave here for
3.05 and 6.25, P. M. Those on the line of the Portfor
cars
with
¢onneet
}and and Rochester R. R. can

Farmington at Rochester, 20 minutes later.

C. O. L1BBY.

Dover, Sept, 17, 1873.

It will be inconvenient for us to care for teams.
We therefore request that friends who can, will
When really needful,
come by-public conveyance.
we shajlagake the best provision for them that is

G. M., PARK.

Lud(239)
BE.

possible.

Rhode

“Association.

Island
EVIVAL MEFFINGS,

The Ex. Committee of the

4
Associa-

Rhode, Island

| ¢ion has made the following assignments for * three
| days” or revival meetings:
Caroarneyville,—Revs. I opkins and Stetson;
lin

Farnumsand Patt;
Johnston,—Revs.

Mills,—Revs. Burlingame

copies

‘About the first of October he is to begin

a course of lectures and addresses,
hed,
In a new Life of Erasmus, recently publis
ian one
he is quoted as saying that to be a Christ
heart and
must lay hold on Christ in the inmost

the life.
show forth his spirit'in
Her

Majesty

has, refused

assent

to

the

.
The Protestant population of Berlin is 731,074

23 chapIt has 47 parishes, with 87 churches and
minister te
el, and 111 pastors—there being one

f
:
betsveen 6,000 and 7,000 people.
was
D.,
D.
k,
The Rev. Benjumin un. Paddoc
donsecrated bishop of the

diocese

of Massachu~

the services taking place in
gotts, Wednesday,
The sermon was
Grace Church, Brooklyn.
ylyania,
preached by Bishop Steves of Pennps
participated.
and other distinguished®lergymen

645

-1133
HAT

17.08
"NOS

1L15

6.50

11.56 ©
12.00

7.31
7.35

¢

Peterson,

Dea J E Goodwin,
7
field,

Indiana

For.

1.40

“CORONATION,”
department ever published.
THE

NEW

CHURCH

$1217

highest terms, and a

” is the book to examine, if you
k

D

Mich, per

CHICAGO.

WANTED

FOR

Adventures, Whale Fisheries, and everything of interest in and about the OCEAN. Fully illustrated.
Bound in superior ttyles, Subject new. Selling rap-

AGEN

for

TQ

1 S,

:m.e

1874,

1873 and

$30.

ready,

PUBLISHING
439

CITY

QUAKER
Extra terms.
idly.
|. HOUSE, Philadelphia, Pa.

“LLOYD'S new thirty
maps

dollar double
and

are

to be given

away gratis. Size of each map 62x64 inches, mounted
on English cloth, exhibiting 1,000,000 names of cities,
lakes,

rivers,

villages,

towns,

mountains,

these great maps are to be
streams. Both
gratis to every housekeeper in America.
the

are

maps

greatest

ever

made

by

and

given
These
who

LLOYD,

made all the maps used by GRNERAL GRANT during
the war. Male and Female Agents wanted mn every

county, to whom we allow one dollar for every map
Address, with stamp for answer, BOSdistributed.
TON ADVERTISER CO., 29 Court Street, Boston,
Mass.
.

MEMOIR

Boston, says:
«1 first opened the Memoir of Dr. Colver at the 7th

chapter and read that through—while this gratified,
it did not Salisiy—my appetite was only sharpened;
1 turned to the beginning and eould not lay the book

by the

Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of Jie
DURKEE & FOXCRO
Publishers.

151 Washington St., Boston.

1339

Books

Music

Best

The

For your work

this season, are

500

The “JOY,” by P. P. Bliss.

30 00

For Classes, Choruses and Conventions. Specimen
copy, by mail, for 75 cts.; $7.50 per dozen.

5 00

Me, per D Pease,

2 65

Standard Concert Choruses,

78

203
13 00
13 00
8 00
13 00

By H. R. PALMER.
For advanced Classes and Chorus Societies.
Specimen, by mail, 75 cts-; $7.50 per dozen.

Root’s Model Organ Method,
“By GEO. F. ROOT.

$2561.84

for Cabinet

The latest and best Instruction Book
Organs.
Specimen copy, by mail, $2.50.

Treas.

Special Notices.
MOTHERS, READ THIS!

‘SCHOOL OF SINGING,
:

By F. W. ROOT.

A Book intended to clear away all Mystery from

the Art.of Singing.

BABY SYRUP

on hand, and your children will never be sick. It
will instantly ¢ure sour stomach, dysentery, griping

in teeth:
in the bowels, wind colic, &e¢. Gives-relief
no 'Gpium or moring. Pleasantto take. Contains
Relieves your child by eprint not by causphine,
and thrifty
mg it to sleep, as its restored health

- Good Teachers

Specimen copy, by mail, $3.00.

will remember the

“ GLORY,”

by

The “SONG KING,” by H. R.
GEO. F. Roor.
PALMER.
‘For sale by Book and Music Dealers everywhere.
Published by

JOHN

CHURCH

& CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

1y45

Price

Sold by druggists.

ee

aside until 1 had read it all.”

500
80 00

Water-

MAN.

gold by subscription. Agents wanted to solicit sulbscribers in every Baptist church. Send for terms
:
and Circulars.
Rev. A. P. Mason, Disc’t Sec’y A.B. H.M.S., of

10 CO
6 50
10 00
10 00
1500

-

A

Rev. Nathaniel Colver, D.D., with Lectures, Plans
of Sermons, etc:, by Rev.J. A. Smith, D.D., of the
Just issued in one hand« Standard,” Chicago.
somely bound Vol., 450 pages, price $1.75,.and to be

J

Miss Ella C

OF

REMARKABLE

Stan-

C. 0. LIBBY,

AND

ing, Ocean Telegiraphy, Arctic Discoveries, Thrillirg

Treas.

+
!

“

YORK

GREAT DEEP.
WONDERS OF THE
It includes Submarine Div-

Little-

L 8

MAIN,

B. BRADBURY.)

By Prof P. H, Gosse.

:

per

&

WIDE-AWAKE—AGENTS

10 00

per R Cooley,

owth will soon indicate.

BOOK,"

”-is the best Convention Book.

NEW

cow 39tf

Bath, Me,,

Mission.

MILLER’S

in the

commendéd

(Successors to WM.

A
611 84
Central Association of New York, per
E W Page
and G H Ball,
1900 00
50 (0
F B For. Miss. So, Nova Scotia, per T E Crowell,

KEEP

"

MUSIC

1irge number of Teachers propose to use it in their
classes now forming.

10 60

k\

of Sacred

Singing School

“CORONATION,”
been

has

Society.

1st Wilton, Me,
Sarah Dyer, Farmington Falls, Me, per D
man,
1st Ossipes & Wakefield, per J Chick,
Rev M M Thompson, Stockbridge, Wis,
Wheelock 2 M, Vt, per EC Smalley,
Parsonsfield Q M, Me, per I A Philbrick,

Dover,N. H.

THE

BIGLOW

Malden, Ill,

Gen. Supt.

Retail Price, $1.50; $13.50 per Dozen.
£5 One copy sent on receipt of $1.25.

C N Johnson, Angola. N Y,
1st Mt Vernon,

T. FURBER,

Music and Glees, as well as the best

“« CORONATION

Pa, per C Burch,

Rackley,

and Saturdays

if you desire the most complete selection

want a new one.

Mrs E. Hosmer, Rome. Mich, per M Thompson,
per Mrs J L Gilman,
Great Falls, N H,
Nathan

Tuesdays, Thursdays

nearly 700 Tunes, Glees, Anthems, etc.

Oakland, Wis.
"
hi!
J Smith, Bradford, Wis,
yayne Co, Q M, lowa, per E Tibbetts,
Rolling Prarie, Wis,
per E Folsom,
H E Hale, Prospect
Hill, Wis, to con.
Hale LL M, per G H Hubbard, _
:
4
Honey Creek Q M, Wis,
Henrietta. O, per T Dimm.
Loud,
W
per
H,
N
Hampton,
New
Ladies, Saco, Me, per Mrs O Durgin,
Greenfield,

¥
A

CONNECTIONS.

leave Wolfeborough

JAMES

Miss. So, for support of Leor-

Q M, Wis,

;¥

8.00

« CORONATION ? is the best Choir Book.
«“ CORONATION” is the best Singing Class Book.
“ CORONATION ” is the largest book; it contains

ord,
Laona, Ili, per J Overocker,
Rock & Dane

§

5,15

“The ‘CORONATION is the best of the New Church
Music Books.”—7he Nation.
R

L M,

box 2719, Middleville,

4.53
4.5

5

4.35

for Laconia.
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for "Alton,
in season to connect
with trains for
Boston and Portland.
leave Gonic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way.

Clerk.

ard Hathaway in India, per H Merrill,

Mission

10.12
10.17

Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

,

Y M, per E Redlon,

Union,

7.20
725

BUY

Wis,

4.10

and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonberough,

Clerk.

Louisa F: Johnston, Chester 4 Roads, O, per
Miller,
Manchester, Michi per 8 J Fowler,
Bristol, NH, per. G J Abbott,
J Watson, W New Portland, Me, per H Merrill,
1st Madison, Me,
."
Madison

4.15
422

9.55

7.45, 10.35

STAGE

church,

Milwaukie,
-

9.35
9.42

Boston,

Stages

per L A Porter,

towards

9.30

6,40
6.48

....Trains stop, but at times not precisely fixed.

Conference.

Mission

Bath, Me,

P.M.

6.35

7.02

Dover,

Ill.

St.

Dover.
A.M.

‘Rochester,
¢
Gonice,

Forwarded,

Woman’s

for

5 cents per bottle.

ner and
Freeman; Warren,—Revs. Woodrow and Brewster;
WaWarwick Central,—Rovs. Manning and Pierce H

Greenterford,—Revs. I
;
ji
1 Dunjee:
wich,—Revs. Bradb
possible
as
soon
rrange-as
Churghes will pl
the
respecting
them,
{assigned
ministers
the
with
West

time of holding the

The

ministers

ap

weet! ngs,

ed

will

please read resolu-

tions 5, 6 and 7, on page 19 of the ‘* Minutes”

Association for 1873,

of the

the instructions

and carry out

they will please report by letter
therein contained.
| the results of their labors, as soon as possible, to

the Secretary of the’ Ex, Com., so that said Com. can
make a report at the next meeting of the Association
de-

1t is also
in accordance with the 7th resolution.
sirable that they give a brief account of the charac.

ter and results of the meetings which they attend.
In behalf of the Ex, Com.
~ J. M. BREWSTER, Secretary.
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high winds and rough water kept the company eager and anxious, and for two successive days sent them home disappointed.
On Thursday, however, the races came off,
and though time and impatience had cooled
the ardor of the New Brunswickers, yet the
gathered thousands made quite an imposing
demonstration. There were the usual complaints over the unfairness of the decision,
—a thing which probably helped to soothe
the wounded pride of the defeated parties.
Then there was the usual amount of feasting and drinking, the bands paraded the
streets in a fairly noisy way, the rockets
and bonfires and Roman candles fought
awhile~with the darkness, and then -and
thus the doubtful display came to an end.
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The names of the members are as follpws: John
Fullonton, E. N. Fernald, E. W. Porter, D. W: C.
Durgin, G. B. McMillan, C. F. Penney, 8. Curtis, D.
M. Stewart, J. A. Howe, A. B. Meservey, J. E.
Dame, L. B, Tasker.
Hobe,
DeWITT C. DURGIN, Clerk.
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try of the F. W. Baptist church in Farmington, N.
H., on Tuesday, Oct. 7, 1873, at 1 o’clock, P.M. A
full agtendance is specially urged.

The long evenings are now coming, and the chil-
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at the same time checking improper aspirants to
the high vocation.
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fd in building, and supporting preaching. | goods to ask for and obtain those made by Purin-

Action was taken in approving a resoluphis is beginning to put on sackcloth, and | tion which contemplates the supervising of
the scourge and temor are unusually se- | the Theological Department of : Bates Colvére.
There is an eager looking wal al- | lege, by an ecclesiastical council appointed

most

Methodist conference, at Dover,

H.,

~

from far away come promptly forward with
the offer of aid, The disease has extended

northward during the last few days.

The

N.

THE EXECUTIVE CoMMITTEE of the Freewill Baptist Foreign Mission Society, will meet in the office.

ernment,

the Passumpsic at

few in it are ready

the

but

mons were preached during the session by
C. F, Penney,of Augusta, and W. Downey,
of Nova Scotia.
Excellent resolutions were passed commending the Morning Star for its eminent
ability and special religious value to the
patronage of F. Baptists; also approving
the Myrtle and Little-Star, and the Lesson
Papers published at Dover i use in our
Sabbath schools.
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Central Y. M.

Addresses signed by large numbers of the
Roman Catholic clergy of the United States have
been received by the German priests, approving

Sept. 8, Pres. O. B. Cheney, Moderator. ercises very energetically and at the same
Prof. J. A. Howe, of Lewiston, preached | time very wisely. In consequence of the
the annual sermon before the Ministers’ good sermons and judicious management

among the well to give the smitten ones
proper care and carry the dead to burial.
Forty per cent. of the cases hate proved
fatal. Physicians and nurses from neighboring towns nobly went to the rescue.
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that there i8 no burn-
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past, at several points in the South. All
efforts to stay its ravages were well-nigh
baffled. Louisiana has furnished the most
At
for its operations.
marked theater
Shreveport the state of things is fearful.
So large a part of the people are suffering

that it

we

tion of all interested.

more than a week

for

severity

with ‘great

coming statement

vale of Geehenna,
ing going on.”

in all the filthy and nasty Orient,

Newport, passes through the village. The
tention of its readers to the articles manufactured
prospect 18 fair that the place will grow to dy that old and well established firm of Purinton
one of much business and importance in this & Ham of Dover, N. H. Their goods are all of
gection. Our people are worshiping in an the most substantial character, embracing all the
old union house. They propose to build a | latest styles with the most modern improvenew house immediately, and if three hun- | ments. They manufacture every style of Hats,

our readers will be able to obtain a pretty
accurate idea of the condition and prospects of the Establishment. To that forth-

attend them may be well
leniently.
YELLOW FEVER.
fever has been prevailing

. . . The whole city is as the Tophet and the

nastiest town
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agances that
enough judged
THE
The Yellow

Richford, and thence

is

Notice.
The Annual Meeting of the Freoéwill Baptist Foreign Mission Society, for the choice of officers, and
the transaction of any other business legally presented, will be held in the Freewill Baptist pi IL

new Jailroad, connecting the Vermont Cen-

tral at St/ Albans with the Southeastern

it

The Rev. Dr. Burt, now traveling in Palestine, pronounces Jerusalem * the. filthiest and

about it in a manly way. Measures were
adopted to raise at least two dollars per
member throughout the Yearly Meeting,
to ail feeble churches. The present effort
is looking toward St. Johnsbury and Enosburgh Falls, The former has been before
Jhe public and is well known.
"Of Enosburgh Falls we can speak from
recent observation. Itis a small village,
in a rich farming community, on the Missisquoi river, and possessing a’ fine water
power, a portion of which is improved. A
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AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
Meeting: of the Corporators,
No single person is expected tokeep the
run of the state and county fairs at this
The annual meeting of the Corporators of
season.
Their name is legion. They get | the Printing Establishment was held last
themselves pretty fairly reported in the pa- week, and the usual business transacted.
pers. The most noticeable one held during Bro. Moulton’s death had left a vacancy,
the past week, east of New York, was that ‘and sickness and other causes detained two
which represented Maine, and was in opér-| of the living members.
There was a markation for a number of days at Bangor, The ed degree of interest in the proceedings.
crowds were constant and increased from The financial aspect presented in the stateday w day. The exhibition of live stock, ment of the past year's experiences, was, on
the products of the farm, the inventions of the whole, an encouraging one.
Some of
the kindled brain and the workmanship of the proceedings are sure to be matters of
the cunning fingers were well set forth and interest over a wide circle.” Marked chang
Quite a
comm anded not a little attention.
es have taken place in the membership of
sprinkling of eminent men set off the the Board and in the arrangements at the
crowds of common people, and furnished Star office. Plans for future work were
what to not a few was one of the most sat- discussed and approved,and measures lookOf course the horses ing to the increased influence and usefulisfactory sights.
were freely trotted out, and the enthusiasm,
ness of the Establishment were dealt with
as usual, reached its highest pitch while the in a thoroughly earnest spirit. The Secrenoble animals were straining muscle and tary will, in. our next issue, give specific
nerve for the gratification of some other statements touching the year’s work and
animals even less noble, ' But fairs have the action taken at the meeting, from which
their sphere and uses, and even the extray-

26, 1873.
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Free RETURN TICKETS will be furnished to all
who pass over the Me. Cen. R. R. and its connec

attend the Bowdoin Q. M. ‘at Hallowell,
tions
C, I, PENNEY,
commencing Tuesday, Sept. 30.

The council for the examination and ordination
Dan:
of Bro. A. P.Houghtaling, will meet at No.
ville, Vt., Wednesday Oct, 1, 1873.

©.

|

W. GRIFF,

ORI

Home

Clerk of Council.

ONE ARS. c! GEE

Mission

Board.

‘There will be a meeting of the F. W. Baptist
Mission Board, in the vestry of the F.W.
Home
Baptist church in Farmington, N. H., on Tuesday,

Oct. 7, a1 11:30 A.M.
Sept. 10, 1873.

A. H, Cuase,

Cor. Sect.

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
ANTHEO
+
is the best preparation mn the world for beautifying

the complexion.

It

imparts

smoothness, transpar-

ency and rosy freshness to the skin.
tions of the face. Is not injurious.

glats, or sent by Mail.

26639

Address

Cures all erupSold by DrugAgents
Wanted.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Price 50 cents per box.

MILLER BROS.,
113 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES
And TAN, use

itis RELIABLE
everywhele.

PERRY’S

Moth and

HARMLESS.

and

Sold

by Druggists

,.

TOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

Blackheads and Flesh-worms, use PERRY’S Improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great
skin medicine.

Prepared only by Dr: B. C. PERRY,

Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N.Y,
everywhere.

ps

- Sold by Druggists

;

83618

DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR MONEY.—70 the Pub-

lic.—For over 28 years Dr. Tobias’ Venetian Liniment has heen sold’; every bottle has been warrant.
ed, and not one has been returned. Thousandsof
certificates of its wonderful curative properties oan
be seen at the Depot. - 1t will do all, and more, than
Itis perfectly safe to take
it is recommended to.
See oath with every bottle, It cures
internally.

Cholera, Croup, Dysenters, Colic, Sea
Chronic Rheumatism, Sprains, Old Sores,
Depot, 10 Park Place, New York.

Sickness,
Cuts, &o.
4ws7

MEN, Girls and ‘Boys wanted, to
MEN
y sell our French and Jmerican Jewelry, Books, Gaines, &o., in their own localities, No
capital needed. Catalogue, Terms, &e., sent FREE,

Ww

Freckle Lotion.

Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

!

MACHINE C0, NEW YORK.
STIC
18636] DOMESEWING
13t36

P.O. VICKERY
5

& CO, Augusta, Maine.

Notice.

Many have expressed a desire to obtain the Photograph of Miss Sihbie Cilly, one of the newly appointed missionaries toTndia. All such may now be
accommodated by enclosing 80 cents, with address,
to the undersigned at Hillsdale, Mich, The proceeds, beyond cost, will go to the Mission.
‘Hillsdale, Sept. 6, 1873.

J. W. HALLACK.
8t88

Job Work sii Heads
BUSINESS CARDS,

&e.,

done tn the best manner, at this Office,

24, 1873.
The

Quaker
—

But we soon had a
our own.
James

Meeting.
—

Hush!
And

brooding Silence lets her soft wing fall,
Pence stoops down to Kiss each reverent
face;
,
The noise world, outside the high brick wall,

Hightens the calm of this secluded place.’
No movement of the forms in sober gray,
No whisper, not the creaking of a door,
No wandering hands, nor roving eye astray,
No moving foot upon the spotless floor.
“We sit with placid brows and hidden thought;
Who knows the secrets of his neighbor’s breast?
Hew many hearts *neath lips that utter naught,
Toss like the troubled seas that never rest?
At length, an aged, gray-haired man stands up,
And, ** Thou God seest me,” he slowly says;
Then speaks of Hagar and her empty cup,
Aud how God’s presence fills the need always;
God with the three young men amid the flame;
God with his prisoners in the silent night;
God with his servaut, exiled for his name;
God with us always, making darkness light.

O Lové!

O Ged, to worship Thee!
walls and incense, priest

and

and earnest homily ;
of a voiceless soul.

forever finding those that seck,

All upright souls are open to thy light;
Thou seest the #ftruggling ones, the strong, the
weak,
¥
:
And those who grope amid the dark for light.
And

many a one, from out

the earthly glare,

Flie$ito the Shelter of thy) secret room,
And prays alone the universal prayer—
“Lord, God Almighty, let thy kingdom come.”
— New York Observer.

The

Threefold

Cord.

———

y

A babe upon my bosom, unfolding like a flower
That wins the smile of God upon its freshness
every hour;
A pretty, franksome, precious thing—my youngest little son;
And those who walk beside me dream perhaps
my only one.

A breath that rese and fainted, where two angels
R®
hushed to wait—
wen
One took the newborn human soul straight back
to Heaven’s gate!
A life unnumbered even by moments here—but
oh!
.
My second son blooms for me by the Treé of Life,

I know.

+

A

blossom pure and perfect now, that once I
watched with fear,
est sin should mar the brightness of its morning
promise here;
A memory rising every morn, and gilding every
-

:

hour
With

glory from a lightning

rift

of strange

Al-

mighty power.
Present with me,
the throne,

yet

far away!

my

boy

before

:

My first-born son, five blessed years of cherishing
my own,
My owu for ever—by the seal God set on woman’s
woe;
:
Nursed for me by the shining ones, but watching
: till 1 go!
*Tis thus unto my wayward soul a threefold cord
was given,
With love and hope and suffering, to draw it up
to heaven.

Now in the stormy wilderness I walk*and
till God
me again my
never trod!

Give

darlings,

wait

in a home

death

The Family Circle
My Friend's
BY

“You

must

Story.
IIL

remeamber,”

continued

Elizabeth, ‘‘that the names I give you are
not real. There are those still living who

would never consent to have their names
brought in as they must be if I give
truthful narrative.

I shall

have

you a

much

say of Frank Clifford, but by what
you

of his

life

then,

you

to

I tell

would

several

miners, that 1 might

never

help

to

earn

the fortune
I had i fon
be ours, I
readily-obtained all thefiwork I could do,
receiving in return muell more goldSthan 1
should have thought of asking.
A woman’s work was appreciated, for 1 was the
only woman in all that mining camp, save |
a few low Mexicans,

unworthy

the

name

of woman.
Although [had no. associates
I.did not think of being lonely ‘as long as
James came home early in the evening, but
ere we had been in the mines a month he
began to absent himself from our litile home
sometimes until the gray morning.
I soon
learned that he had taken to gambling.
Then I tried, with all the earnestness that

time

in the

or sorrow

gambling

dens,

call

girls

little

Hamp-

ing among the mountains” sf New
shire.

to give

was

great ambition

His

liv-

would

them wealth, and we all felt that he

do it or die. I was comforted not a little,
that one so faithful bad returned to eare for
Bert.
‘Again our leaders disagreed as to the
course we should take, and again the party
was divided. Now there were only two
company,

of the

part

our

wagons in

disposed to

I was

I was the only woman.

and

complain of my lonely lot, but fearing it
would dishearten James, I kept silence.
All treated me with the truest respect, and
sought to lighten my hardships as much
as possible.

sum-

The intense heat of the

There was neither
mer had come on.
“food nor water in sufficient quantities for
our horses and mules. When it was too
Jate.it. became evident that we had taken

the wrong Youte.

Fivally the horses gave

“out entirely, There was ofily one mule to
carry all ons provisions,
and as for carrying clothing" and keepsakes, that was out of
' the question. I walked until my feet were
blistered and it seemed impossible to take

another stép.

Often have I sat down

cried, thinking‘I

further.
“by

me,

brought

would

not

try

and
to go

Then James would come” and sit
grieving
.me: to

such

deeply

that

he

saffering;

had

and

I

knew

dation for hope in the future, it is true that
love still remained, but all its brizhtness
and beauty had fled, leaving ou'y cold,

chilling darkness and despair.
Not one
moment was my mind free from this great
sorrow. Finally my system could Lold out
no longer, and I was prostrated wit: fever.
I remember the terrible pressure on heart
and brain, followgd by long days and
nights of strange half-consciousness, half
delirium.

¢ James came home and found me in this
state, but he had been drinking too much
realize how sick" I was. I begged for

water. ‘He brought a pail full and

left it

and

A

“Now, papa, you must tell me an

ambi-

tious story to-night.”

Minnie Percy had seated herself without
help on her papa’s lap. Hewas sitting in a
large rocking chair, pretending to be asleep,
bis hand over his eyes, and his elbow resting upon the arm of the chair. Minnie
knew well enough he was playing *‘posclimbed

up

and

curled

tiny hands in the pockets, sat about five
seconds, then asked: —
“Are you thinking, papa ?”
“Yes, yes; let me see,” her papa replied,

over and over.
“Didn’t I hear my little daughter, a while
ago at her play,

saying,

‘I wish

I

had

a

gold house; and gold dress, and gold doll,
and everything I had was gold’ ?” Minnie
smiled.

‘

“At last the long, wearisome and perilous.

journey

Minnie.

Ai

“Well, I think I will tell you not only an
ambitious—"
;
“Fictitious, ‘papa. I remember
now,”
said Minnie.
;

“Fictitious, yes, that's it—but a classical
story, too, you are so fond of long names.”

‘‘What’s classical ?" asked Minnie.

“Ah! I expected to hear that question,
so I am ready with the answer. It means
the best writers and the best literature. It
used to apply only to the ancient Greeks
and Romans.
Your brother's Sallust and
Virgil, lying on the table there, are classical books. I am geing to tell you a very old
story, told by onc of those old writers.
There was once a king in Phrygia by the
name of Midas.
Phrygia is an inland province of Asia Minor; a part of it is high

table-land, celebrated for its corn and wine,

and fine cattle and sheep.

King

Midas,

ing for more.

Oné’time he was entertain-

Classic lore tells us Bacchus

was

wine; that he invented it, and

god

of

presided

was.over,
and We were among the over feasts and revelrics, and liked nothing

- mines, in the ountnihs of ‘California.
Here there was plenty of need for courage,

energy and perseverance.
¥

We

had posi-

corner.”

Then the king, wild with excitement, walk-

more !"

ed about, and rested not until he had turned
every object in the room to gold. By-andby sucht splendor. dazzled and bewildered
him.

‘Let us go out,’ he said.

“He ordered a groom to bring around his
favorite

horse.

' As

the

beautifnl,

white

gold.

turning to the palace, he said :—

¢ ‘We will have some wine and fruit.’
“Ie felt strange and faint. They lay on
their couches, and the

king

filled

a

wine-

cup for Silenus ; then taking his own cap,
en
said :—
¥
7
:
‘‘Abh! no change. The charm is broken,’ and he looked relieved and happy.
‘ ‘The king’s cup wes gold,’ Silenus said,

respectfully ; ‘there could be no change.’
‘He drained his cup. Not so the king.
When his lips touched the wine it turned to
gold. ‘He took an apple, it was the same.
He was alarmed, and tremblingly cried : —
‘“ ‘Dispel the

charm.

I shall

starve

to

*‘One would think you lived upon cake.
1 am not sure but cake might be as fatal as
gold, though it wonld take some time longer to die from it, perhaps,

than

by

starva-

tion.”

“Oh,1 bave to be stinted ; I can have only
just so much.
I have wished,
though,
everything we eat was cake.” Minnie
dropped her head.
“I must not. I see it
is wrong.”
~
“Well, I hope, my dear, you have

Pillow

better than to see his followers drunken
and noisy. Silenus must have believed in
Bacchus fally, for it is saidhe used to deedi

Palace.

“Well,”

said

up

Johnny,

here

‘and

CYCLOPEDIA

by they had ten,

all

feather,

small

and

The promise given by the character and schol-

By-andand

downy.
“Play
they’re
banty
chickens,”
Johnny,
“Well,” said Kitty, “and let's have

fly about and
them,”

run

away,

and

them

catch
:

And she blew as hard as she could, and
the little white bantams flew all around.

They had great fun catching them, and |
{
baby Bell helped in great delight. When |
the bantams were all caught, the children
played there was a coop behind one of the
pillows, and put them all into it.
“Now, let's play king and queen,” said
the restless Kitty, ‘‘and call this our palace.
‘Pillow Palace,’ that's a

nice

name,

and

1 |

am queen of the pillows!"

—~——

and had got as far as the nursery.

had put the mattrasses and the pillows

They

all the bed-clothes out in the next room

and

on

the floor, so they would not be in the way
while Norah swept and scrubbed. There
the children found them— Kitty and Johnny

and baby Bell—and ran and tumbled among
them full of glee. It was such fun to see
the mattrasses where tiaey didn’t belong,
and the bed-clothes thrown all in a heap,

piled up anyhow!

Baby

Bell put ber thumb in her mouth and rolled
over 'and over, while Kitty and Johnny
threw pillows at each other, and fell headlong in the so test places they could find.
Then they pi ed a merry game of hideand-scek under the pink and blue patchwork quilt, and after that was done Kitty
thought it would be nice to build a house.
Johuny came stumbling over the pillows,
all eagerness to help, amd they planted baby
Bell down in a safe spot, with her rattleL box.in her hand, to be out of the way

while

pry
‘
they worked.
The mattrasses were the floor of the
house, of course, and the pink and blue
patchwork bed-quilt was the carpet, then
the other bed-quilts and blankets and sheets
were hung over chair-backs all around in a
row for walls, Then the pillows were
chairs-and sofas;

and when it was all done

baby Bell was set in

the

middle

to creep

and crow and be Kitty's little girl.

Kitty

other, and

and Johnny sat opposite each
played they were grown up.

“Iam Mrs, Merwin,” said Kitty,

‘and

you are Mr. Mannery. ' Now,” she added, in a very dignified voice, ‘*how do. you
do, Mr. Mannery ? I am very happy to see

you!”

:

a

“Patty well mum,” said Mr. Mannery,
nodding his curly head. ‘Come in, mum,

|

But just-as she had drawn herself up, and |
‘wus beginning to say, “Majesty, give that { lucid and

¢

Isabella,

forcible

statement.

The

great

tents are made the inward possession of ¢he stu-

dent

and

the

general

reader.—The

mechanical

excellences are aboye the average level, and the
price is by no meauvs high.

THE ATMOSPHERE.

pi

Translated from she French

of Camille Flammarion.
Edited by James
Glaisher, F. R. S., superintendent of the magnetical and meteorologival department of the
Royal Observatory at Greenwich.
With ten
Chromo-Lithographs and eighty-six wood-cuts,

New York:

pp.453.

M.

3

Harper & Brothers¥18%3, dctavo.
a

Flammarion

stands

eminent scientific men
is studied with almost

very

high among

the

of Paris. where Science
unequaled enthusiasm,

and where all the charms of an attractive style
are "employed to make the teaching popular and

kindling.

works

He is no novice in this

from

showed «the

his

field, and the

pen

that

have

aptitude

and

accuracy

preceded

this

of his in-

formation, as well as the peculiarly happy faculty of imparting what he knows.
This work
the story. “Play it was an earthquake. | on the atmosphere has been greatly abridged by.
Such things do happen, you know.
Now { the American editor, who has also given to
| the general
I must put baby Bell to sleep, and you, adapt it muchstyle a precision and simplicity that
better to its purpose now that it
Kitty and Johnny, had better run out
pf has come into the hands of readers on
this side

“Never mind,” she said, when she heard

doors and look around on the grass, ford {yf the Atlantic. As it stands, it is something
think the bantams flew out of the window !” éyery way admirable. The information given
| is ample, and it is so classified as to make it
—Christian Union.
serve its highest purpose.
The explanations
| given of the remarkable phenomena that belong
to this departmeiit of the universe, imply-a thor-

Maggie.

| ough acquaintance with the latest

and®best

re-

It was the hour of the Friday afternoon | sults of study and experiment, and a new aud
industrial school at the Boston North End | higher meaning spgings from a host of objects

Mission.

and processes with which common observers
are familiar.
The work is divided into Six parts,
The first treats of our Planet and its vital Fluid;
the second, of Light and the Optical Phenomena
of the Air; the third, of Temperature; the
fourth, of _the Wind; the fifth, of Water, Clouds
and Rain; und the sixth, of Electricity, ThunderStorms and Lightnings,
The full-page illustra

Only those who are familiar with

that school understand what a paradise it
is to the

women

of North

Street.

. They

call¥if{ their “bright spot of the week.”
We
soothe

were
those

singing beautiful hymns to
restless spirits, and
to re-

mind them of days when they
had

not

were
left

young

home

mother.

tions, colored

and

appeared

at

the

entrance,

so

exceedingly repulsive in appearance that
the janitor, who usually held a wide-open

it all in all, the volume is one of exceeding interest, and will almost equally serve the needs of
the scientific student and those of the general
reader.
The publishers bave spared no pains

door to admit all, was in doubt.

“I guess you had better go
he.

*‘You are drunk, and

along,”

said

to make the external qualities of the work every

really tooaw/ul-

looking to come in here!”
She felt the repulse, and with a lingering
look at the happy faces within, slowly
torned

away.

A

lady,

who

had

watching this little scene, quickly

#

“THOREAU : THE POET-NATURALIST.

I would; but he says |

“No one is too 'bad-looking to come
here,” said the lady, as she
into the sunny room.

lad

her

in

charge

Seated with a teacher who had sufficient
love in hei heart to welcome even this
poor wanderer, Maggie was left to the
good infldences surrounding her. °
of

the

school,

took her hand saying, ‘Have
the afternoon ?”

her

you

fin]

enjoye

“I haven't been so happy in many years,”

said she.

“Well, come again next time;
you do one thing to please me ?”
‘‘Anything;ima’am,” said she,
cally.
AM

and will
emphati-

“Will you comb your hair hefore you
come next Friday ?”
“T willif I ean,” said she, doubtfully.”

The prospect was certainly not encouraging, for those matted locks strongly suggested a pair of scissors.

The next Friday came, and with it the
same woman, but how changed !
She walked triumphantly to the desk,

saying, “See, lady, I've done it! It'stook
me most of a week, but I've done it!’

Sure enough,

the once

were smooth and shinin

tangled locks

man 1”
:
;
Isabella sucked her thumb,
hard with her blue eyes.

and

3
“I can’t

stared

an honest, industrious woman.—North End

Mission Magazine,
4

more

conseryg-

ness and Heavenly Father,
instead of going
bravely about their business, trust
ing God even,»

And this added word is quoted touch
ing a minister whom Thoreau met; * Here'
s a wan who
can’t

butter his owu bread, dud he has just com.
bined with a thousand like him to make a.dipt
toast for all eternity.”

All this suggests the spirit and the
opinions
with which Mr, Chagging has perfo
rmed -the
work of putting Thoreau into a volume of biography. He has certainly kept back nothing in
tenderness.

deem

He

tells what

many

readers

the worst things he had to tell.

will

And he

often gives these the most prominent places
,
pushes them into notice, and finds in them the
reasons

for

his strongest words of praise,

But

he also brings out the finer qualities of his sulJeet. The marvelous insight into nature,
the
habits of keen observation that made the com-

monest objects offer a world of knowjedge anit

suggestion,

the

deep

and

vital

sympathy

with

the very soul of the material world, and the e-

culiar freshness and originality

of his, thoughts

and fancies and speech ,~all these are sot forth

Wallace,
pp. 686,

Sold by E. J. Lune & Co.

As might have been anticipated by anybody
knowing the subject ana author of this volume,

we have here a unique and striking book.

There

is nothing stupid or common-place shout it.

In-

deed, it is liable to criticism on the : round: of its
abounding epigrammatic pith,intel'c crual audac-

Same

publishers,
ng

&e.

1873. 12mo.

Mr. Longfellow will not want for readers so
long as he can send out such poetic products as

these.

His

musi¢” is hailed as something espe-

cially sweet and excellent among the best part
of the readers that occupy two continents,
Age
does not yet make his tones tremulous, or chil}
his sympathies, or rob him of inspiration.
It
gives an added and meHower thoughtfulness to
his spirit, and a more majestic and impressive
simplicity to both bis themes and his verse.
He

has ceased to be ambitious of novelty, and.so he

mostly
traverses the older fiFlds of thought,
though in a more meditative land affectionate
mood, stopping now and then to treat us to a bit
of deepemand serener wisdom.
| The title of this volume is suggestive, [t
tells
us that- the poet is conscious of having reached
the later season of labor and life. and that he is
motlest enough to confess that this is the product
of 4 second mowing in the field over which his
younger and more active arms once carried the
scythe.
Most of the volume is filled With asthird

installment

of * Tales of a Wayside

real addition to what
of the pleasautest, if
brilliant, of bis poetic
‘purport to have been

Ini,"—a

has heretoforqproved one
not the mest original or
productions.
The stories
rehearsed by a number of

dissimilar people, each in a metrical form pecul-

iar to himself, and {Le whole are Joined together
by means of bits of narrative called interludes.
They are chaste, pleasant, and full of geniality,
and heart. These are followed by a few brief
poems, mostly new, entitled** Birds of Passage,” .
which are full of an wnambitious melody and:
have an undertone of manly seriousness that is
now and then almost plaintive but never morbid.
It is a second cutting that could not have

been omitted without intlicting’a

l4ss“upon

us;

and one can not well help hoping that, as yet,
the scythe has traversed only a small portion of
the field,
;
In the Fair God, Gen, Wallace has shown how
arms and letters hold fellowship; how between
the peais of the trumpet there are flights of faney and the rearing of imaginary castles; how

the

sword

is at times

thrust into the scabbard

that the hand may be free to manage

is certainly

a remarkable

the pen,

It

book that is here of-

fered.
‘It is like, and yet unlike, the historical
romances of Scott,
Like them, in that it takes
special and perbaps isolated facts and proceeds
to combine them into 4 vivid and accurate pic=
ture of life as it was lived in some bygzone period or remote country; unlike them, in that it
is based largely upon a theory of the condition
of things in Mexico, some centuries since, and

which is supposed to account in great measure
for the success of the Spanish Conquest under

Cortez.
It is an original and brilliant work,
wonderful for its wealtli of imagination, and for
the tropical gorgeousness of the pletures of
civil

life, of social festivity, of chivalrie display, and

of the captivating glories of military achievement.
One gets a surfeit of magnificence, and now
and
then craves plaiver fare,
But there is a won-

derful

air of reality to it all, and the glowing

fancies very likely stand for much solid fuct.
It
is a work showing large study, careful thought
,
great creative power, and extraordinary rhetorical resources.
And the reader more than

half accepts

life

this. réprésentation

of that

problem.

of the bygone

country as correct, and as offering a

solution. of much
the reader

With Me-

morial Verses:
By William Eilery Channing.
Boston: Roberts Brothers. 1873." 16mo. pp.

857.

I’m most too bad-looking.”

At the close

which put a product like this within reach of

the average reader, and at the same time render
it almost worthy of being elassified with works
of art.

followed

“Would you like to come ?” said she.

‘Indeed, ma'am,

way worthy of its contents, and they deserve
epecial thanks for the enterprise and generosity

been

the poor‘woman into the street.

so as. to exhibit the exact phases

of natur¢ under the influence of varied phenomena, are superb, aud the numerous wold-cuts
are finely executed, and throw no smal] degree
of light upon the statements in the text. Take

:

A woman

are

tive and timid snd useless, but who in
their con.
versation and correspondence talk about king.

num-

smallest pillow a shaking,” the dinner-bell | berof writers, representing as they do almost
rang, and mamma came hurrying into the the entire circle of the Christian denominations
and a wide field of literature and
room, and told the children to wash their helps to increase the pleasant variety authorship,
as well as
faces and run down quickly into the dining- to make the catholicity more marked and grateroom.
ful. Itis a work which can not well be ‘omitted
So away they ran, and sat, down, one on from an§t library, public or private, that makes
any pretenseof serving the varied purposes for
each side of their father, while baby Bell
which collections of books are made.
And eswes put in a high-chair close by mamma.
pecially is its value to the minister and tbe theoIt took a long time to eat dinner, for little logical student too great to be properly
dispensed
fingers make slow work ; and then the pudwith.
It is little less than a library in‘itsélf, and
ding, which came last of all, was so very
| nny other things may be left unpurchused
good. But at last they finished, and get- without serious loss when once this Cyclopedia
ting out of their chairs, hastened back to has found its way to the book-shelf, and its con-

that has long been a bafiling

We do notstop to epitomize the story;

will greatly preferto haye it unfold

itself after the panoramic method
author.

into

Butit

is a marked

what is mostly a new

chosen by the

book,

taking

territory,

the field of vision with unusual light.
A GENEALOGY

FAMILIES

OF RUNNELS

IN AMERICA;

brief memorials of the

AND

one

filling

REYNOLDS

with

earliest

and

records

ancestors,

ang
so

Li

far as known, and many of their descendants,
bearing the same and other names. By Rev.

ity and literary smartness. All thai was egotisM. F, Runnels, A, M., Sanbornton, N. H.
Boston. 1873. octavo. pp, 864. |
tie, eynical and iconoclastic in Henry Thoreau is
A volume like this is of course chiefly interest.
‘brought forward with special freedom and apparent gusto by Mr. Channing.
The biographer is ing to those who constitute parts of the genealogical tree which is allowed to displiy ttself
certainly quite enough an admirer of what
was
with all its branches and boughs, and exhibit
exceptional and questionable in his subject,
to
the process of development.
serve the ends of justice and to honor discretio
The compiler of
n.
this book has done his work carefully and well,
Channing forever crops out from the biography.
carrying it forward with the most defnite objects
All the while, one sees the manipulator behind
clearly in his eye, and sparing neither the time
the camera, dividing the attention with the
phonor the labor necessary to embody his ideal.
tograph that we have been asked to examine.
The work is divided into three parts; The first
And he is worth looking at and listening to, He
part farnishes a genealogical memoir of Samuel
says things quaintly,
Speaking of the cheap
Runels (thus the name was written at the eareabin which Thoreau built and occupied
Walden Pond, be says: “ It was a durable

hiside
gar-

ment, an: overcoat lie had contrived
und left by
Walden, convenient for shelter, sleep,
or medi-

tation.” Praising instead of apologizing
for the
refusal of hig friend to hold free intercourse
with
general society,he remarks: ** He did
not wish

for a set of weak friends to eat up his
time ; was
rich euough to go without a train’
of Poor relations,~the menagerie of dunces
with
open

mouths.” And he quotes his subject
approving.
ly, when he argues for an elaborate
style, even
though
thus:

dealing with common topics and
thoughts,

“ Whatever

wit

has been produced

on

the spur of the moment will bear
to be reconsid-

:
ered and reformed with phlegm.
One more Friday,
is my little girl, Mr. | 8laddened by the sight and our eyes were transient and passing remark must The most
of our profege in a
be reconsfdered by the writer, made sure and
warranted as
speak to the gontle- clesn calico dress.
If
the
earth
had
rested on its axle to back it, and
At this time Maggie signed the temper’
:
ance pledge,
and 1s/1n a fair way to become all the natural forces lay behind it.” He takes

ay
come in!”
Mrs.
said
in,”
“I am
come
any inner. This Merwin;

Mannery.

appearance

from mankind

in a way that is sure to win attention, and that
pose has become stroffier rather than weaker, can hardly fail to kindle every candid and apThe quotations
to render the Cyclopgdia as nearly complete in preciative redder’s admiration,
from Thoreau
are numerous and characteristic
its own HRA
the general design would
énough to enable almost any one, who reads
allow.
And nearly ‘every intelligent purchaser
will be glad rather than sorry over the expan- Avith- care and ponders with patience, to get a
sion. Now that five volumes of it are issued, clear and just view of one of the most peculiar.
and so large a fraction of the topics selected for types of mind that has appeared in our history
as a-nation.
The influence of Emerson is easily
treatment are already dealt with, those who
have heen delaying the purchase till the ep of traced, but Thoreau should never be gecused of 1
the undertaking seemed less remote, hay Javell’ turning copyist and echo, He was too strong
and independent and original for that.
This
put
the. volumes
now
uvailable upon their
shelves and use them freely as works of refer= Ibook portrays him fairly, on the whole, and the
interest it awakens is at timbs altost akin to fisence.
We give them a most emphatic commendation. _ Some of the articles in this last volume I elnation,
are little less than thorough and exhaustive
AFTERMATH. BY Henry Wadsworth Longfeltreatises, though there is generallyan admiralow.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1873,
ble condensation of matter and a rare freedom
_16mo. pp. 144. Sold-byE. Jd.
Lane,
from the verbiage of prolixity and detail.
THE FAIR GoD; or, The last of the "Tzins. A
And
Tale
of the Conquest of Mexico.
even the briefer ‘articles are often models, of
By Lew

said

we'll

The

of the initial volume, by embodying the features
of the plan and illustrating the spirit and skill
concerned in its execution, not only justified the
hope of the public, but at once showed, beyond
all question, that a work of exceptional excel
lence and value was in store for us. And each
successive volume has only given added proof
of the scholarly thoroughness and the religious
catholicity that have presided over the entire:
work.
It was at first roped that the whole material could be comprised within six volymes of
from 800 to 1,000 pages each.
It noly scems olvious that not less than eight such volumes are
needed.
The material has grown on the hands
of the compilers, the field has widencd more
and more as it has been explored, and the pur-

some

white

AND

arship of the eminent men who undertook the
preparation of this comprehensive Cyclopedi
a,
was such as to inspire a large confidence and

ly. Wherever they found a little sharp
quill-point pricking through the ticking, they

pulled it and drew out a

OF BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL

awaken grateful expectations.

do not differ much

generally, exeept that they

Strong, 8. T. D. Vol. V.— K.'L. Mc. .New
+X Ror Harper & Brothers. 1873. octavo. pp.

in this

find

They who

ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE.
Prepared by
the Rev. John McClintock, D-D., and James

Then Johnny and Kitty took the bolster
and turned it over and,over searching eager-

and innocent, and

Mamma and Norah were cleaning house,

atid the pillows

A

¢ Does my little pet think she would be
any happier if everything she had was
gold #7
5
“Oh, no; but it would be nice,” faltered:

would go laughing at our troubles, al- ing Silenus who was a pupil of Bacehus.

though every step was agony to me.

and we'll keep it perched

tabl¢’—it turned to gold. * “That mat upon
which you are sitting’—it turned to gold.

smoothed her rufiled, white apron, put her

indewe

that

down for a good-night story. Her father
learnlaughed out as she spoke, and said :—
ed two lessons from this story: to be satis“An ambitious story! pray tell what fied with whatfyou have, and to be temperkind of a story is that ?”
ate in all your habits, If all of our wishes
“Why, don’t you ‘member, papa? It's a were gratified, we should undoubtedly” find
story that isn’t true.”
i
many of them as hateful to us as did King
“You mean fictitious,” said Mr. Percy,
Midas his gold.”—* Squid Scotch,” in Evanmuch amused.
‘gelist.
“Yes, that’s it; something that didn’t |.
‘happen, you know,” aud the. little girl

the living in such a country, was, of course,
express very rich; but he wus not satisfied. He

on

‘Touch

ee
—

Zitevary Review.

by my side, then he went back to his part- death with all this gald.’
“Then it was Silenus’s time to be alarmners in crime.
I drank. of the water, ]
plunged my handsin it and bathed my ed. He tried to break the charm, but could"
He
swollen eyes and burning temples.
This not. They sent in haste for Bacchus.
Pillow Palace as fast as they conld go.
restored my reason, and with it "my an- was quite a long journey off. Midas got
But when they reached the room up-stairs,
very
hangry
;
he
despised
his gold, and had
guish. Allday long I lay and grieved,
Pillow
Palace was gone! All swept away,
thinking if I could only lay my head on my itremoved from his sight. Bacchus told every vestige destroyed, not a sheet nor a
|
mother’s or sister's shoulder, and cry, it him he must wash in the river; Pactolus.
When he did, all the sand tarned to gold. pillow left. Novah had been making up the
would be all the comfort I would ask. Oh,
beds, and putting things to rights!
Pillow
how I needed a God then! How the pre-; He turned wearily from it; he hated it so Palace was demolished, the kingdom in
that he would not let his people gather it,
cious love of the Saviour I had discarded
ruins, and what, oh, what had become of {
Gold had not satismight have cheered those hours!
If you and it washed away.
the tame, white dove, and the ten dear
write this, tell others never,
never to fied him. He could not live upon it; it downy bantams ?
{|
slight the calls of the Spirit as I'have done, made him very wretched.”
“I think Norah is mean!” said Kitty, |
-£*0
papa,”
exclaimed
Minnie,
clasping
lest in the hour of anguish they long for the
passionately, and Johuny began to whim- |
her hands, “I'll never wish for everything
Infinite Igve they have rejected, and dare
per. Even baby Bell looked sober, and |
to he gold again ; then Icouldn’t eat grandnot seek it.”
pointing with her little hand, said, ‘Gone !
ma’s doughnuts, or mamma's orange-cake,
[To be Continued]
gone
!”
|
or Bridget’s cookies.”
:
Mamma heard the sound of lamentation, |
Her papa laughed as she went over the
and came in to comfort.
|
Too Much Gold.
list, and said :—

was fond of show and power, like most
pendent, spirit would be aroused. I would ‘kings, 1 fear; to have these he mpst have
laugh and tell them 1 could walk faster a great deal of gold. He was always wishand longer than any of them;

Sileous.

‘How is this? cried the king, confused,
| that this was not his greatest sin.
There
are no words, there is- nothing on this staring at the golden statue. ‘I would not
earth that can describe to you what 1 have taken his weight in gold three times
ig
suffered. Agony like that is, and must over for him.”
** ‘The king should not have touched the
ever be,dumb.
From the time I first learned to care for my husband more than for horse. You have your wish,” Silenus remy mother and sister, T had given him a plied, quietly.
“Midas became uneasy. They walked
heart full of affection, so fall as to leave no
room for doubt or distrust, but . when trust around for seme time, but he was careful
was torn ruthlessly away, leaving no foun- not to touch anything he valued; then re-

and

other men would come back and
80 much sympathy for me that my

said

forth,

imagine that he was the same ove
h
whom you have sat by a New England Hgbbing his forehgad. The fact was he had
fireside. Yet this is so, for I bave often 0 many stories to tell it kept him busy
heard you .speak of him. At that time though Minnie liked to hear some of them
Frank had a wife and two

“Granted,”

creature was led up to his master, and he,
to wit him back. It.was all in vain. In praising his excellent qualities, put out his
less than a year he'spent nearly his whole ~hand to pat the noble animal—he turned to

sum,” so she“#ad

MARILLA,

CHAPTER

mines, and the remainder of our company
went on ‘another day, before obtaining
claims.
I offered to do the washing for

love could command

He ceased, and Silence bowed her holy face,
And spread her benediction over all;
~
Till, rising, each walked slowly from the place
To find the world outside the high brick wall.
How Jnany ways,
With pictured
stole; 2
With simple hymn
Or, in the secret

Tittle cabin and bed of
went to work in the

orate his chariot with festoons of grapes, in
“Nice "ittle girl, mum,” said Mr. Manhonor of his teacher. Silenus had perfected | nery,“ politely ; “be good Mittle girl, and
himself in many of the magic arts employed | don’t break fings.”
in those days, and he amused the king by
“My child never breaks things,” replied
performing some. of them; in return the Mrs. Merwin, with severity. ‘Isabella,
king paid him great honor and attention, Isdbella, what are
you doing, my love al
which flattered him very much,
“One day
Baby Bell had suddenly rolled over, and
he told the king he had not, as yet,revealed
was very busy tugging at the end of a bglto him all his power; that the king ‘might ster. In a moment more her dimpled finask for anything he wished, and he would gers drew out a great, white feather.
grant it. Then, very much excited, Midas
“O Johnny, ain't that handsome?"
exsaid :—
claimed Kitty, forgetting all her dignity,
‘1 wish everything I touch might turn and seizing upon the feather. “Let's play
to gold.’
it's a tame, white dove, ard belongs to us,

5.

tively nothing to ‘begin We with, save the
money I had kept with my, and that did
not go far in a land of
uch high prices.

lier period) of Bradford, Mass., who lived 1703
~1745. The family descending from him is carefully traced to the seventh generation.
Part

second

deals

of Durham,

in a similar way with Job Runels,

N. H., who lived 1718=1762, while -

part third deals with John Runels, of the same
place, 17181756.
The line of descent is traced

with

wonderful

painstaking,

so that the names

of nearly 7,000 persons appear herve in their order, and are so arranged and indexed that the
information given touching any one of them can

be found in a moment.

Of course, it fs largely a

list of names and an abbreviated statement of
genealogical relations; but the more noted and
wortiner members of "the families appear in
epitomized biographies; and seldom does n rare
~n

nstian

excellence

or

service

fail

of

fitting

mention.
Several F, Baptist ministers Bgure
with some prominence, and they were lineal ancestors of not a few of those now belonging to
our household of faith and numbered among our
apparent painsto bring in the affectation of
rs. “In the great and eareful labor it has
con- reade
cost, and. in its eminent mechanical excellences,
tempt for religious people which Thoreau
in. the work is worthy of emphatic
commendation.
dulged. For example: “ Who are the religious
? Copies may be obtained by addressing the author.
, ®
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THE
Litevary Miscellany.
Intelligence ina oid, :
—

i

—

At the late meeting of the Scientific Association

in

Portland,

Professor Scudder

at the end of

Hn

This note is intended as a contribution towards the psychology of the American toad,

simply presenting some evidences: of intel- ligence and of
capacity for learning to which
I have been witness. In the summers of
1843—45 an old toad used to sit’ under the
door of a beehive every fine evening, and
dexterously pick up those bees

who,

it was

observed

by

—

my

walk

too well rolled.

He is

To

out

of his

once

more

amid

his once happy home

once or twice succeeded in “getting himself
outside of his dinner.”
But these instances of ingenious adaplation to the circumstances were exceeded by

very

is defended

by

childhood

tractions, which enabled . them

or

act

like

magnets in drawing out the disease. Blood,
by reason of its apparently intimate connection witht life, was thought to be the
strongest of these magnets. The usual
method of applying it was to fill an eggshell with the blood of a healthy man, seal
it up hermetically with isinglass, let it ve-

ing warts by rubbing them with a piece

stomach

from

the

outside,

he

thus by his

foot heid fast to what he gained
swallow, and presently

by each

was found in the piece of meat.— Herald
Health.

succeeded

get-

in

ting the worm entirely down.
A. garter-snake

was

observed this sum-

mer in North Conway, pushing a toad down
his throat by rumning it against clods and
stones, just as the toad crowds down a locust. The amount which a toad can eat is
surprising. On Tuesday morning I threw
a squash-bug to a young toad. He snupped
it up, but immediately rejected it,;wiped
bis mouth with great energy, and then hop-

ped away with extraordinary rapidity. I
was so much amused that I gathered” some
more of the same bugs and

carried them to

a favorite old toad at the northeast corner
He ate them all without makof the house.
ing any wry faces. I gathered all that 1
could find in my vines, and he ate them all,
| then brought him some
twenty-three.
larvae of pygaera -ministra, three-quarters
grown, and succeeded. in enticing him to
put 94 ofthem on top of his squash-bugs.

Finding that his virtue was not proof agaiust
the caterpillars when I put them on the end
of a straw and tickled his nose with them, he
at length turned and crept under the piazza,

where he remained till Friday afternoon
gesting his feast.

di-

His feel-

Long familiar Bible promises are mentally
rehearsed. * Tuming to the physicians he |
says, “I shall live.” Tn surprise they in-

“It is ‘writ- |

quire the ground-of his faith,

and |

His faith was honored,

:

:

he lived.

Would we adorn Menfory’s hall with pict- |
throngh the future ’twould
ures, on whiclf
Would we have inbe pleasant to look ?
scriptions on its walls, the reading of which

in the coming hereafter will furnish a
source of perpetual joy? If so, we must
Master

to

We

well.

paint

must be ‘careful to write what we wish to
read—for once painted and written, they
can not be erased.—Pilésburg Advance.

Fruits of Siam.
Cae

Siam is verily the
in regard

to

the

the

of

queen

tropics

variety,

abundance,

and

Here
unequaled lusciousness of her fruits.
are found those of China, greatly enriched

to

transplanted

in tint and flavor by being

this warmer climate ; and those of Western

Asia,in this fruitful soil are far more produc{ive than in the -sterile -regions of Persia
and

Arabia;

while

varieties

numberless

from the Malayan and Indian archipelagoes, upited with the host of those inc igenous to the country, complete a list of some
two hundred or ‘more species of edible
fruits. In this climate of perennial freshyear round,

ness trees bear nearly the

so productive is the

produce is almost incredible.

orchards

alone

yields

to

and

the annual

that

soil

The

the

on

tax

a

Crown

revenue of some five millions of dollars per
annum, as I. was informed by the late
several

dif-

ferent stages. Thus, at the merest trifle
of expense a table may be supplied during
—
—
the entire year with forty or fifty speci1
sh, ripe fruit. Among these
‘mens
of
in
manifested
The human eouscience,
pineof oranges and
‘are
many
varieties
have
epochs
history, recalls that its glorious
Pawpaws,
shaddocks,
~pumeloes,
apples,
been those of the flourishing of republics,
jack--

Glories of Republicanism.

The federation of Israel dictated the moral

law hy which our conduct is still ruled, and
educated those prophets whose imprecations

with his Cyclopean epopee the vaults of the
the
‘Sistine Chapel. When that republic,
new Athens, fell at last,

Michael

Angelo

with the
moulded in marble a naked woman soul,
put
Christian
the
and
beauty
Greek
‘eyelids,
her
on
sleep
and
face
grief in her
eter
ond called her “Night, indicating that

guavas, bananas, plantains, durians,
mangoes, cocoanuts, pomefruit, melons,
granates, soursaps, linchies, custard apples,
hreadfruit, cassew-nuts, plums, tama nds,

PARTICULAR

NOTICE!

Persons

Brevity is specially important.
single square can well
obituary.

LE

1

GREEN

June 2,

Sister R. experienc-

MARY A., wife of Thomas

LAVINA

of

{

con
remarkable little state which, in its
inhabits
of
ms
custo
al
origin
the
and
tution

NEW

HAMPTON

the

brather’s death, @nd
an

ardent

that sister
in the

FLINT’S

D
aU

Summer

term commences

Miss

ELLA

rerms,

Teacher

per week.

Ladies’

clubs

an

as

The

mo

surrounded
or

Classical,

saloons.

The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of

bly cure the féllowing complaints :—
Complaint, and
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn, Liver féw
bottles.
Appetite cured by taking a

Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

’
Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities

lod bur ing-through the skin or otherwise,
of the
gured readily by following the directions on the
‘bottle.

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements

F. 8. AYER,

well with this
ny.you have never given.me ah anxious thoughta
It is
except that you ure not a Christian,

—
nal night had come over the SEextinguisc.-, ifants, surpasses the boldest dream of Amer- pleasure to say: irnhiuhy that he well deserved
From
Upon the island
science when go clear a star was
this commendation of his dving mother. his recwhigh gave jcan emancipatienon theladies,
od inf itd sly, And, infade, Pisa, revived
cities of Batavia and
his’ birth, 80 far as his friends can learn,
betwe
Java,
of
the
vices,
om of Bantam. ord is spotless. He was free {rom youthful
life to stone ; Florence, which
and Sabbath
awakened Samarang, lies the little kingd
at church
d, it is an iv- a constant, attendant filial
Hollan
Greek genius; ‘Genoa, which
to
ary
tribut
affecand
ugh
kind
&
Altho
son,
exchanae, ' and
school, a devoted and
commerce, and invented
state, politically without impor- tionate brother, a faithful friend and a gentledent
depen
;
merica
of
since time im- manly citizen, He was industrious and economrave birth to the discoverer
of tance, yet happy, rich, and ded
$0 aid in
by women.
and defen
ical, and ambitions beyond his’strength
ned
enice, which filled withfirst tholightwonders
gover
l
emoria
creaof
He was peculiarfamily.
s
fatherles
a
the
ng
the
in
all
supporti
bathed
but
Bast,
man,
a,
the
his Seliziou Reelings |antl
iddle| Ages—" Phe sovereign is indeed
air ly reticent Jospecingrought:t
tion, the somber days of the
weeks
)
nest'of the ) government , clongs depento
those
» avis sudden
artists
of
choruses
apon
by
to
all stirrounded
rid he aed his friends
v
font
king "is ‘enti ly
hs
“Phe
before
sax’
the
in
consolation
He felt
ged of three women.
works form the oases.of
his side and opened his heart to them, all to Jecouncii, com
state
his
also
his
Such
and
his heart
deserp life—all are, republics. Spain, those The highest authorities, all State officers, then and there to give
He expect:
aus and was ready w fo at Bie call,
tary commanders,
mili
were those municipalities of
anc
s,
arie
tion
func
t
diez to follow her soon,
cour
of
mother
his.
‘Gitied
when
free
d
+
those
the
of
France,
of
n,
felt that
"cotpmunities
soldiers, are, without exceptio ts andi ov he ceased bor in the winter re but
and
which
feudalism,
had
checked.
little,
(termany, which
his work was done. - He had said for the certain
female sex. The men are agriculturis
suidtitated for the jurisdiction of the baron merchants. The body-guatd of the king i
given his thought to preparation
accepted his
had
establishJesus
which
the jurisdiction of t e jury,
elite. These Amazons event, © He was certain
meet
which be- formed of the female
was anxious to go to his arms and
roperty,
and
p
gift
shar
ing
wear
,
ed the foundations of
h. ride in the masculine style
wealt
of
and
y
libert
of
cers
artifi
the
came

most

RE rah expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
;
most obstinate case.
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when ali other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,
eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
by this invalAfflictions removed or greatly relieved
;
=
uable medicine.
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysteric
cured or much relieved.

Breathing,

Pain in the Lungs, ide and

Difficult
Chest aimost invariably cured by taking a few bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicine,

ey
Bitters.
the Quaker
Bilious, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many parts of our country, completely

eradicated by the use of thé Quaker Bitters.
Quaker Bitters just the arThe Aged find in the
ticle they stand in need of in their declining’ years.
the mind, and paves
cheers
and
blood
It gquickens the
the passage down the plane inclined. «
No One can remain long unwell (unless afflicted

with an incurable dispase,) after taking a few bottles
of the Quaker Bitters,

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in
RR

A

edicines.

For sale by LOTHROPS

&

PINKHAM,

PREPARED BY
At their Great Médical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,

Providence, R. 1,

6ml2

rer dart Aents wanted! Al clarany of working neoub
GO
a
of either sux, young or old, make more mongy
20 ple,
9 to
spare moments or all the timo than at anything
their
in
work forts
else, Particulars free. Addruss G. Stinson & Co, , Portland, Maine.

ge

**

TROY BELLS.
Bell Foundry

Continue t manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TR VY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
more
the past twenty years) and are now making
inthe cotnbells, annually, than any other foun
try, Yor Churches, Academies, Plantatiens, &c.,
at Romade of genume Bell Metal (Copper and Bells
warthe best in use. All
tary Mountings,
s
Catalogue
ed
Illustrat
Large
ranted satisfactory.
CO,
sent free on application to JOIN EI 1S]

Troy, N. Y,

Beware of parties claiming to
CAUTION,
whose
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells,
NEVER has been located in
and
rot,
is
Foundry
the
Troy, N.Y, suid claims are intended to deceive
525t5
public.

3

+

'*

CHARGES.

$10.00

THE

1.50

Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
fifteen lessons,

time to the close of the term

toWM. REED,
18, 1873.

Sec. & Treas.

(

Faculty

:

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Rubus 26, 1873.
ecember 2. 1873.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.
TUITION

Studies,

-

-

:

.

-

.

Higher English
Latin and Greek,
French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
(ex‘ra),
Organ
or
Piano
Use of
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessgns,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons y

-

.

-

.

-

-

"1.00

7.50
8.00
3.00
10,00
2.00
6.00
1.50
"
1.50

-

-

-

A

-

.

-

-

-

-

»

-

on
re-

Aa-Clergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for an education, received af
o
THEE
duced tuition.
in

families;

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

RIVER

OF LIFE,

$30;per_

hun«

CHEERFUL
VOICES,
Price 50 cents,
By L. 0. EMERSON,
A School Song Book,
is the one to introduce in Common Schools the
present season.
:

“$5.00

-

.

L

is a

dred, is a Sabbath School Song Book of extraordinary merit.
40 composers contribute
Hymns
and Music alike new, original and beautiful.
Speeimen copies mailed for 30 cents.

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Primary

$1.50,

PP

THE

MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.
MARY E. MOREY, Music.

Common English,

Price

SABBATH SCHOOL MUSIC.

Seka,

J. 8. BROWNA. B., Principal.
Miss Li1zzIE CALLEY, Precepiress.
Miss
Miss

COLLEGE,

STANDARD.

success.

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

LYNDON

to reading,

very superior Collection of Church Music,
for Choirs, Conventions, and Singing Classes.
Compiled by L. O. EMERSON and H. R. PALMER, men of the highest reputation as conductors
and composers.
Sells largely.
Already a great

1.50

Rooms for-self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the

term, paying from such
at the regular rates.
For Catalogue apply
i
Ridgeville, Ind., July

is given

"73

and.

NEW CHURCH MUSIC BOOK.

2.90

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00

Penmanship,

attention

Algebra

3.00

clubs, about

EXTRA

Special

History;

send for a Circular to
"
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

at

clubs

All books mailed, post-paid, for retail prices.

Site

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

Bostoh.

AN :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY
or,

the

Biblical

account

of Man’s

Creation

tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti
quity,
Josepn P. THOMPSON,
D. D., LLD.
one vol., 12mo.
Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid
post, on receipt of price, by R. BUREING AME

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

+

LOCATION :

The new, commodious
rangements,

recently

in its ar-

building, ample
for

erected

use

the

of the

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uni.

of the country, and

easily accessible from all Jens
at the same

temptations

time

and

activities

the

from

removed

and

attention

which tend to divert the

at
at

For farther particulars address the Principal
Lyndon Center, or 'L W. SANBORN, Secretary,

AUSTIN

§ =

of

Lyndonville.
Lyndon Center, Vt., 1873.

81

OTIS T. MAXFIELD

and a member
il

Tuition $3.50 to $5.00,
i

Centdy

arour-page I

- ..

those

a

wishing to board
:
2

C. PEAVEY,

GEORGE

President.

.

SEMINARY.

will

The 32nd Academical year of this institution

:
st 25th,
open A
The en Irgoment is fully completed, at an expense
Tn.
olass
first
a
of
facilities
the
of over $30,000; and
stitution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
Send for Catalogue.
rates.

J. 8S.

GARDNER,

Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.

ting

forth, in a plain,

rea sor TRACT

a

B=

trinal basis, its church polity, and

some,

of its chief

benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn, by
means of a few, words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—$a per 1000;
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen, Send orders to

Principal,
10

°

DOVER,

:

Y

CHRISTIAN

N. H.

BAPTESW.

This little book has been revised by thie author; has

en clothed in an entirely new dress, and Jresents
very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; m paper covers
15 cts. Postage
latter 2 cents

WARREN FOSS, Secretary,
Swil
Strafford, N, H., July 17, 1573.

WHITESTOWN.

in Very neat style, set-

NEW

Ps

of the senior

H,

Board $2.50 to $3.50.
Rooms can be had for

themselves,

cently published

L. R. BURLINGAME,

The Fall Term of ten weeks will commence TuesAug. 19, 1873, under the instructions of MR.
day,

class of Bates College.

In answer to many calls, and to, meet
what we think a real want, we_have re-

OUR

ACADEMY,

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H,

p—

°’

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,

27.00
4.60

to

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

1y4l

Established Troy

SCHOOL.

TERM begins August 15, 1873.

WEST VIRGINIA

corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.

"Old

LATIN

or

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

The Lynversally admired ill scenery of Vermont.
but
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is
It is .thus
ten minutes walk trom the Institution.

& Co.,

Dr. lH. S. FLINT

FALL

Geometry.

Aug. 2l,

ends

and

begins June 2,

Term

wholesale

and retail druggists, Franklin Fouare, Dover, N., H.
faithfully executed,
Orders by mail promptly and

:

death,

convince the
!
;

10, 1873.

E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.

Ancient Geography, Ancient

begins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.

Board, per week, in private families,

will

address the Principal,

N. H., Aug.

ness m doing their work is secured from both teach-

the

EXPENSES.

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria-

bottle

can be obtained at reasonable

particulars

College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
‘beng composed of only one department, a thorough-

FOR 1875-4.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$2.00
Room reat, per term, from

ene
b

Gig

declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advanstudents of a higher rank
“tages of association wit
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
aredinvaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

Summer

it has no equal;
skeptical.

Rooms

G00

Tel

WINTER TERM opens
Déc. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.

1874.

EFFIE, wife of Benjamin. Jones, died May 6,
Sisaged 66 years, 11 months and 19 days.
1873,
became a subject of saving grace when
ter J.
about 16 years old. A few years after she united
Baptist church of Ames, and in all of
with the
the years that have come and gone since, she has
always exhibited the Christian character, - With
those that mourn their loss, this sweet thought
lingers with them, she has gone to walk with
God in white.
WALTER L., son of A.B. and L. E. Dewey
died in Ames, N. Y., aged 14 years, 7 months and

oe

Vahiiih

ers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek.

Spring Term

him in the better-land, where none are sick.

.-

Prustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
2
CALENDAR:
FAYL TERM opens Aug..26, 1873,—~ends'Nov. 21.

CALENDAR

Bruptions,

~

L.G. JORDAN, A.M. Principal, with three Assist
ants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for

Fall Term begins Aug. 25, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.

-

weeks will commence

wile

™ - 7

NICHOLS
The

by a rich, pro-

"RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

Low
Lassitude,

SEMINARY.

eleven

French and Music extra.

Board and
rates.
For further

_ Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

cured at once.

of

Higher English,

For tucther particulars, address,

KLING died in Ames, N. Y., April 30,

TERM

Northwood,

the sehool, recently entered into a contract with

Loss of

FALL

bo

.

billiard

al-

1y48

Miss CLARA E. CASWELL, Preceptress.
The tuition will be as follows:
be
Primary Branches, $450
Common English,
.
.
ia
- 550

as gentle-

SEMINARY.

liquors

by the results

on WEDNESDAY, Sept: 17, 1873.
3
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.

ductive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhaving

COLLEGE

NORTHWOOD

~

experienced

well

on

Catalogues sent to irquirers.

The Togation of this institution at Evansville, Wis...

habitants,

commenrs

COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
WiLtoN, Iowa.
Commences its Fall Term Septemper 2, 1872.

rates.
:
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

is a beautiful one, being

of 14 weeks, will

WILTON

sor
men’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

EVANSVILLE

TERM,

tution, and are much encouraged

No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence ut the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to

$2.00

321

INSTITUTE.

ready achieved.

of Music.

by

Secretary.

.

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti-_

10-

April 25, 1874.

will be taught

HAYES,

P. 0., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opéned under very
pleasant circumstances: Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter.. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-

:

C. HURD.

Penmanship
Teacher.

ERs

FALL

LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.

Miss

ELIHU

For Catalogue or further intormation, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., orxthe Preceptress,
Miss JANg W. HOYT, A. M., Agricultural
College

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and
Mathematics.
.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal Deartment.

-

$horoughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences,
_ Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.

Academn-

study.

6.00

8.00

and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but

:

of

5.50

2

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

ENSTITUTE.

course

-

=

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Spring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.

Sabbath school and leaderin the choir. Some
years since, while he was in California, his children all died with diphtheria,
He was unsuccessful 1n business, and his life has been marked
by constant reverses.
‘Yet he maintained his
profession as_a Christian and died in hope of a
better life. The church feels the loss of a brother beloved, and the society, that a good man has
fallen.
J. W. CARR.

than a

Full

al

+

AGRICULTURAL

Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences Nov, 6, 1873.

we received

worker

The

Summer Term closes Thursday, July 2, 1874.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
E.C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874.

1cal and Ladies’
weeks.

«=

Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. L., July 10, 1873.

33tf

Normal,

A

«+

T

Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1871.

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

»

LAPHAM

Principal at

PITTSFIELD, ME.

has

i

August 25, 1873.

CENTRAL

of Instrumental

West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 23, 1874,
Vacation one week.

MAINE

§

can obtain good rooms near the Academy.

Vacation two weeks.

.

Teacher

Assistant.

Instrumental Music (20 lessons),
Use of Piano,
-

INSTITUTION.

Fall Term begins Monday,

with the church at the age

church in Madison,

any single

died at Wollaston Hights, Mass., July
Just nine: months before his
18 years.

particulars, address

d
Principal,

Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 per week. Those wishing to hoard themselves

CALENDAR:

Hayden was oti hel way hoine ‘with his dead
body.
Bro. H. Was an esteemed member of our

wishing obit-

JouN'M, MERRILL, late of Ashland, 29,N. agei,

.

further

C. Rich, died in

Our! hearts were”id a§

Higher

Languages,
Ii

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms qf
ten weeks
each.

«LH.

bade him. fare1
there ith his mother, then in a dying state,blessing,
Avia the Holland possessions
‘ Johntender maternal
# Jy

For

Waterbury Center, Vermont.

JENNIE, wife of Dea, John Taylor, died in
Athens, aged 41 yeurs. Four years since, sister
Taylor gave her heart to the Saviour, and with
her hussband was baptized and united with the
Atnens village church.
For some time past her
health has been failing, with the certainty of
death before her. Her mother heart clung to
her boys, and she could hardly say, *‘ Thy will,
O God, be done.”
One night God reveuled himselfto her wonderfully, ahd gave her complete
victory over earth’s attractions.
With calm submission she waited the call of the Master, commending her husband and boys to a covenantkeeping God.
er, release came suddenly, and
angels bore her
$pirit to the paradise of God.
A)
:

1873, aged 74 years, 10 months aad 17 days. Bro.
Kling gave his heart to God some 45 years ago,
and united with the Baptist church at Ames.
Another father has gone, but we hope to meet

him as a husband and father.

A State Ruled by Women.

2.25

Book-Keeping, Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, Ic.
struction in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax
Flowers, &c., each extra.
Location.
The Building, one of the finest in the State, is romantically
situated amidst the highest mountains
find grandest scenery of Vermont.
Theology.
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
repare those students who may have the Gospel
inistry in view, by furnishing them every assistance
in his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.w

ZALMON H. FULLER died Aug. 10, 1873, at his
Brother F. was born
residence near Milan, Ind.
in the year 1822. By his death the church has
lost a faithful member, his wife a kind and good
husband, his children a kind father, but heaven
has secured another blood washed spirit.
MARY J. FULLER died Aug. 19, 1873, aged 35
Sister Fuller gave her heart to God when
years.
13 years of age, and lived a consistent Christian
life, and died in the Hivmph of a living faith.
;
~“
DAVID A. TUCKER.

and two

SPRING TERM, 12 weeks,
Openg Feb, 25, 1874.
’
.
;
Tuition:
Common English. ...oeeeinneaiie
Latin and Greek, extra,
French, extra, ..viieieeeecess
Instrumental Music... cooeverisiaraas
Use of Piano and Organ,........ sowninns i B00

of fourteen, She wnited with the 1st F, B. church
of Lawrence in June, 1857, of which church she
remained a worthy member till her decease. By
her own request she was buried from the'church
where she loved so well to worship.
ig ool

Verses areinadmissible.

A wife

:

Dec. 2, 1873.

Board,...... sassnasrer era Sessansrnrnny

;

The : Soutree of Sendieat in is schcol embraces
everything necessary
one for college or a practical usimoss life.
:
»
* For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed,
It is free from those
. Places of resort conducive to idleness and
morals, common to large villages and cit
resent management take great pleasure in
The
presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
parents and
guardians and the public, as eminently
qualified to fit scholars for every honorable ‘position
n
life.
TERMS:
Common English,
+
=
+
$450
Middle
vip
ph
oli 4

Sept. 2, 1873.

WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens

Me.

SWEAT,

ACADEMY.

MRS. M, E, FLINT,

Abbie Lyon.

Fall Term closes Friday, October 31,1873.

pressions and united

LEBANON

E,

I. G. N. FISK, Tencher of Vooal dusts, tHe"

A

ol
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens

MOSES

LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.
The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence
Tussqay, August 19,1873, and continue eleven weeks,

Faculty: j;

Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assisting.

; ng

Miss SARAH C. GILMAN,

G.\'T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss

LLEWELLYN HAYSEN ditd in Lewiston, aged

to

i

Lawrence, Mass,, June 28,
aged 37 years and 7
months.
She was born in Winchendon, Mass.,
and was the daughter of Christian parents. In
childhood she became thessubject of religious im-

51 years.

Not more

be afforded

Fuller, died in At-

ate

under the instruction of
G. W. FLINT, A. B.,

Mrs. BE. O. Smith, Principal Lalas Department,

united with the

H., wifé- of George

SWEAT, or IvoRY MARCH, North Parsonsfleld,

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

-

died in Ossipee,N, IL,

years ago, and

The FALL TERM will commence Tuesday, Aug.
26, and continue eleven weeks, under the continued
charge of J. LINSCOTT, Frivobal, Mrs. Kxa Barker,
Teasher of Musie, with such other assistance as may
be needed.
lat
For further information address. DR, MOSES D.

Rev, R. H. Tozer, A, M.,-Prineipal.

Sister D. experienced re-

tieboro’, July 11, filed 63 years. Sister F. passed
from death unto life, as she hoped and trusted,
in ber girlhood days, and although she never
made a public profession of her fauith- by baptism, yet she exemplified the Christian graces in
all the walks of life for more than forty years.
She was akind companion, a great helpmate to’
her husband, and in her death he feels that he
has suffered an irreparable loss. But we trust
she has passed from this world of affliction to
“one of joy and rest, and while her husband bas
losta most affectionate wife, and her familya
joving pig and ber neighbors a kind friend,
their lod doubtless is her eternal gain, Funeral
services were held at the old homestead where
she has lived since her marriage. ’
|
;
L. BARKER.

SiLas P. MosHER
died in So. China, Me.,
Aug. 18, 1873, aged about 45. - He was one of a
large family of children, of whom four brothers
early made them
homes within calling distance
of the old homestéad, and of whom this was the
first one to be called away by death, The deceased had lived an honorable and useful life, for
which he was held in high esteem as a neighbor,
citizen and friend, and which makes his death
more sincerely mourned.
Though
never actively
connected with any Sa
ig church, yet he
was friendly to all Christian enterprises, to
schools, and to whatever was a real help iu community,
During his lastf sickness, which was
yrotracted and painful, he'gave all to Christ, and
it would be difficult to find a brighter example of
patient endurance in extreme suffering and of
unmurmuring submission to the Divine Will,
than he furnished. He leaves a wife and three
children, who cherish the lesson of his life and
the triumph of his death, while an aged mother
counts her fourscore years and calls every one of
them a witness of God’s goodness, and with ber
remaining sons and daughters awaits with glad
hope the call to the heavenly home.
CoM.

cherish.

Cr

months,

died

a neighbor. | She fell asleep in Jesus,

against kings still inflame the hearts of our
rambustans, and scores of
various peoples, and whose hopes of re- mangosteens,
19 days. | Walter was a promising youth, beloved
we have no names m our
which
for
others
of
He was a'con=
demption still animate the religious ideas
by all with whom he associated.
generally
are
fruits
Tropical
nly
stant attendant upon, and loved the S. BY
our various civilizations: The Greek re- language.
of
admixture
slight
a
with
sweet,
and dignified far beyond his years; and his sudpublic began the sesthetic education of the juicy,
in
agreeable
ty.
copymuni
peculiarly
acid, luscious, and
den departure cast a gloom over the
human race, and founded at once the eterpartaken of He has gone (we trust) to live where the * shudwhen
and
climate:
warm
a
seience,
of
spirit
nal form of art and’ the
with temperance and due regard to quality ows come no more.”
shaping with the chisel in stone those statCASSANDRA ALGER died in Ames, N.Y., Aug.
they are highly provaotive of health. For
and
ues, immortal forms of plastic beauty,
1873, in the 86th year of her age. Kister A. ob8,
destructhe
regard
Buddhists
reason
this
grace ” when about
with its ideas in society the first citizensrightof tion of a fruit tree as quite an act of sacri- tained “ a good hope through
33 years of age, and a few years later united with
democracy. The foundations of civil
&
pronounce
books'
Her life was a
lege, and their sacred
the Baptist church at Ames.
in the west of Europe and in the Latin races heavy maleditcion on those who wantonly standing evidence that she was united to Christ
Roman.
J. M. CRANDALL.
are due to apother republic—the
to commit so great, a crime. One who has the living vine.
a
at
While it lasted its heroes were worthy
only
tropics
the
of”
ion of the
fruits”
the
consumpt
of
died
tasted
PluCHARLES SHAW
employ, under the empire, the pen of only distance-fvom the soil that
produces them bowels, at Stoneham, Mass., July, 11, aged 65
QpGLOFs,
greatest
the
tarch, while.
He was converted at an early day, and
yehrs,
or the can fornffio SoncepHop of the real flavor
N.
merited the stoic sentence of Tacitus,
never felt the joined the F. Baptist church in Holderness,
that
grapés
and
plums
of
hisAugustine
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several children and one brother, who lives in
Buxton, where she was brought to be buried
She was sick only a few. hours,
being away from"
home, where she had gone to spend the day with
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Fu B. church. She was a member of the church
in Ossipee at the time of her death. She leaves

to the original prescription, the wart was to
be rubbed with a dead. person’s hand; but
as this was not always easily attainable, a
more convenient and agreeble substitute
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wealth of affection and care, stand
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uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
ten,” he said, ‘Honor thy father and mother |
not patronize it, must accompany them with ¢ash
have
“I
&c..
that thy days may be long,’
II the Bible is true, | equal to fen cents a line, to insure an insertion.
always honored mine.

The toad perceiving this,
swalowing.
brought his hind foot to aid his jaws, grasp
ing his abdomen with his foot; and by a
little effort getting hold of the worm in bis

Only a few weeks

parted with a lovely

Aug. 9, aged 69 years.

meat and then burying it; as the piece of
meat decays, the wart vanishes, According

chance, swallowed half an inch;

five-cights of an inch between each half-inch

G. ABBOTT.

Me., died at North Bridgton, Aug. 20, aged 47

disposed of. A relic of this superstition is
seen in our own day in the practice of cur-

earth's pathway.
a young man’ is
In the city of B
sick. His physicians say he must die. His

I shall live.”

8.

years and 8 months.

fected, and then given to an animal to eat,
buried in the ground, or otherwise safely

ings and ‘acts toward

ing a nip with his jaws, waited for a chance
to draw in another half-inch.
But there
were so many half-inches to dispose of that
at length his jaws grew tired,lost their firmness of grip, and
the worm craw led out

and mother.

PHILINDA D., wife of Thomas E. Ridlon, and
daughter of John and Martha Ridlon of Hollis

and finally put it into ‘an oven and leave it
there so long a time as it would require’ to
bake bread. Thus prepared, the mummy, as
it was called, was applied to the parts af-

only.” That ¢nd was instantly transferred
to his stomach,the other end wreathing free
in air and coiled about the toad’s head. He
waited until its wreathings gave him a
tak-

father

brother and sister.

main for three weeks under a brooding hen,

receive

history.

to

thoughts travel over his life

then

Jesus be to them more. than

aged 9 years and 8

fore it has been discovered by magia that
no better herb exists for internal pain,” The
natural and real properties of the plants
were not all taken into account; but only
their supposed sympathetic relations or at-

scenes;

—
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ed a hope in Christ 24 years ago last April, and
united with the F. B. church.in Sweden,.and up
to the time of her death, maintained a Christin
churacter. She leaves a husbgnd and six ehil-

a four-year-old toad at Antioch College.
1
was tossing him earth-worms while digging
and presently threw him so large a speci-

men that he ‘was obliged to attack one end

Ble of patience in suffering and peacefulness in
eath, Two sisters only of the family remain,one
of whom hus had the sad pleasure of watching
over the six who have gone before, in their last
sickness, and closing
their eyes in death. May

JUDITH

prick like needles,” says Paracelsus, ‘‘there-

closed and his heart foind rest in death.
Deep, pungent and tinavailing regrets overwhelm his soul and darken the fature of

parents

our privilege to witness a more beautiful exam-

_to her death, she

spotin its corona like the pupil of the eye,
it was regarded as beneficial for affections
of the eye: ““‘Since the leaves of the thistle

is reached; but—too

late to relieve his father’s grief,

ing

“his parents, two brothers and a’ sister who were
awaiting him on the other shore. It is seldom

two

ecause the fléwer Euphrasia has ag black

his forgiveness and blessing—his eyes have

mouth, and after repeating this

swing

all the forms of animal and vegetable lite,
were supposed by the Paracelsists to have
certain secret and magical relations to each
other, underlying the physical qualities and
chemical affinties of matter. In obedience
to this principle of sympathy, the physician
endeavored to trace resemblance in form
and color between plants and diseases.
He
presceived yellow: plants for jaundice; and

od

What power it has to uplift or depress;
that he had with it lost the ability to pick to awaken the tenderest devotions or deepi
up a bee at the first trial ; his tongue struck est regrets!
The home of childhood —its surtotindings
the ground on one side of the bee ; but after
several weeks’ practice with One eyehe re- and associates; the love .and look of the
gained his old certainty of aint. Ihave never | dear ones there: the yéars: of youth, the
seen our. toad use his hands to crowd his after life—each and all as reflécted by memfood into his mouth, as the European toads ory, present pictures on which we love to
do, although he used them freely
to wipe look, or from which we strive to turn.away.
An English soldier, from the Highlands,
out of his mouth any inedible or disageeable
substance. When our toad gets into his of Scotland, on duty in Canada, saw a bush
mouth part of an insect too large for his of heather on ong of its hills—the first he
tongue to thrust down his throat (and I had seen since leaving the scenes of his
~have known of their attempting a wounded childhood and youth. On the wings of
~humming-bird), he resorts to the nearest memory he. was again in their midst. The
stone or clod, and presses the protruding low, thatched cottage—the barn and meadpart of his mouthful against it, and thus ow, and heathery hills stretching far into
crowds it down his throat. - This can be the distance; the Sunday lessons; his
observed at any time by putting a locust’s mother’s prayers ; the dear ones resting unhind legs together and throwing it before a der the grass of the kirk yard—all were
with him. He was a tender-hearted ‘child
small toad,
j
On one occasion I gave a ‘yellow-striped’ again, and as such he wept.
As-youth of respectable family, bythe
locust to a little toad in its second summer,
when he was in the middle of a very wide course he pursued, was the cause of their
gravel walk.
In a momenthe had the lo- sorrow. Their hopes were blighted; his
cust's head down his throat, its hinder parts father's heart was crushed, He left his
protruding. He looked around for a stone home for a distant land. - In after years the
or clod; but finding none at hand in either past is vividly recalled. Conscience is
direction, he bowed his head and crept roused from its torpor. He resolves to realong, pushing the locust against the ground. turn,acknowledge his deeply felt sorrow,and
But the angle with® the ground was too seek forgiveness from his afflicted father.
and

A —

.

The whole universe, sun, moon, stars, and

"Memory.

increase the angle he straightened his hind
At length he threw
¢legs up, but in vain.
up his hind quarters and actually stood on
his head, or rather on the locust stieking
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Out of medical astrology grew up a kindred species of charlatanism known as the dren, together with parents, grand-parents, and
inthis vale of
tears, while
doctrine of sympathies, which was'especially .grand-children,here
she has gone to join the church triumphant,
fJoveloped by the disciples of Paracelsus.
Com.

members of the family, as well as’ myself,
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well-kept fortresses,— Galaxy.

which is the honor and the glory
And it was republican France
d all the kings of Europe,

oy

instead of spurs.

in a fruitful plain, and

and sowed the fest ideas of progress, AY
are at last to vegenerate all peoples in dcmocracy
.— Harper's Magazine.

laden or tired, missed the doorstep and fell
to the ground. He lost, by some accident,
one eye, aud

the last century, its sentiments

movement
of America.
which

-

a

gracefully, and also a’musket, which is discharged at full galop. The throne is inheritable by the eldest son, ahd in case the
king dies withont: issue a hundred elected
Amazons assemble, in order to choose a
successor [rom nmong their own sons. The
chosen one is then proclaimed lawful king.
The capital city of this little state lies in one
of the most picturesque parts of the island,

fortified ju the democratic maxims of the
‘Gospel,
Seg on in the ideas of sgience, to
place itselfat the head of the republic, a

on the ‘Bufo Americanus,” or conymon toad.

points

a pointed lance,

of commerce, and of thought. Republican
also was that {8 ogious society which
arose

read a curious paper by Dr. Thomas” Hill,

It was as follows,

steel

a
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So also was that Alpine people, the immortal conquerors of tyrants in their mountains
and on the borders of their lakes, like the
Greeks in their Thermopyle and Salamis.
And republican also was that little nation
which robbed from the ocean the space to
establish its homes, true temples of liberty,
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nicest and most delicate manufactur
th finest as well as minu‘est work being accomsplished by it. - More than twelve tons of silver
money are annually melted to be molded into
watch cases and for other purposes, the coin

prevails With terrible severity,
and there is no
abatement of the disease at Memphis.
Ttis reported to be spreading in northern Louisiana.
Subscriptions for the relief of Shreveport are
being made in all the principal cities.

being purchased

directly

at the U. S. Treasury.

The failure of the Eclectic Life Insurance Com- | | But the factory at Waltham makes but comparapany of New York is anounced.
tively few cases, not more than from four to sevThe defalcation of Revenue Collector Harper || en thousand per month, its main business being
| the manufacture of movements, of which it gets |
of Illinois foots up $106,748.
"| out about nine thousand per month.
The bare
Advices from Indian territory say that the ne| movements of its best watches are valued at
groes there, mumpering 15,000, formerly slaves |
three Oe
dollars, and are adjusted to heat
of the Indians, are moving to secure a territorial
and cold and to six different positions, that is,
organization for their own protection, and w ill |
up they
soon hold a convention in the Choctaw nation to | to keep the same time whatever side
{ may be carried. It usually requires from three to
‘consider the subject,
nine months to make these adjustments. The comAn insane woman, a steerage passenger on the
| pags is now doing u thriving business, its watch_steamship City of Brooklyn, ‘at sea on the Tth inor
litle 1
‘
es wing recognized as among the best th the
stant, threw
her little boy overboard. and then | market, It employs 850 operatives, and is con~
with her babe in her arms jumped overboard.
ducted on the ten hour system of labor. ,
She was rescued and resuscitated, bat the chilNine industrial exhibitions in as many cities
dren were drowned,
During the first half of the present year, 99 { ‘this full,
steam vessels were

lost, and 10065 sailing vessels,

The twenty-sixth apniversary of the battle of
Vera Cruz was celebrated Monday, 15th, at New
York, by a considerable gathering of veterans of
the Mexican war, among whom was General
Hooker,

Lon of stuff, to the confusion of Sade
leading line or

It is said that mocking -birds and canaries sick[ ened and died in Tennessee towns where chol| era prevailed.

head-dress,

Roots

for Stock.

cattle, sheep, and
horses,
Some of. our best
stock raisers Tocognize
the value of roots for
Roots take

extensively

them to coasider-

the place of grass very

thg winter

and
they
succulence,

Retaining their
“appetite, keep the

digestive’

ng mont
sharpen tl o

organs

in

healthy

action, and at the same time ‘afford a large quantity of nutriment.

Some

pieces were

discovered at work and arrested at

New York, Tuesday

night.

James Harkius fatally
land, Me., Wednesday.

shot his

wife

at Port-

Chicago was visited Wednesday by another
conflagration which destroyed sixty-four buildings, mostly dwelling-houses,and caused a loss of
£250,000 or $300,000.

The seventh annual reunion of the army of the
Cumberland was held Wednesday at Pittsburgh,
Pa. Generals Sherman and Sheridan and Governor Hartranft of Pennsylvania were present.

than usual to the fore-feet whéneverhe wants
the horse to trot, and taking them off at all othertimes. The sudden change of weigi.t on his
fore-feet forces the horse to change his . uit.
The first feminine professor in the ** Woman’s
College of the
Northwestern
Univer ity,” in
Illinois, is Miss Frances Willard. She occupies
the chair of mstheties, antl has a salary for the
first year of $1800, with assurance of an annual
advance for the next three years of $200. Five
ladies have beer elected to the board of trustees
of the University.
There

are

now.

fifteen narrow

gauge

raii-

A passenger train on the Detroit, and Milwauroads in operation in the United States, having
kee Railroad was thrown from the track by run- s ven hundred miles of track,and theré are no less
niug over a cow, Monday night, and two pis |, than twenty organizations and 1250 miles under
sengers were killed.
process of ¢onstruction.—These roads have been

It is stated that the department of agriculture
report for September gives the estimate of the
cotton crop for the present season at four million

bales; and the wheat crop ‘at 250,000,000 bushels.
Private advices estimate the
and a balf million bales.

The

house of Jay

cotton crop

at four

Cooke & Co., New York,

suspended at noon, Thyrsday, and the houses of
the firm -at Philadelphia and Washington quickly
followed. The firms of Robinson, Richard Schell,
& Suydam of New York. E. W. Clarke & Co. of
Philadelphia and the First National Bank of
Washington weré carried down, and the most

intense excitement was created.

Mr. Jay Cooke

himself expresses no doubt of the firm’s ability
to pay all its liabilities.
He thinks the Northern

Pacific will not suffer in the least.
rumor that Philadelphia
the firm at once.

capitalists

There isa
will

assist

The Pacific Mail Steamship Costa Rica ran on
the rocks coming into the harbor of San Francisco, Thursday morning,and will probably prove.a
total wreck.
The passengers, baggage and part
of the cargo are saved.
|
|
The yellow fever is abating at Shreveport.
|
Four persons were burned to death in a dwell|
ing-house at Williamston, Ky., the 16th inst.
The grade of the Ogdensburg
the White Mountain notch will be
to the mile.

road through
about 100 feet

planned

years,

and

constructed

within

the

past

two

The cost through a level country is about

£10,000 a mile, including equipments of rolling
stock, while the pr
guage costs from $35,000
to $45,000 per mil
Frees on the American continent do not, as a
rule, last near as many years as they seem to

do in Eurgpe.

The

mammoth

Sequoig of Cali-

fornia seems to be an exception.
But, singular
as it seems, this tree, which manifestly has specimens of from one to two thousand years om the
Pacitic Coast, seems doomed to a short life in

England, where afew

years ago they were ex-

The number of birthplaces of noted men that
are in sight from the top of Kearsarge,in New
Hampshire,
is remarkable.
On
the eastern
side you look aimost directly down upon a district ten miles
square, in which
were born
Ezekiel and Daniel Webster, William Pitt Fessenden, John A. Dix, Farmer, the electrician,
and the Bartlett family
(including
Ichabod),
famous in New Hampshire. Vice-President Wilson was born in Farmington; Lewis Cass, in

Exeter; United States Senator Grimes, in Deer=1

ing; United States Senator Chandler, in BedThe national association of Spiritualists has ford; Levi Woodbury, in Portsmouth; Horace
elected Mrs. Woodhull president, and those op- Greeley, in Amherst; General Butler,in Deets,
" posed to her theories have seceded from the or- field; Franklin Pierce, in Hillsborough; Chief
ganization.
Justieg Chase, of Maine, in Rumney—and all
One Josiah Bigelow of Saxonville, Mass., at- | these places may b2 seen from Kearsarge.
tempted to kill his wife on Thursday evening. |
In our legislative assemblies, when a member
He called at a house in which she was stopping, |
* | has made a successful speect,
his, friends conthe two having been separated for some time ’ |
D
2
gratuiate him by shaking bands.
In the counand calling her to the door struck at her violent| tries of Southern Europe, they are restrained to
ly with a jackknife. He charges the woman with |
| no such cold expression. Castelar, who has reinfidelity.
| cently been elected
president of the Spanish

The

two center

sections of the arch between | Cortes, made

one

mot

long

since

in that body,

the eastern abutment and the western pier of the | which so electrified it that the House shook
Lridge over the Mississippi at St. Louis, cach | with applause, but the members nearest the

Kate Field will scale the Pyrenees,

Disraeli proposes to truvel around the world.

Eight persons were killed and several injured
by the fall of a wall in Devonshire; England,

The Prussian government has made a contract with the Austrian Arms manufacturing

Monday morning.
..The death of Earl Hardwicke, lord

lieutenant

of

D’Arblay,

Cambridgeshire,

Eng.;

of M.F.

‘France ; and of Lewis Audenreid, an extensive
coal shipper of Philadelphia, 18 announced:

The wardéns

of Newgate

prison have

been

company for the manufacture of 165,000 rifleg
on the Kauser system. The arms are to be delivered by the end of 1875.
The circulation of the leading London newspapers is stated upon good authority to be as
follows: The Daily Telegraph, 170,000 copies;

'found innocentof the charges of bribery in con-

the Standard, 140,000; Daily News, 90,000; Eeho,

* ‘ection with the plot for the ethaps of the Batik
of England forgers.

80,000; Times, 70,000.
The morning and évening papers together give a sum total. ally of
B60,000 copies.
;

By order of the Shahof Persia the grand vizier
who accompanied His Majesty on his recent visit

to Europe, bas been sent to prison,
The survivors of the Polaris were picked up,
July 20, by the whaler Ravensgcraig, and trans-

ferred to the steamer Arctic, Which landed them

at Dundee.
The Emperor of Hotaso is dead>\
The session of the Spanish Cortes is suspended
“until Jun, 2.

‘A ¢ivil war has broken out in Morocco } tween
the son and brother of the decéased Sultan, and
* the trade of the country is paralyzed.

Ar. American steamer recently arrived at St,
John, Newtond and, Fappete Junoing down

Spurgeon has lost much of the phiysioal vigor
which he once had. ‘He ledns oftener and more
heavily on his desk, his manner is more hesitat-

ing—his voice is more more low and conversational. Increasing weakness has not, however,
touched any fiber of his intellectual force; and
indeed to a severe taste his
more solemn manner, are an
his former style.

lower tone, and
improvement on
»

One would suppose that allied species growing together,as many do, would hybridize freely,
and thus make systematic botany #most impossible. There are many cases of supposed hybrids ;

but, since so much

atteution

nose-ring,

the

ourselves

on

looking

CANDLES,

« stylish,”

|

the

forth,

Anthracite... 8 003

|.

would

be

shipped

This

may

seem

a little hard

like our

that handsome does.
weigh their butter.

tion of ’em give
a good mess and kick it over,
sooner or later; what families run to fat upon
their own ribs most
exclusively,
and which
tribes yield most copiously for the general iy
putting each to its proper use in all charity.
By
their fruits shall we know them.
The color of
the hair, horns, and tail is not of so much importance, except as it is an easy subject to talk
about. We mighttrim ’em all off and have quite
a useful animal left. And I fancy some of our
heaviest importers,those that bave made their
whack at it, entertain the same opinion,

LATEST IMPROVED

has been

A Troy man has spent $2,000 in a lawsuit
about a strip of land five and one-eighth inches
broad.

The

American
brands of some ek
of cotton
goods are now preferred to the English,in the

South American markets.
Queen

Victoria

bas
a dairy

of 60 cows,

and

ward, came

when a cow is abused she will give less milk,and
the milk will make less butter.

It is now

forward: almost magically, not only
Oats look well, but

are backward. Beans are very heglthy, promising, thick, and free from vermin; potatoes,

An

tares,

inter-

prices, and because

a full average bulk is not expected, from the
thinness of plants generally, and owing to the
area sown of autumn wheat having been undoubtedly less than usual.
Yet the recent fine
progress of thé fields removes most doubts felt
of uny deficiency such as- existed
last year,
when, moreover, the quality was also very ieferior. An English wheat crop, even if only a
short average yield, when of fine quality competes with the finest foreign descriptions, and on
that account keeps values amoderately low more
effectually than a larger but inferior home crop,
because ir every year foreign imports.always
supply an abundance of inferior wheat, while
they rarely, as the past winter instances, bring
freely those sorts of fine wheat, that ean be substituted for British. Wheat from Algeria has
already been offered in Paris, and as thisiga
new source of supply the products of Spain,
Bgypt, and Italy will be made available to the
English markets.
The barvests in Southern Russia, in Gorvia‘ny, Hungary, the Danubian Provinces, and in

neither comfort

nor

strict

bushels

hired

help is so

dear that out of aswall crop nothing is left. A
crop that simply pays is not the beast, but the
one that pays the best,
.
So successful has Dr, Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery provén, as a constitutinnal treatment
for Catarrh, when coupled with the use of Dr,
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, applied locally by the
use of Dr, Pierce’s Nasal Douche (the only meth
od of reaching the upper and back cavities df the
head), thut the proprietor of these medicines has
long offered a standing reward of $500 for a case
of Catarrh which he can not cure.
The two
medicines, with instrument, for $2, by all Drug-

gists.
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| Notice to Investors!

beauty has a

the

limited: remainder

PACIFIC
LOAN.

of the

RAILROAD
The

NORTHERN

unsold balance will

soon

be

has resolved to issue only six per cent. bonds.
There

are

now

more

than

500

miles

the Road in regular operation, with a grow

Jars

season in connection

expanse

ab-

sorbed by current sales, after which the Company

word to say. To be sure, men have dis
carded many, absurdities, though they have retained more, They hold to their stiff shirt colwhich rasp their necks; ‘their wide

redevane

of

traffic; surveys and construction are progressing
satisfactorily ; the survey prosecuted the present
with

9 @.,

the

Stanley

military

of linen front, which the very ‘act of fastening

expedition has resulted in the location of an ex-

rumples; their meaningless swallow-tails their
hideous hats, theirtight-fitting military uniform,

‘cellent line through Western Dakota and Eastern

and all the mysteriesof seam and .gusset and
band, which are mere. symbols of the art of cut

proposals for grading and bridging the Yellowstone Division, extending 206 miles from Bis-

ting out, and not necessary to hé ‘comfort or
shape. But even with the follies they retain,
they move ibout easy dnd unbampered.
Wom.
en, on the contrary, torture themelves in the

marck, at the crossing

Montana; and the Company

has

Never

the crossing of the Yellowstone in Montana,
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Root crops in general require deep soil, and
succeed best on those ranging from sandy loam
to loamy clay, but also do well on even moderately stiff clays, with proper preparation.
The
lighter soils are better , suited to turnips, the
heavier to mangolds.
Take land that is in good
Sundition What
barley, or oat stubble, or
‘Jover soil,~cultivate, or plow and harrow-so as
givea fine surface for the seeds of weeds to
germinate in. Ax soon as these seeds have well
started, cultivate or plow
and ‘harrow again,
thus destroying the first growth of weeds, and
exposing a new surface for a fresh growth.
Repeat this operation through the autumn as long
as growth continues, and the next season will
be very much dbridged, and the land put in fine
titth.
At one of these operations, if possible, a subsoil plow should bé run in the furrow of the common plow, so as to mellow the soil to a grehter
depth.
Also, if the manure can be procu
at
this season, thirty to forty loads per acre (the
more the better) of fine
farm-yard
manure
should be applied broadcast and cultivated or
plowed in. When applied in the autumn it is
before the
is a matter
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simply in. conventional acceptance; but the ws-
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including
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world has ever seen.
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port but has attacked Mobile, Ala, The situation blies.
at Memphis is encouraging.
Professor O. Reynolds,
of Owens
College,
A fire occurred in the Belcher Company’s ienend
England; in a recent important
mine, Gold Hill, Nevada, Saturday morning, and | | paper read before the Institute of Naval Aychisix miners lost their lives.
tects, discusses the so-called * racing” of the
Heavy rains in Georgia and South Carolina screws or propellers of steamships—that very
Friday -and ‘Saturday caused much damage to ‘disagreeable phenomenon with which every one
railways. and two
accidents occurredin which
who has been on board a steamer in stormy
several employes were killed and wounded,
weather is more or less
familiar, He shows
to the
The disbursements for the United States N Navy that it is caused by. the admission of air
It is not necessary that any
department held by Jay Cooke, McCulloch & Co., propeller blades.
London, are transferred to Henry Clews & Co. | portion of the wheel should project above the
of the
This gives that firm all the foreign business of || surface of the water, but only that the tip
California, are all reported on favorably, and
break it up ‘and
| blade should come near
t
the United States.
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as the screw works
own } wants,
| 1n solid water, so to speak, all goes wells but
fy
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completed Tuesday.
.

Lima, Peru, is again threatened with serious
danger resulting from a Jand slide.

Hindoo

to Qtr upon their first winter, and a flock of’ thetic base of each is the samiéi— Cornhill Magazine.
ER
weak,
stunted ‘ones.
Some
carrots for the
horses will materially promote a sleek, glogsy
coat and an active spirit.
Hilt
Root crops, to: be sure, require a considerable
Our Jersey Caltle Club has hiss down in a
expenditure of laber, but ‘not nearly so much
importations.
as it appears when their cultivation is ¢compar-|. discriminating way upon recent
ed with our somewhat careless cultivation of There was danger "that all the scalawags upon

tensively introduced. By the proceedings of the
Botanical Society of Edinburgh, just issued, we

note that a‘leading botanist speaks of it as * lacking in constitution.” Many of the trees are sickly and some have died outright.
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We laugh

winterif. we are women; in black broadcloth in,
the dog-days if ‘we are men—in absurd lengths
“of silky trailing after us as we walk in the one
8a, 1a ridicalous pennon ‘meandering at our

other crops. On good soil well manured and
wéll worked six hundred bushels of carrots ,eight:
The new News-boys’ Home in Chicago is to
| furnish lodgings for five cents and meals for the | hundred bushels of. turnips, and one thousand’
bushels of mangolds per acre, are only ordinary
| same fam.
¢
:
The yyacht Sphinx capsized in the gale of Fri- |
crops.
For this amount of feed, the farmer who
Washingtonians ¢laim, the most beautiful prey
day in I ake Ontario and three men were drown- |
is alive to his own interests can afford a good
longed drive of any city in the world, the board
ed,
Jestof labor,
L]
of public works
having laid down
dyeryone
But it is not so much labor that is required,
The startling revelation is now
made that hundred and forty miles of wood, concrete and
as it is forehandedness, vigilance and good judgMills and Rodman, late of the Brooklyn Trust | stone streets within two years,
ment,
Now is the time to begin the preparation
Company, rifled a trunk of half a million dollars
of the soil for next year’s crop.
Commence
in railroad bonds.
The discovery involves the | A blacksmith has succeeded in changing the
upon a small scale.
One-haif to one acre will
gravest conse mushy
gait of a pacing horse to that of a trotter, by

A gang of coitterfditers of ‘three and five cent | sigply fastening an extra pair of shoes heavier

idea.

‘ and well got up.” But oir, highest efforts culmi
in partial nakedness in the middle of

and young cattle will make a wonderful différence in the yield of milk of the former, and the
thrift and growth of the latter. Some turnips
for sheep will increase the supply of milk for
their lambs, and thus, perbaps, make the differ-

ence between

the

congratulate

Fathers should grow roots for winter feed for

able extent.

intelligible

i

lip distender; we laugh while we look in the
glass and complaceutly brush out our frills, and

w—-

their stock, and the growing

an

at the Chinese * golden watéi-lilies; the Papaun

8

Waltham , Mass. are well worth 4 31! by sach &
MISCELL. soy
gain admission, The machinery is of the
can
The yellow fovér epldéinié at’ Shreveport still
e, gome of
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